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Abstract
In the field of molecular biology, scientists adopted for decades a reduction-
ist perspective in their inquiries, being predominantly concerned with the
intricate mechanistic details of subcellular regulatory systems. However, in-
tegrative thinking was still applied at a smaller scale in molecular biology to
understand the underlying processes of cellular behaviour for at least half a
century. It was not until the genomic revolution at the end of the previous
century that we required model building to account for systemic properties
of cellular activity. Our system-level understanding of cellular function is to
this day hindered by drastic limitations in our capability of predicting cellu-
lar behaviour to reflect system dynamics and system structures. To this end,
systems biology aims for a system-level understanding of functional intra-
and inter-cellular activity.
Modern biology brings about a high volume of data, whose comprehen-
sion we cannot even aim for in the absence of computational support. Com-
putational modelling, hence, bridges modern biology to computer science,
enabling a number of assets, which prove to be invaluable in the analysis
of complex biological systems, such as: a rigorous characterization of the
system structure, simulation techniques, perturbations analysis, etc. Com-
putational biomodels augmented in size considerably in the past years, major
contributions being made towards the simulation and analysis of large-scale
models, starting with signalling pathways and culminating with whole-cell
models, tissue-level models, organ models and full-scale patient models. The
simulation and analysis of models of such complexity very often requires, in
fact, the integration of various sub-models, entwined at different levels of
resolution and whose organization spans over several levels of hierarchy.
This thesis revolves around the concept of quantitative model refine-
ment in relation to the process of model building in computational systems
biology. The thesis proposes a sound computational framework for the step-
wise augmentation of a biomodel. One starts with an abstract, high-level
representation of a biological phenomenon, which is materialised into an ini-
tial model that is validated against a set of existing data. Consequently,
the model is refined to include more details regarding its species and/or
reactions. The framework is employed in the development of two models,
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one for the heat shock response in eukaryotes and the second for the ErbB
signalling pathway. The thesis spans over several formalisms used in compu-
tational systems biology, inherently quantitative: reaction-network models,
rule-based models and Petri net models, as well as a recent formalism in-
trinsically qualitative: reaction systems. The choice of modelling formalism
is, however, determined by the nature of the question the modeler aims to
answer. Quantitative model refinement turns out to be not only essential
in the model development cycle, but also beneficial for the compilation of
large-scale models, whose development requires the integration of several
sub-models across various levels of resolution and underlying formal repre-
sentations.
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Sammanfattning
Inom molekyla¨rbiologi har forskare i a˚rtionden anva¨nt sig av ett reduktion-
istiskt perspektiv i sina underso¨kningar, med fokus fra¨mst p˚a de inveck-
lade mekaniska detaljerna i subcellula¨ra regleringssystem. Redan i ett halvt
sekel har dock integrativt ta¨nkande varit i anva¨ndning i mindre skala fo¨r att
ba¨ttre fo¨rst˚a de processer som ligger bakom cellula¨rt beteende. Fo¨rst i och
med den genomiska revolutionen vid slutet av det fo¨reg˚aende a˚rhundradet
kra¨vdes att modelleringen skulle beakta cellula¨r aktivitet som ett system.
V˚ar fo¨rst˚aelse av cellula¨ra funktioner p˚a systemniv˚a a¨r a¨n idag begra¨nsad av
v˚ar ofo¨rma˚ga att effektivt fo¨rutsp˚a cellula¨rt beteende i relation till system-
dynamik och systemstrukturer. Det man inom systembiologi stra¨var efter a¨r
en fo¨rest˚aelse av funktionell intra- och intercellula¨r aktivitet p˚a systemniv˚a.
Modern biologi framkallar stora ma¨ngder information som vi i brist
p˚a bera¨kningssto¨d inte har mo¨jlighet att hantera. Bera¨kningsmodellering
fo¨renar da¨rmed modern biologi med datavetenskap. Detta ger tillg˚ang till ett
antal fo¨rdelar som visar sig vara ova¨rderliga fo¨r analysen av komplexa biolo-
giska system, da¨ribland rigoro¨s karakta¨risering av systemstrukturer, simuler-
ingstekniker, sto¨rningsanalys, etc. De senaste a˚ren har bera¨kningsbiologiska
modeller va¨xt betydligt och viktiga insatser har gjorts ga¨llande simuler-
ing och analys av storskaliga modeller, fr˚an signaltransduktionsva¨gar till
modeller p˚a cell-, va¨vnads- och organniv˚a, samt fullskaliga patientmodeller.
Fo¨r simulering och analys av s˚a pass invecklade modeller kra¨vs att flera
modeller av olika delstrukturer integreras och sammankopplas, i varierande
upplo¨sning, och vars organisation stra¨cker sig o¨ver flera niv˚aer av hierarkin.
Denna avhandling behandlar fo¨rba¨ttringen av kvantitativa modeller i
fo¨rh˚allande till modelleringsprocesser inom bera¨knande systembiologi. I
denna avhandling fo¨resl˚as ett grundligt bera¨knande ramverk fo¨r gradvis
fo¨rba¨ttring av en biologisk modell. Man utg˚ar ifr˚an en biologisk fo¨reteelse,
framsta¨lld p˚a ho¨g abstraktionsniv˚a, som formas till en fo¨rsta modellversion
och bekra¨ftas med hja¨lp av existerande data. Modellen blir fo¨ljaktligen
fo¨rba¨ttrad och inneh˚aller ett sto¨rre antal detaljer ang˚aende modellens art
och/eller reaktioner. Ramverket anva¨nds fo¨r utvecklingen av tv˚a sorters
modeller; en fo¨r eukaryotisk va¨rmechockresponsen och en fo¨r ErbB-signal-
transduktionsva¨gen. Avhandlingen inkluderar flera kvantitativa formalis-
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mer som anva¨nds inom bera¨knande systembiologi: modeller av reaktionsna¨t-
verk, petrina¨ts-modeller, samt en ny kvalitativ formalism: reaktionssystem.
Valet av modelleringsformalism beror dock p˚a vilken typ av fr˚aga modeller-
aren a¨mnar besvara. Kvantitativ modellfo¨rba¨ttring visar sig inte endast
vara central under modellens utvecklingsprocess, utan a¨r a¨ven till nytta vid
sammansta¨llningen av storskaliga modeller, vilka kra¨ver att man integrerar
flera modeller av delstrukturer i varierande upplo¨sning och underliggande
formella framsta¨llningar.
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Chapter 1
Introduction to modelling in
computational systems
biology
Biology has been governed for decades by reductionism. The reductionist
approach has brought about major contributions to biology, enabling excep-
tional progress towards the understanding of biological phenomena. How-
ever, the genomic revolution that characterized the end of the last century
has made possible the evolution of traditional molecular biology towards
systems biology, see [66].
Biological systems are highly complex. Traditionally, molecular biology
has been concerned with the detailed study of individual actors, such as
genes, proteins, cells, etc., and the identification of their functions, but a
biological function can hardly be associated with just one individual cellu-
lar component. Individual scattered information regarding diverse cellular
components are insufficient to determine a full understanding of complex bi-
ological phenomena, as most of them are the effect of complex interactions
between various cellular components, see [5, 59]. An insightful metaphorical
presentation of the challenge of understanding complex biological systems
behaviour from the isolated study of individual components is shown in [51];
the problem is described there in terms of fixing a transistor radio through
studying/characterizing its resistors, capacitors, and transistors.
A system-level understanding of biological systems often focuses on a
few central properties such as: system structures or system dynamics. Sys-
tem structures concern the study of gene interactions, protein-protein in-
teractions, biochemical pathways, etc. System dynamics refers to system
evolution over time under diverse conditions, which can be pursued through
metabolic analysis, sensitivity analysis, bifurcation analysis, etc. The con-
trol method refers to the identification of mechanisms that regulate the cell
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state evolution and their potential manipulation so as to avoid various cel-
lular impairments induced by potential malfunctions. The design method
concerns detecting methods to alter and/or construct biological models with
a set of given properties, see [46].
Systems biology aims at an integrative study of biological systems and at
an understanding of the interactions among their components. A biological
system is regarded in this context as a large number of distinct components,
with diverse functionalities, which interact non-linearly with one another
and generate complex, but coherent behaviours, see [45, 59]. There are two
main directions that systems biology is driven by: the attempt to understand
the interactions among cellular components and the functional organization
of the system of interest, and the functionality preservation across several
levels of organization, at different levels of resolution, see [67].
Modern biology includes research sub-areas such as theoretical biology,
mathematical biology, computational biology, algorithmic biology, systems
biology, synthetic biology. Several of the prefixes used in naming these
branches are imported by biology from computer science, showing the deep
impact computer science has on biology. The same can be seen through some
of the concepts biologists use in their everyday work: network, component,
robustness, efficiency, control, regulation, synchronization, concurrency, etc.
Computational modelling is one of the proposals that computer science
makes to biology (and not only). Computational modelling introduces nu-
merous benefits: an explicit description of the underlying components of a
given system, the availability of simulation methods, perturbation analysis
(which allows for a close examination of every component of the system).
Computational modelling also allows for the exploration of systems which
are not feasible to investigate empirically and the construction of systems
whose components can be refined, making it very suitable for managing high
throughput simulations, see [59].
There are two major approaches to computational modelling: data-
driven modelling and hypothesis-driven modelling. In data-driven mod-
elling, the focus is on finding an(a) (computational) explanation/model for
a collection of data; the modeller has no a-priori bias/preference for any
model and will adopt one based on its ability to explain the existing data.
In hypothesis-driven modelling, the focus is on a given mechanism/model for
a biological process and on finding a suitable numerical setup for the model
that would fit the existing data. Both approaches are commonly used in
systems biology, sometimes even within the same project, and both bring
a number of benefits. In this thesis, we focused only on hypothesis-driven
modelling and on techniques for algorithmically augmenting a given model,
while preserving its data fit.
The modelling cycle which lies at the core of systems biology relies on a
few steps, starting with the acquisition of high throughput data, developing
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an abstract model of the biological system, which undergoes the iterative
process of hypothesis generation, experimental design, experimental analysis
and model refinement, see [46, 59]. Initially, a biochemical model represent-
ing the reaction network corresponding to the underlying biological process
is compiled. Subsequently, the associated mathematical model is set up, by
generating the dynamics of the system and identifying values for free param-
eters that fit given experimental data. The mathematical model obtained
is then validated against other experimental data or qualitative properties
proven empirically. The model is consequently used for novel hypothesis
generation, which entails new experimental research. The results obtained
as such can be used for the refinement of the model, see [59].
Building a large-scale model, for instance at tissue-level, but even mod-
elling an entire cell, represents in itself an arduous challenge. Large-scale
modelling requires taking into account numerous biological characteristics
and model predictions have to be validated against biological and/or clini-
cal data, which are frequently insufficient. Simulation of large-scale models,
for instance in the case of tissue or organ modelling, frequently compels
the integration of numerous models, organized on several levels of hierarchy,
across various orders of magnitude regarding the scale or diverse qualitative
properties (e.g. biochemical networks, intercellular communications, etc).
This line of work has received much attention through the 2013 Nobel prize
in Chemistry awarded to Martin Karplus, Michael Levitt and Arieh Warshel
“for the development of multi-scale models for complex chemical systems”.
Computational biomodels have expanded considerably in the last few
years. For example, a model for the ErbB signalling pathway was proposed
in 2009, see [13], consisting of 499 species and 828 reactions; we consider
this pathway as one of the case-studies of this thesis. A whole-cell model
was also proposed in 2012 in [43], that included 1900 parameters and was
based on the scanning of over 900 publications. The process of building
large models remains to this day highly non-standard and to some extent
ad-hoc. This thesis can be seen as a proposal towards a standardized process
of model building. Our proposal is to start from a relatively small model
on a high-level of abstraction, seen as a “blueprint” of the bioprocess of
interest. After validating this initial model against existing data, the model
can be augmented in a step-wise manner to include more details about its
species and processes. The main technique we focus on is quantitative model
refinement, which addresses the problem of numerical setup of the refined
model, so that the numerical fit of the original model is preserved.
The structure of this thesis is the following: Chapter 2 focuses on com-
putational biomodelling systems biology and introduces a few modelling
aproaches, such as: reaction-based models, rule-based models, Petri nets
and reaction systems. In Chapter 3 we discuss quantitative model refinement
as a technique for model construction and model augmentation. Chapter
5
4 introduces two case-studies that have been used for the implementation
of quantitative model refinement. In Chapter 5, we list the original con-
tributions of all articles included in this thesis. In Chapter 6, we discuss
implications of the thesis and future perspectives.
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Chapter 2
Modelling formalisms in
systems biology
We discuss in this chapter a few modelling approaches: reaction networks,
rule-based models, ODE-based models, Petri nets, and reaction systems.
Our selection was based on the approaches we used in the publications in-
cluded in this thesis. The selection is clearly non-exhaustive and several
other popular modelling approaches exist.
2.1 Reaction network models
A reaction-based model can be described through a set of chemical reactions
detailing on the main interactions among its species. A reaction can be either
reversible or irreversible. We consider model M to be a pair M = (
∑
,R),
where
∑
= {S1, . . . , Sm} is the set of species and R = {R1, R2, · · · , Rn}
is the set of reactions. Any reversible reaction can be divided into two
irreversible reactions accounting separately for its left-to-right and right-
to-left directions. Thus, a reaction network comprising reversible reactions
can be rewritten as a network involving only irreversible reactions. We will
discuss this in more detail later.
An irreversible reaction can be presented as a rewriting rule of the fol-
lowing form:
Rj : c1,jS1+ c2,jS2+ . . .+ cm,jSm
kj
−→ c′1,jS1+ c
′
2,jS2+ . . .+ c
′
m,jSm, (2.1)
where kj ≥ 0 is a non-negative integer representing the kinetic rate constant
and c1,j, . . . , cm,j , c
′
1,j , . . . , c
′
m,j ≥ 0 are non-negative integers specifying the
stoichiometry of reaction Rj .
We note that, even though, we list here all species both on the left- and
on the right-hand side of the reaction, in practice most of the coefficients
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are zero. Indeed, chemical reactants are most often of molecularity at most
2. A model can also include reactions of higher molecularity, describing a
complex biochemical process on a higher level of abstraction. The species
appearing on the left-hand side of a reaction are called substrates and the
species occurring on the right-hand side of a reaction are referred to as
products.
The stoichiometric coefficient ni,j corresponding to chemical species Si
of reaction Rj is defined as ni,j = c
′
i,j − ci,j. The stoichiometric coefficients
are collected in a stoichiometric matrix N = (ni,j)m×n. The (i, j) entry
of the matrix represents the stoichiometric coefficient of Si in reaction Rj .
Depending on the sign of the stoichiometric coefficient corresponding to a
given species in a reaction, a species is either consumed (ni,j > 0) or produced
(ni,j > 0).
Given an irreversible reaction Rj, the sum
∑m
i=1 ci,j represents themolec-
ularity of reaction Rj. In this thesis, we only consider reactions with a
molecularity of at most two, i.e. unimolecular and bimolecular reactions.
Termolecular reactions are very rare, due to the high improbability of having
three molecular entities simultaneously colliding and forming a correct con-
figuration that leads to the constitution of a molecular complex, see [41, 64].
A molecularity greater than three for an elementary reaction is unattain-
able, since a number of molecules greater than three cannot concomitantly
collide, see [55].
A reversible reaction Rj ∈ R is written as follows:
Rj : c1,jS1+ c2,jS2+ . . .+ cm,jSm
kj
+
⇄
kj
−
c′1,jS1+ c
′
2,jS2+ . . .+ c
′
m,jSm, (2.2)
where k+j , k
−
j ≥ 0 are the kinetic rate constants of the reaction and c1,j , . . . , cm,j ,
c′1,j, . . . , c
′
m,j ≥ 0 are defined as before.
A reversible reaction can be separated into a pair of distinct irreversible
reactions as follows:
Rj
(fwd) : c1,jS1 + c2,jS2 + . . . + cm,jSm
kj
+
−−→ c′1,jS1 + c
′
2,jS2 + . . . + c
′
m,jSm;
Rj
(bwd) : c′1,jS1 + c
′
2,jS2 + . . . + c
′
m,jSm
kj
−
−−→ c1,jS1 + c2,jS2 + . . .+ cm,jSm.
Example 1 We will use the following example as a running example through-
out the introduction of this thesis. We consider a transcription factor trans,
the promoter region it binds to, prom, and the protein prot encoded by the
gene promoted by prom. We also include in our example the interaction
between prot and trans : prot may bind to trans, even in the case when trans
is bound to prom; in this case, trans will unbind from prom and instead, bind
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to prot. These interactions are described in the reaction network model in
Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: The running example of the introduction to the thesis.
trans+ prom
k1
+
←−→
k1
−
trans: prom
trans: prom
k2−→ trans: prom+ prot
trans+ prot
k3
+
←−→
k3
−
trans: prot
trans: prom+ prot
k4−→ trans: prot+ prom
As it will become clear in Section 4.1, this example is inspired by the
heat shock response model, one of the case-studies of this thesis.
The stoichiometric matrix N of this model is shown below. The rows
correspond to species trans, prom, trans: prom, prot, trans: prot, in this order.
The columns correspond to the reactions of the model, in the order listed in
Table 2.1.
[N ] =


−1 0 −1 0
−1 0 0 1
1 0 0 −1
0 1 −1 −1
0 0 1 1

 .
2.1.1 ODE-based models
System dynamics can be described through the time-dependent evolution
of all its species concentrations at a given moment in time. ODEs are a
common choice for the modelling of deterministic kinetics of reaction-based
models. We discuss other modelling formalisms later in this chapter. Given
a reaction-based model M depicted as above, the main variables describing
the system of ODEs are the species concentrations {[S1], · · · , [Sm]} and the
reactions rates {ν1, · · · , νm}. We associate a real function [X] : R+ → R+
to every species X, with the interpretation that X[t] is the concentration at
time t.
Species levels can be either expressed in particle numbers (the number
of molecules of a chemical species Si in a volume V ) or the number of moles
of a chemical species per volume V . We denote the number of molecules
of a chemical species Si by #Si. The number of moles and molecules of a
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species Si obey the following relation:
#Si = [Si] ·NA,
where NA is the Avogadro number, NA ≈ 6.02214179 · 10
23particles/mol.
2.1.2 The law of mass-action
To associate an ODE-based model to a reaction network, one uses a so-called
kinetic rate law. This allows the modeller to associate in a standard way
a reaction rate, i.e., a real function, to every reaction in the model. This,
in turn, will give the rate of change of every species in the model, i.e., the
system of ODEs describing the concentration of the model’s species. We
discuss in the next subsections the two most widely used kinetic rate laws:
mass-action and Michaelis-Menten.
Consider the amount of each chemical species, Si, given as a concentra-
tion, [Si], measured in molars, changing continuously. Each species Si is
associated a function [Si] : R+ → R+ expressing the evolution of the chem-
ical species concentration over time. The instantaneous reaction rate is
proportional to the probability of the collision between reactants (in general
two reactants, see the previous section for details). Assuming homogeneity
of the environment and constant temperature, this probability is in turn
proportional to the concentration of the colliding reactants raised to the
power of their respective molecularity, see [49]. This kinetic law is known as
the law of mass-action and was initially introduced by Guldberg and Waage
in the 19th century, see [29, 30].
Example 2 Given a simple reaction of the form below:
S1 + S2
k+
⇄
k−
2P, (2.3)
the reaction rate is defined as:
v = v+ − v− = k
+[S1][S2]− k
−[P ]2,
where v+ is the forward reaction rate, v− is the backward reaction rate, k
+
is the kinetic rate constant corresponding to the forward direction, and k−
is the kinetic rate constant corresponding to the backward direction. Consid-
ering now the forward direction of reaction (2.3), the molecularity of each
substrate is 1; considering now the backward direction for the same reaction,
the molecularity is 2. Assuming the measure unit for time is seconds (s),
and for the concentration is molars (M), then the reaction rate’s unit is M ·
s−1. In consequence, the measure unit for rate constants for monomolecular
reactions (e.g. S → ∅) is s−1, while for bimolecular reactions, the measure
unit for the rate constant is M ·s−1.
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Given a reversible reaction Rj of the form (2.2), conforming to the law
of mass-action, the reaction rate is given by:
v = v+ − v− = k
+
j
m∏
i=1
[Si]
ci,j − k−j
m∏
i=1
[Si]
c′i,j .
The corresponding system of ODEs is given below:
d[Si]
dt
= ni,jv = (c
′
i,j − ci,j)
(
k+j
m∏
l=1
[Sl]
cl,j − k−j
m∏
l=1
[Sl]
c′
l,j
)
, 1 ≤ l ≤ m.
For reversible reactions, the substrate to product ratio at steady state
(i.e., when v+ = v−) is defined as the equilibrium constant, Keq:
Keq =
k+j
k−j
=
m∏
i=1
[Si]
c′i,j
eq
m∏
i=1
[Si]
ci,j
eq
,
where [Si]eq represents the equilibrium concentration of species Si.
Given a species S, the time course can be calculated by integrating the
corresponding ODE. Take, for example, a simple decay reaction: S
k
−→; the
time dynamics of this reaction is given by the ODE: d[S]/dt = −k[S]. The
integration of this ODE over the time interval [0, t) leads to the analytical
solution below:
S∫
S0
d[S]/dt = −
t∫
t=0
kdt⇒ [S](t) = S0e
−kt,
where S0 is the initial concentration. Calculating the analytical solution for
complex systems is hardly possible. However, one can search for numerical
methods which would give a satisfactory numerical approximation.
Example 3 The mass-action rates v1 − v4 of our running example are the
following:
v1 = k1
+[trans][prom]− k1
−[trans: prom];
v2 = k2[trans: prom];
v3 = k3
+[trans][prot]− k3
−[trans: prot];
v4 = k4[trans: prom][prot].
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The mass-action ODE model of this example is the following:
d[trans]
dt
=− k1
+[trans][prom] + k1
−[trans: prom]− k3
+[trans][prot]
+ k3
−[trans: prot]; (2.4)
d[prom]
dt
=− k1
+[trans][prom] + k1
−[trans: prom]
+ k4[trans: prom][prot]; (2.5)
d[trans: prom]
dt
=k1
+[trans][prom]− k1
−[trans: prom]
− k4[trans: prom][prot]; (2.6)
d[prot]
dt
=k2[trans: prom]− k3
+[trans][prot] + k3
−[trans: prot]
− k4[trans: prom][prot]; (2.7)
d[trans: prot]
dt
=k3
+[trans][prot]− k3
−[trans: prot]
+ k4[trans: prom][prot]. (2.8)
2.1.3 Michaelis-Menten kinetics
Enzyme kinetics applies to a certain class of chemical reactions called enzy-
matic reactions, i.e. reactions catalysed by enzymes. An enzyme reaction
in its general form as described in [10] can be written as follows:
S + E
kf
⇄
kb
S : E
kir→ P + E, (2.9)
where E denotes the enzyme, S the substrate , S : E the substrate-enzyme
complex, and P the product. Reaction (2.9) represents the formation of the
substrate-enzyme complex through the reversible binding of enzyme E to
substrate S and the irreversible conversion of the substrate-enzyme complex
into product P through the release of the enzyme.
The system can be described by the following irreversible reactions:
S + E
kf
→ S : E, S : E
kb→ S + E, S : E
kir→ P + E. (2.10)
Following mass-action kinetics, the corresponding system of ODEs de-
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scribing the dynamics of the system (2.10) can be written as follows:
d[S]
dt
= −kf [S][E] + kb[S : E]; (2.11)
d[E]
dt
= −kf [S][E] + kb[S : E] + kir[S : E]; (2.12)
d[S : E]
dt
= kf [S][E] − kb[S : E]− kir[S : E]; (2.13)
d[P ]
dt
= kir[S : E]. (2.14)
The system (2.11) - (2.14) has been subjected to a number of assump-
tions, for example, the quasi-equilibrium between the free enzyme E and
the compound S : E, see [52]. We assume the kinetic constants kb, kf to be
much greater than kir (kb, kf ≫ kir), i.e. [S : E] is, in fact, negligible com-
pared to [S] and [P ], taking into account that the substrate-enzyme complex
concentration is reduced.
Moreover, the quasi-equilibrium assumption has been refined (see [10])
to considering the system will eventually come about a quasi-steady state of
S : E, a state for which the concentration of substrate-enzyme complex is
constant; the assumption is valid only for S0 ≫ E0. This leads to:
d[S : E]/dt = 0, i.e., kf [S][E]− kb[S : E]− kir[S : E] = 0. (2.15)
The right hand side of (2.12) is the complement of the right hand side
of (2.13). Adding them we obtain: d[E]/dt+ d[S : E]/dt = 0. That implies:
[E] + [S : E] = Etot, or equivalently [E] = Etot − [S : E], (2.16)
where constant Etot describes the total enzyme amount.
Recalling the quasi-steady state assumption and (2.16), equation (2.15)
can be rewritten as follows:
kf [S]Etot = kf [S][S : E] + kb[S : E] + kir[S : E], i.e.,
[S : E] =
kf [S]Etot
kf [S] + kb + kir
, i.e.,
[S : E] =
[S]Etot
[S] + kb+kirkf
(2.17)
Bringing (2.17) in (2.14), we obtain the following:
d[P ]
dt
=
kir[S]Etot
[S] + kb+kirkf
. (2.18)
The Michaelis-Menten equation states that the reaction rate v of prod-
uct synthesis is proportional to the substrate concentration, [S], and the
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maximum rate the system can reach for saturated values of [S] (Vmax) and
inversely proportional to the sum of the Michaelis constant Km and the
substrate concentration:
v =
Vmax[S]
[S] +Km
, (2.19)
The Michaelis constant Km represents the substrate concentration for the
half-maximal reaction rate. Introducing the parameters of (2.19) in (2.18),
one attains the relation between Michaelis-Menten kinetics and mass-action
inferred kinetics of an enzymatic reaction:
Vmax = kirEtot, Km =
kb + kir
kf
.
Assuming quasi-equilibrium, then kir/kf is negligible, leading to Km ∼=
kb/kf . For a more detailed description of Michaelis-Menten kinetics, we
refer the reader to [48].
Reversible Michaelis-Menten kinetics. Consider the extension of the
Michaelis-Menten equation to its reversible form, allowing for the catalysa-
tion of the reaction by the enzyme in both directions, as follows:
S + E
k1
⇄
k2
X
k3
⇄
k4
P + E, (2.20)
where S and P are substrates, E is the enzyme, and X represents the
intermediary enzyme-substrate compound. The set of irreversible reactions
corresponding to the Michaelis-Menten equation above are:
S + E
k1→ X;
X
k2→ S + E;
X
k3→ P + E;
P + E
k4→ X.
(2.21)
The system of ODEs describing the dynamics of the model, following
the principle of mass-action (2.21) is described as follows:
d[S]
dt
= −k1[S][E] + k2[X]; (2.22)
d[E]
dt
= −k1[S][E] + k2[X] + k3[X]− k4[P ][E]; (2.23)
d[X]
dt
= k1[S][E]− k2[X]− k3[X] + k4[P ][E]; (2.24)
d[P ]
dt
= k3[X] − k4[P ][E]. (2.25)
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Addition of (2.23) and (2.24) results into the following equation:
d[E]
dt
+
d[X]
dt
= 0⇒ [E] + [X] = Etot.
The quasi-steady state condition, d[X]/dt = 0, i.e., k1[S](Etot − [X]) −
[X](k2 + k3) + k4[P ](Etot − [X]) = 0, leads to the following equation:
[X] =
k1[S]Etot + k4[P ]Etot
k1[S] + k4[P ] + k2 + k3
. (2.26)
Introducing (2.26) into equation (2.25), we obtain:
v =
k1k3[S]Etot − k2k4[P ]Etot
k1[S] + k4[P ] + k2 + k3
=
k3Etot
k1[S]
k2+k3
− k2Etot
k4[P ]
k2+k3
1 + k1[S]k2+k3 +
k4[P ]
k2+k3
=
Vfw
KmS
[S]− VbwKmP [P ]
1 + [S]KmS +
[P ]
KmP
,
where KmS = (k2 + k3)/k1 and KmP = (k2 + k3)/k4 are the Michaelis-
Menten constants (i.e. for half-maximal forward and backward rate) for
the substrate and product, respectively, and Vfw(Vbw) represents the max-
imal rate in forward (resp. backward) direction. An exact solution for the
reversible Michaelis-Menten mechanism is available in [53]. Details about
reversible Michaelis-Menten kinetics can be found in [31].
2.1.4 Analysis of reaction-based models
Steady-state analysis
Steady states (equilibrium points) are points in the phase plan for which
all state variables are constant throughout the system’s dynamics, i.e. for
reaction-based models, the species concentrations are constant when initial
values correspond to steady-state values. A system is at steady state if it
maintains its equilibrium unless any external perturbations arise. There are
several types of steady-states: stable (the system eventually returns to the
state), asymptotically stable (the system is stable and adjacent initial con-
ditions tend to this state as time approaches infinity), unstable (the system
leaves the state) etc.
The behaviour of a reaction-based model at steady state is given by the
system of equations below:
d[S]
dt
= 0, (2.27)
where [S] = ([S1], [S2], ..., [Sm])
T represents the vector of concentrations of
species. Given v = (v1, v2, ..., vn)
T , the vector of reaction fluxes, the system
of equations (2.27) becomes:
Nv = 0. (2.28)
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Vector v can be determined solving the corresponding system of equa-
tions with variables [S1], [S2], . . . , [Sm]. The solutions of the system are
non-trivial (not all variables 0) if rank(N) < n. We recall n is the num-
ber of reactions in the system. But this means matrix M has at least two
linearly dependent columns (if rank(N) < n). This dependency can be
reflected through a so-called kernel matrix K, such that:
NK = 0, (2.29)
where K has c = n−rank(N) columns.
The kernel matrix K is not unique. For instance, one can obtain another
matrix K ′ through a multiplication K ′ = KQ, where Q has dimensions
[n − rank(N)] × [n − rank(N)]. Given that K is a solution of Equation
(2.29), K ′ is also a solution. For details, we refer the reader to [48].
Mass conservation In biochemical systems, checking whether the total
amount of a certain species or association of species is constant over time or
not can have significant implications. The total amount of a given species, in
this case, refers to the sum over the free species as well as the species that are
contained within other compounds. This section introduces briefly the mass
conservation relations and their importance in relation to reaction-based
systems. A more detailed discussion regarding mass-conservation relations
can be found in [34].
Mass conservation relations are very often the first type of analysis one
engages, for the reason that they offer a primary perception towards the
dynamics of the model, reducing concomitantly the number of free variables
of the model. Formally, a mass-conservation relation represents the linear
combination of species concentrations which is constant over time:
gTS = C, (2.30)
where g is a vector of constant elements, S is the vector of species concen-
trations, and C is a constant. The existence of mass-conservation relations
implies that some rows of the stoichiometric matrix are linearly dependent,
i.e.:
gTN = 0T . (2.31)
Equations (2.30) and (2.31) are equivalent. By derivation of the former
equation and then allow for d[S]/dt = Nv, we obtain:
(gTS)′ = gT S˙ = gTNv = 0.
Vector g is not unique, there can be more linearly independent vectors satis-
fying (2.31), each accounting for a mass-conservation relation. The number
of mass-conservation relations is given by m− rank(N), where m is the
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number of species in the system. The set of vectors g characterizing the
mass-conservation relations are collected in a conservation matrix G , see
[34], which satisfies the following relation:
GN = 0.
As a consequence, GT is the kernel matrix for NT . A conservation matrix
G is not unique and can be determined employing the Gauss algorithm (any
alternative matrix G′ = PG, where P is any non-singular matrix of the
appropriate dimensions, constitutes a valid conservation matrix).
Sensitivity analysis Sensitivity analysis represents a technique used to
determine the extent to which infinitesimal changes of some independent
parameters of a model affect the parameters dependent on them. We men-
tion here two types of sensitivity analysis extensively used: local sensitivity
analysis and global sensitivity analysis. To employ local sensitivity analysis,
one varies solely one parameter alone within a small interval around a cer-
tain value. Global sensitivity analysis, however, requires the variation of all
parameters simultaneously, spanning the entire space of each parameter. In
this thesis, we only present the former.
Let the system below be the system of ODEs of a reaction-based model,
expressed as a function of concentrations of all species and all parameter
values:
d[Si]
dt
= fi([S1], [S2], ..., [Sm], κ), (2.32)
where κ = (k1, k2, ..., kn)
T is the vector of rate constants (assuming only n ir-
reversible reactions). Consider S(t, κ) = ([S1](t, κ), [S2](t, κ), ..., [Sm](t, κ))
T
to be the solution of Equation (2.32) relative to κ, named sensitivity matrix.
The matrix entries are given by the partial derivatives ∂[Si]/∂kj .
The simplest approach in calculating the local sensitivity of the con-
centrations relies on the finite-difference method, using the finite difference
approximation. Consider the change of the j-th parameter, kj , with the
amount δkj at time point t1, given that all other parameters remain un-
modified. The newly obtained matrix [S] can be determined making use of
the change between the original and the perturbed solution, see Equation
(2.33). The method has to be run n + 1 times, n times for changing each
parameter separately and one for the initial values of the parameters:
∂[S](t2)
∂kj(t1)
=
[S](t2, kj + δkj)− [S](t2, kj)
δkj
, 1 ≤ j ≤ n. (2.33)
We obtain the solutions for the differential equations for the sensitivity
coefficients ∂[Si]/∂kj differentiating Equation (2.32). In this manner, we
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obtain the set of sensitivity equations below:
d
dt
∂[S]
∂kj
= J
∂[S]
δkj
+
∂f
∂kj
, 1 ≤ j ≤ n,
where J represents the Jacobian for Equation (2.32). For details on the
mathematical derivation of the result above, we refer the reader to [68].
Example 4 To search for the steady-state of our running example we con-
sider the system of non-linear equations obtained by equaling to 0 all ODEs
in Example 3. We know that there exists a non-trivial solution because the
rank of the matrix N in Example 1 is less than 4. The fourth row of the ma-
trix is linearly dependent on rows 1 and 3 (in fact, the rank of the matrix is
3). Finding the steady state of the model can be done by applying numerical
approximation methods to a fully specified numerical setup of the model.
To find all mass-conservation relations of our example we solve the fol-
lowing system of linear equations: gTN = 0, i.e.:
− g1 − g2 + g3 = 0;
g4 = 0;
− g1 − g4 + g5 = 0;
g2 − g3 − g4 + g5 = 0.
The solution of this system of equations is:
{(g1, g2, g1 + g2, 0, g1)|g1, g2 ∈ N}. (2.34)
The fact that this is a vectorial space of dimension 2 shows that the model
has two mass-conservation relations (this could also be deduced based on
the observation that rank(N) = 3). The solution above gives the following
mass-conservation relations (obtained for g1 = 0, g2 = 1, respectively):
[trans] + [trans: prom] + [trans: prot] = const.;
[prom] + [trans: prom] = const.
The two relations can be interpreted based on the biological intuition we
gave for our running example as the conservation of (the 3 forms of) the
transcription factor and as the conservation of (the 2 forms of) the promoter.
2.2 Rule-based models
Cellular response to environmental signals is highly determined by intri-
cated protein-protein interactions networks, which identify signals from the
environment and convert them into appropriate responses. Protein-protein
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interactions potentially produce a massive amount of chemical species, which
in turn interact extensively with one another.
The combinatorial complexity of these interactions arises from two fun-
damental reasons: post-translational modifications (acetylation, phospho-
rylation, ubiquitination, etc), which emerge due to catalytic interactions
among proteins, and the formation of heterogeneous protein complexes due
to non-covalent protein interactions, see [22, 15]. A species (e.g. a protein)
can accomodate multiple modification sites and can interact with multi-
ple binding partners. The amplitude of this combinatorial complexity can
be described, for instance, by considering the following scenario. Given a
protein P , which can be post-translationally modified at n sites, the num-
ber of possible states for P alone is 2n. Protein P can potentially bind
to other proteins on m independent sites, which generates a number of 2m
interactions, corresponding to 2m possible bound-states. This complexity
propagates through the entire network.
Rule-based models appeared as a response to the need of handling ma-
jor combinatorial aspects in protein-protein interaction networks, signalling
pathways, etc. Within a rule-based modelling framework, model specifica-
tion relies on the identification of molecules of interest, their components (i.e.
a post-translational modification site) and possible states of the considered
components, see [15].
Rule-based languages rely on rules to describe system dynamics. Rules
generate chemical reactions by defining classes of reactions characterizing
certain types of interactions between molecules or complexes of molecules. A
rule defines group rules, which describe the interactions between components
and/or states of the molecules through regular expressions. Rules specify
patterns which identify the reactants among a set of chemical species. Each
rule enables transformations from reactants to products through a rate law.
System representation can be assimilated at two different levels: one is
an algebraic, text-based representation of the system, while the other is a
graph-based representation.
Within a text-based representation of the system, chemical species are
indicated through strings. By convention, an individual species, also referred
to as single-state species is represented through a simple name, for instance,
a capital letter. A molecule is regarded as a set of given components that
constitute an entity (a polypeptide chain, a multimeric protein, etc). A
more complex chemical species, called multi-state species is characterized
through a molecule string, which consists of the name of the molecule and
an ordered list of indices. A molecule string can account either for a certain
species or a group of species containing a certain molecule.
A molecule can have several components. A component is a part of the
molecule such as: a post-translational modification, a motif, a catalytic do-
main, a bio-molecular recognition domain, etc. Some components can be in
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various possible states. These states enact diverse conformations or alternate
forms of components. The states can be specified through attributes, which
are assigned specific values. For a detailed discussion about the text-based
representation of the system, we refer the reader to [22].
In the past years, various research groups developed languages for the
specification of rule-based models, which provide formal frameworks for the
representation of biochemical networks that are able to correlate traditional
biology and mathematical modelling, such as: Bionetgen ([8, 24]) or Kappa
([18]). We discuss in the following sections a graph-based representation for
rule-based models along with a description language for the characterization
of rule-based models, Bionetgen.
2.2.1 A graph-based representation of rule-based models
A graph-based formalisation uses graphs and graph-rewriting rules for the
representation of biochemical networks. We will adopt here the conventions
and definitions in [7] and [23].
A graph, in this context, consists of nodes, which have associated la-
bels, and undirected edges that connect them. Nodes represent components
(such as binding sites, sites for post-translational modifications or domains
of proteins, etc.), that can admit multiple states used to depict bonds, con-
formational modifications, post-translational modifications (e.g., affected by
a post-translational modification, unaffected, etc.). Edges are used to rep-
resent bonds connecting components.
A molecular-entity graph consists in a triple G = (VG, EG, AG), where
VG represents a set of labelled attributed nodes (e.g., components such as:
sites or domains of proteins, etc.), EG is a set of unlabelled, undirected
edges, which identify bonds between components and AG is an optional set
of attributes. Node labelling is not unique. Identical labels on distinct nodes
specify similar components. Edges indicate intramolecular or intermolecular
bonding. The molecular entity graph admits a unique label.
A complex graph is defined as a set of interconnected molecular-entity
graphs.
A chemical species graph is defined as a molecular-entity graph with all
attributes being assigned specific values, or as a complex graph, whose con-
stituent molecular-entity graphs have all attributes assigned specific values.
A pattern graph P = (VP , EP ) consists in a set of molecular-entity
graphs and/or complex graphs, which are not necessarily interconnected.
The molecular entity graphs or complex graphs that a given pattern graph
P consists of, can each be associated a set of variable attributes. Connectiv-
ity of the graphs in P is established through an interface, which partitions
the nodes in three categories: nodes representing components which cannot
be bound to external components, nodes representing components that must
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be bound to other external components and nodes for components that can
be bound either to components inside the pattern graph or outside of it.
A pattern graph G contains a chemical species represented by graph
H if and only if there exists a subgraph of H isomorphic to G which is
consistent with the pattern graph’s interface and preserves the attributes of
components, molecular entities and complexes, see [7].
Rules are, in this context, graph rewriting rules, which generate reac-
tions identifying classes of chemical transformations of reactants into prod-
ucts. Each rule comprises a set of pattern graphs corresponding to reac-
tants and one corresponding to products. A rate law is associated with the
transformation. A rule is applied to a set of chemical species, identifying
sets of reactant group graphs and product group graphs. A rule is applied
for all combinations of reactants. Rule instantiation consists in the substi-
tution of the subgraphs corresponding to the chemical species matched by
pattern graphs defining reactants with the chemical species matched by pat-
tern graphs defining products. For more details regarding the graph-based
representation, we refer the reader to [7] and [23].
All reactions generated by a rule comply with the same rate law, though
different reactions can be characterized by distinct rate constants, some of
which can compel the multiplication by diverse factors, see [22].
2.2.2 A description language for the characterization of rule-
based models
Explicit elementary reaction kinetics for large biochemical networks has sev-
eral limitations such as: the ambiguity of key role elements in molecular
interactions, the combinatorial complexity due to post-translational modifi-
cations, protein-protein interactions, etc., the massive computational effort
invested in the simulation of such networks and the arduous attempts of
reusability of the networks, see [62].
Bionetgen is a rule-based modelling framework and a description lan-
guage for the development and simulation of large-scale biochemical net-
works, aiming at a compact representation of biochemical information (e.g.
interactions of molecular domains, non-covalent protein interactions, etc).
A Bionetgen input file comprises definitions for molecular species, rules,
kinetic rate constants, initial concentrations and simulation commands. For
example, molecule types encode diverse functional attributes that are ex-
pressed through components. This structural characterization emulates ac-
tual biological entities with hierarchical substructures, for instance, proteins.
Components can be found in multiple states. Molecule bonding can be ex-
pressed for components with or without states, depending on the biological
context. A component can only take part in a single reaction at any time.
Bionetgen implements, through molecule bonding, a structured representa-
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tion of any complex. Intricate configurations are not associated with explicit
singular names. The namespace for complex configurations reduces to the
number of molecules and their components and not that of the number of all
configurations, which can turn out to be infinite. The name species indicates
a particular configuration of a specific molecule, see [24, 62].
Reactions are regarded as graph-transformations. The transformations
implemented are the following: forming a bond, breaking a bond, chang-
ing component states, creating and destroying molecules. A reaction in
Bionetgen is regarded as a succession of various of the previously mentioned
transformations. A rule can incorporate information regarding a set of re-
actions with identical kinetics which share a common syntactic substructure
by ignoring the components that do no influence all reactions in the set.
Thus, a rule is a generator of reactions, each of which has a substructure
that matches exactly the rule. Nevertheless, the specification of a rule-
based model relies on the the identification of autonomous interactions be-
tween molecules. Reactant patterns are complexes that are not completely
specified. Patterns select species that identify a certain substructure that
corresponds to the rule. The product of a reaction is attained by species
selection through patterns and application of the aforementioned transfor-
mations, see [24, 62].
Observables define sums of concentrations of species of interest. There
are two types of observables: species-observables and molecules-observables.
Species-observables represent the unweighted sum of the concentration of
species defined by a specific pattern. Additionally, the molecules-observable
evaluates the concentration of the species conforming to the number of
matches to a particular given pattern, see [24, 62].
Symmetries and multiplicities
Every reaction generated by a rule is associated with a kinetic rate constant,
which consists in the product of the rate constant indicated by the rule and
the multiplicity of that specific reaction, which depends on the symmetry of
the reaction. The multiplicity of the reaction in turn depends on the number
of paths there are from reactants to products. A multiplicity of 1 denotes a
singular path from reactants to products, see [22].
Consider the dimerization of molecule A: 2A → A2. Consider the exis-
tence of two types of isoforms A1 and A2. The traditional reaction-based
representation of the dimerization results in the formation of two types of
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dimers, homo- and hetero-dimers, as follows:
A1 +A2 → A1 : A2
A1 +A1 → A1 : A1
A2 +A2 → A2 : A2
Even though the binding affinities are indistinguishable for both homo-
and hetero-dimers, the homo-dimerization would come about at half the
rate of hetero-dimerization due to the symmetry effect, the symmetry in
choosing a homo-dimerizing partner. Take for instance the dimerization
reaction: A + A
k
−→ A : A. Bionetgen identifies symmetrical reactions and
automatically applies the symmetry factor (in the example above: 1/2),
see [62]. Hence, the kinetic rate constants are expressed as below:
A1 +A2
k
−→ A1 : A2
A1 +A1
k/2
−−→ A1 : A1
A2 +A2
k/2
−−→ A2 : A2
Multivalent interactions bring about an effect of multiplicity. The mul-
tiplicity of a reaction is initially 1 and it increases during the process of
model generation when identical instances of the same reaction are gener-
ated. Take, for example, molecule A which has two binding-indistinguishable
sites for binding molecule B. The traditional reaction-based representation
consists of the following reactions:
A+B → A : B
A : B +B → A : B2
The kinetic rate constant of the first reaction is double than the one of
the second reaction due to the number of free binding sites of the A molecule.
Bionetgen allows for the multiplicity factor automatically when generating
the network. This is usually stated as follows:
A+B
2k
−→ A : B
A : B +B
k
−→ A : B2
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Multiplicity can originate in rules which generate multiple instances of
the same reaction. The total effect over the network is additive. Given, for
instance, a process of dissociation of dimers. The rule can be represented as
follows:
A : A
k
−→ A+A
Taking into account the types complexes that could possibly be generated by
dimerization, homodimers and heterodimers respectively, the corresponding
reactions in Bionetgen are the following:
A1 : A2
k
−→ A1 +A2
A1 : A1
k/2
−−→ A1 +A1
A2 : A2
k/2
−−→ A2 +A2
During simulation, the total effect of these three reactions over the network
is cumulative.
Example 5 A rule-based model in Bionetgen for our running example is
given in Table 5. We assume here a binding site t for trans, a binding site
r for prom and a binding site p for prot.
Table 2.2: A Bionetgen model for the reaction network in Example 1.
trans(t) + prom(r)↔ trans(t!1). prom(r!1)
trans(t!1). prom(r!1)→ trans(t!1). prom(r!1) + prot(p)
trans(t) + prot(p)↔ trans(t!1). prot(p!1)
trans(t!1). prom(r!1) + prot(p)→ trans(t!1). prot(p!1) + prom(r)
2.3 Petri Net models
Petri nets, defined in [58], appeared as a solution to modelling systems with
concurrent processes. At the core of this formalism lies the idea of con-
currency through competition on resources. Many types of Petri nets have
been investigated: non-deterministic, synchronous, asynchronous, stochas-
tic, continuous, hybrid, etc. Key notions in Petri nets are those of places,
transitions and tokens. Concurrency has been implemented by classifying
the vertices in two categories: places (which can be regarded as passive) and
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transitions (which can be regarded as active). The applications to modelling
chemical processes has been proposed by Petri himself, see [50].
Biochemical networks can be regarded as bipartite systems, since they
can be abstracted to being composed of two different types of components,
the species and the interactions among them. They are also intrinsically
concurrent, given that various interactions could arise autonomously and in
parallel with one another, see [33].
A qualitative description of a biochemical network can be essentially
described by its topology, a bipartite graph, whose arcs encode the stoi-
chiometry of diverse reactions.
The above qualitative description can be extended to a quantitative rep-
resentation, which relies on introducing tokens in places to account either
for the number of molecules or concentration of a certain species. Such a
quantitative representation makes the distinction between two types of Petri
nets: stochastic, characterized by a discrete state space, discrete values for
the species and a probabilistic distribution of the reaction rates, and con-
tinuous, represented by a continuous state space and deterministic reaction
rates, describing the global behaviour of a species through concentrations,
see [33].
2.3.1 Petri nets – basic notions
A Petri net is a directed bipartite weighted graph, with two types of nodes:
places and transitions. It can be formally defined ([19, 33, 50]) as a quadruple
PN = (P, T, f,m0), where P and T are finite, non-empty, disjoint sets,
representing the set of places and transitions of the net, respectively. Places
and transitions are connected through weighted directed arcs, defined by f :
((P×T )∪(T×P ))→ N. The initial markingm0 is defined by m0 : P → N0.
Given a place p and a marking m, the number of tokens place p holds in
marking m is defined by the mappingm : P → N0. A place p with m(p) = 0
is called clean(or unmarked). Accordingly, a set of places is also called clean
if all places are clean, or marked otherwise, see [50].
Considering a vertex x ∈ P ∪ T , its preset is defined as: •x = {y ∈
P ∪ T |f(y, x) 6= 0} and its postset as: x• = {y ∈ P ∪ T |f(x, y) 6= 0}. This
classification draws distinction then between 4 types of vertices, [33]:
• the preplaces of transition t, denoted as •t;
• the postplaces of transition t, denoted as t•;
• the pretransitions of place p, denoted as •p;
• the posttransitions of place p, denoted as p•.
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Petri net dynamics
Given a Petri net defined as above, PN = (P, T, f,m0), a transition t ∈ T
is enabled at a marking m, denoted as m[t〉 if ∀p ∈ •t : m(p) ≥ f(p, t);
otherwise, transition t is disabled. An enabled transition may fire. As a
consequence of firing, when transition t fires at marking m, the system
reaches a new marking m′, denoted as m[t〉m′, such that:
∀p ∈ P : m′(p) = m(p)− f(p, t) + f(t, p).
The behaviour of the net is given by all possible partially ordered firing
sequences or all possible completely ordered firing sequences, see [33].
Each marking is given by the current token dispersal in all places m ∈
N0
|P |. Given a marking m of a Petri net PN , its set of reachable markings,
denoted as [m〉, consists of all markings that can be reached from markingm
as the result of any firing sequence of arbitrary length. The set of markings
reachable from the initial marking, denoted by [m0〉, represents the state
space of the system, see [33].
Given a reaction network, its Petri net representation is given as follows:
model reactants are encoded by places (passive system components) and
the reactions by transitions (active system components). Places and transi-
tions are linked through directed edges, which model abstract relationships
between components. Edges can also be assigned weights encoding stoi-
chiometric information, whereby the default weight of 1, corresponding to a
stoichiometry of 1 is often omitted.
Analysis techniques
Qualitative analysis can bring about new information regarding the con-
stituents of a network and the connections among them, which can be used
in the prediction of its behaviour.
A qualitative overview can also verify the concordance between the spec-
ification of a network as a Petri net and its conceptual structure, see [50]. A
main concern in the analysis of a net is verifying general behavioural prop-
erties regardless of its particular functionality, see [33]. The most important
three properties are the following:
• boundedness: place p of Petri net PN is bounded (k-bounded), if ∃ k
∈ N0 such that ∀m ∈ [m0〉: m(p) ≤ k. Additionally, Petri net PN is
k-bounded if all its places are k-bounded, see [33].
• liveness: Transition t is defined as dead in marking m if, given any
marking m′ reachable from m, t is not enabled in marking m′. Transi-
tion t is defined as live if, given any marking reachable from the initial
marking m0, t is not dead in the marking under consideration. Petri
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net marking m of PN is defined as dead if it enables no transitions in
PN . Petri net PN is defined as deadlock− free if dead markings are
not reachable and live if all transitions are live. For a more detailed
discussion see [33, 50].
• reversibility : A Petri net is reversibile if its initial markingm0 is reach-
able from any reachable marking: ∀m ∈ [m0〉 : m0 ∈ [m〉, see [33, 50].
The behavioural properties of a Petri net can be also tackled by the
analysis of its corresponding incidence matrix. The incidence matrix C of a
Petri net PN = (P, T, f,m0) is an integer (|P | × |T |)-matrix, whose entries
ci,j express the token change at place pi generated by the firing of transition
tj, see [33, 50]. Consequently, the entry for a pre-place of a given transition
t (which is not also a post-place) is negative and for a post-place (which is
not a pre-place) is positive and their absolute values match the respective
arc multiplicities. The entry for a place which is a pre-place as well as a
post-place for a transition t is given by the difference of arc multiplicities,
see [33].
In this context, one is interested in the non-trivial solutions of the ho-
mogenous systems of linear equations, see [33, 50]:
x · C = 0 and C · y = 0. (2.35)
The non-trivial non-negative integer solutions to these homogenous sys-
tems of linear equations are place vectors, called P-invariants, or transition
vectors, called T-invariants, respectively. A P -invariant represents a set of
places across the network for which the weighted sum of tokens is fixed,
regardless of any combination of firings.
Given a P -invariant w = (w1, · · · , w|P |), then it holds that:
w1m
(1) + · · ·+ w|P |m
|P | = w1m
(1)
0 + · · ·+ w|P |m
|P |
0 ,
for all m = (m(1), · · · ,m|P |) reachable from m0.
Respectively, the multiplication of a T -invariant and a row of matrix C
corresponding to a place of the network gives 0. Therefore, the T -invariant
has no effect on the marking of the place under consideration. For more
details, we refer to [33].
By definition ([33, 50]), the set of vertices corresponding to the entries in-
cluded in the invariant is called the support of the invariant. Given invariant
x, the support of x, denoted as supp(x) is:
supp(x) = {xi ∈ P ‖ xi ∈ T | xi 6= 0}.
An invariant x is minimal, if its support is minimal, i.e., there is no invariant
z, such that supp(z) ⊂ supp(x) and the greatest common divisor of all non-
zero elements of x is 1.
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A Petri net PN is covered by P -invariants iff for all places pi ∈ P ,
there is a P -invariant x, such that pi ∈ supp(x). Analogously, a Petri net is
covered by T -invariants iff ∀ transitions tj ∈ T , ∃ T -invariant y, such that
tj ∈ supp(y).
2.3.2 Quantitative Petri nets
Qualitative Petri net analysis gives the potential behaviour of the network
under consideration regardless of time restrictions. However, a more com-
plex analysis of a Petri net requires quantitative analysis. We discuss it
briefly in the following section.
Stochastic Petri nets
A stochastic Petri net considers only a discrete number of tokens distributed
across the network. However, in contrast to the time-free class of Petri nets,
each transition t of the net has a corresponding firing rate, representing the
waiting time associated with the firing of that particular transition. The
firing rate is a random variable Xt ∈ [0,+∞), specified as a probability
distribution. The system is described accordingly by a discrete state space,
see [19, 33].
A stochastic Petri net is defined([19, 33]) as a pair as follows:
SPN = {PN , υ},
where PN is a Petri net as described above and υ is a stochastic hazard
function which defines, for every transition, a transition rate dependent on
the current marking: vt : N0
|•t| → R+,∀t ∈ T .
The firing rates of a transition t is exponentially distributed and is de-
scribed by a parameter λ, which is dependent on the marking and which
determines the behaviour of the respective transition: λt(m).
The time required for a transition to fire is given by a random variable
Xt with the probability density function:
fXt(τ) = λt(m) · e
−λt(m)·τ , τ ≥ 0.
The semantics of SPN is characterized by a continuous time Markov
chain. A stochastic Petri net describing a biochemical process can be de-
scribed by giving a more explicit stochastic hazard function. An example to
this end is the stochastic mass-action hazard function, where tokens repre-
sent molecules ([33]):
ht = ct ·
∏
p∈•t
(
m(p)
f(p, t)
)
,
where ct is a constant specific to the transition under consideration andm(p)
is the number of tokens at the preplace of the current transition.
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Continuous Petri nets
A continuous Petri net considers the marking at a place as a token value,
which corresponds to a real positive number and it accounts for the concen-
tration level of the species represented by that particular place.
A continuous Petri net is defined [19, 33] as a tuple CPN = (P, T, f, υ,m0),
where P and T are finite, non-empty, disjoint sets, representing the set of
continuous places and continuous transitions of the net, respectively. Func-
tion υ is defined as follows:
vt : N0
|•t| → R+,∀t ∈ T .
Places and transitions are connected through weighted directed arcs,
defined by:
f : ((P × T ) ∪ (T × P ))→ R≥0.
The initial marking m0 is defined by m0 : P → R≥0.
A continuous marking of CPN is a place vector, defined as: m ∈ (R≥0)
|P |.
Then m(p) represents the marking at place p, given by a real number as op-
posed to an integer number in a stochastic Petri net. Continuous transition
t is enabled at marking m, if:
∀p ∈ •t : m(p) > 0.
The semantics for a continuous Petri net is characterized by a system of
differential equations, depicting the continuous change in time of the token
value of a specific place p given by a continuous rise in the flow corresponding
to its pre-transitions and the reduction in the flow corresponding to its post-
transitions [33], as follows:
dm(p)
dt
=
∑
t∈•p
f(t, p) · υ(t)−
∑
t∈•p
f(p, t) · υ(t).
Example 6 The Petri net model of our running example is illustrated in
Figure 2.1.
2.4 Reaction systems
Reaction systems are a formal framework designed for the representation and
qualitative analysis of biochemical reaction networks. The formal framework
for modelling reactions relies on two mechanisms: facilitation and inhibition,
see [11, 21].
A reaction system consists in a finite set of reactions. Each reaction is
described by a finite set of reactants (necessary for the reaction to occur), a
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Figure 2.1: The Petri net model corresponding to the reaction network in
Example 1.
finite set of inhibitors (which preclude the reaction from taking place) and
a finite set of products (representing the results of the reaction occurrence).
The reunion of the set of reactants and the set of inhibitors is defined as the
set of resources of a reaction.
Three crucial presumptions that reaction systems rely on distinguish
them from all other biomodelling frameworks:
• The threshold assumption: the presence of a resource ensures the ex-
istence of a “sufficient amount”of that particular resource, precluding
any possible conflict between various reactions which consume the re-
source;
• No permanency: any entity that is not produced by at least one of the
reactions enabled in the current state dissipates;
• The model is always an open system, where the contribution of the
environment is explicit.
By definition, see [21], a reaction is characterized by a triplet a =
(R, I, P ), where R, I, P are finite, non-empty sets representing the sets of
reactants, inhibitors and products, respectively, and R ∩ I = ∅. For a set S
satisfying R, I, P ⊆ S, then a is a reaction in S. The set of reactions in S is
denoted by rac(S).
Given a set of reactions A and a finite set T with a ∈ A, then the result
of a on T ([21]), denoted resa(T ), is defined as:
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resa(T ) =
{
Pa, if Ra ⊆ T and Ia ∩ T = ∅
∅, otherwise.
Consequently, the result of A on T ([21]), denoted as resA(T ), is defined
as follows:
resA(T ) =
⋃
a∈A
resa(T ).
A reaction system is therefore defined as an ordered pair A = (S,A), so
that S is a finite set and A ⊆ rac(S). The set S is called the background set
of A. Given reaction system A = (S,A) and a set T ⊆ S, the result of A on
T , resA(T ), is:
resA(T ) = resA(T ).
The formalisation for the dynamic behaviour of a reaction system is given
by the concept of interactive process. By definition ([21]), an interactive pro-
cess in A is a pair π = (γ, δ), with γ = C0, C1, . . . , Cn, δ = D1,D2, . . . ,Dn ⊆
S, n ≥ 1, such that:{
D1 = resA(C0)
Di = resA(Ci−1 ∪Di−1), for each 1 < i ≤ n.
Sequence γ is the context (or interaction) sequence of π, con(π), and
sequence δ is the result sequence of π, res(π). The state sequence of π is
defined as τ = W0,W1, . . . ,Wn, with Wi = Ci ∪ Di, for all i ∈ {0, . . . , n}
and W0 = C0. W0 is called the initial state of π, init(π), and Wn is called
the final state of π, fst(π).
Interactive process π is context-independent if for all i ∈ {0, . . . , n},
Ci ⊆ Di. The context sequence promotes the idea that the behaviour of
the system is influenced by the environment through context. Context-
independent sequences depend only on their initial states and lengths. More-
over, in a context-independent sequence, τ =W0,W1, . . . ,Wi,Wi+1, . . . ,Wn,
during the transition Wi → Wi+1, all elements of Wi − resA(Wi) dissipate.
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Chapter 3
Quantitative model
refinement
Model refinement has been extensively investigated in the context of soft-
ware engineering, the field it originated from. We briefly introduce as follows
the main concepts revolving around model refinement in software engineer-
ing. Subsequently, we discuss the context of model refinement in systems
biology, in particular with respect to rule-based modelling. Then we in-
troduce the quantitative model refinement framework and discuss how to
set the parameters of a given model in our framework so that it preserves
previously obtained fits.
3.1 Refinement in software engineering
The problem of stepwise refinement has been greatly studied in the field
of software engineering, particularly in the context of parallel computing.
Refinement calculus was defined as a logical framework for the analysis of
computer programs, which tackles two aspects: the correctness of programs
relative to a given specification and the refinement of a program assuring
its correctness preservation, see [3].
In software engineering, the concept of refinement and, more specifically,
the framework of refinement calculus, are closely related to the algebra of
contracts. Computer programs and their specifications can be regarded as
contracts between separate agents. Agents can be defined as entities that
are able to make free choices, reason for which their behaviour is consid-
ered nondeterministic. Agents can be users, programmers, processes of a
computer system etc. and, consequently, the nondeterminism originates in
information hiding, see [3]. Information hiding refers to the segregation of
decisions made by a specific agent. In software engineering, the concept of
information hiding is to some extent equivalent to the concept of encapsula-
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tion, see [9]. However, the scope is to protect the information regarding an
agent’s behaviour so as to hold open the prospects for a further extension
of its behaviour. An agent can change the environment through actions and
choose between various lines of action. This behaviour is regulated by con-
tracts, since a contract can impose the order for the actions to be performed.
Therefore, refinement is defined as relation between contracts, see [3].
Back et al. in [3] argue that classic programming constructs, conditional
statements, iteration, recursion etc., can be depicted as contracts. In this
context, two notions are essential: the assertion and the assumption. An
assertion is defined as the condition an agent is required to satisfy in a certain
state. An agent continues to complete the contract if the assertion holds in
the given state. Contrarily, if the assertion does not hold, the contract is
breached. Assumptions, however, are relevant in the context of contracts
between two entities. Each entity makes assumptions which restrict the
engagement of the entity in the contract.
An agent is considered to satisfy its contract S to establish a given
postcondition q in initial state σ if it reaches a final state in which q is
established (without breaching the contract) or the agent is exempted from
satisfying the contract by an assumption that was breached, see [3]. This
description is denoted by:
σ{|S|}q. (3.1)
The notation for a contract statement will be here assimilated with the one
used above for a contract. Given two contract statements corresponding to
an agent, denoted as S and S′, S′ is said to be “as good as” S if S′ can
establish any condition that S establishes, and S is refined by S′, denoted
as: S ⊑ S′. Formally, S ⊑ S′ holds if:
σ{|S|}q ⇒ σ{|S′|}q, ∀σ and q.
The specification of program statements is in general attained by providing
a precondition and a postcondition that the implementation must fulfill.
Then, given a contract statement S and two predicates accounting for the
precondition p and postcondition q, the correctness is defined([3]) as follows:
Contract statement S is correct relative to p and q, denoted as p{|S|}q, if
for any σ that satisfies p, σ{|S|}q holds.
In other words, for any initial state satisfying the precondition, the agent
under consideration can choose a sequence of events that either establishes
the postcondition q or that resides in at least one of its assumptions being
breached.
In software engineering, at large, the general purpose is building pro-
grams that are correct in regards to a given specification and this represents
the programming problem. The framework of refinement calculus is meant
for the study of this problem.
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3.1.1 Stepwise refinement
Stepwise refinement aroused as a fundamental application of the refinement
calculus from the need to ensure that the derivation of a program corre-
sponds to its original specification. At the heart of stepwise refinement lies
a high-level specification of the program requirements, which emerges into
the implementation of the program. This implementation, however, consists
of various implementation statements, which might describe only partially
the specification. The elements of the specification uncovered by an imple-
mentation statement can be however implemented by other implementation
statements, which might further be incomplete relative to the entire set
of specifications. This process lasts until the entire set of specifications was
covered by the implementation and resides into an executable program. This
is a top-down approach in the program development cycle and it has been
associated with the concept of program transformation, which can make
changes in the program by applying certain transformation while preserving
program correctness, see [3].
The refinement between two contract statements preserves correctness:
If S ⊑ S′ and p{|S|}q holds, then p{|S′|}q holds, ∀ precondition p and
postcondition q.
This leads to the formalization of stepwise refinement. Given an initial
statement S0, assuming it satisfies p{|S0|}q, one can derive a sequence of
refinements of the form:
S0 ⊑ S1 ⊑ · · · ⊑ Sn.
Taken into account that the refinement relation is transitive, we obtain that
S0 ⊑ Sn and given that, by definition, refinement preserves correctness, then
p{|Sn|}q holds as well. So, Sn is derived from the original statement S0 and
it satisfies the original requirement. For more details, we refer the reader
to [3].
3.2 Refinement in systems biology
Model refinement plays a central role in the model development cycle. Start-
ing from an already fit model, integrating new components within the model,
having modules eliminated or substituted for others, adding species and/or
reactions to the model, induces the alteration of its fit. Very often the newly
attained model has a significantly larger number of parameters compared to
the model of reference. Even for fairly small models, parameter estimation
proves to be computationally-intensive, hence dissipative resource-wise. An
alternative to engaging into a re-estimation of all parameters of the newly
attained model is an iterative approach. Such an approach consists in the
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construction of a model, which ensures quantitative model fit preservation
at every step of the development. This method is called quantitative model
refinement and it has been previously investigated in [16, 17, 22, 25]. In
rule-based modelling, the focus is mostly on encapsulating data refinement
as an inherent property of agents, implementing data refinement through
the concept of agent resolution. This thesis is concerned with a novel frame-
work for quantitative model refinement, whereby we focus on refinement as
a method to expand an already fit model to include more information about
its reactants and/or reactions, setting the parameters of the refined model
so that model fit is preserved.
Example 7 We refined our running example considering the phosphoryla-
tion status of a specific site of the transcription factor trans. To keep the
example simple, we will assume that site to be binding site t. The effect of
phosphorylation on our model is assumed to be only in the second reaction,
which will only be active in case the transcription factor is phosphorylated
on site t. The refined reaction network is given in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: The refined running example.
transu+ prom↔ transu: prom
transp+ prom↔ transp: prom
transp: prom→ transp: prom+ prot
transp+ prot↔ transp: prot
transu+ prot↔ transu: prot
transp: prom+ prot→ transp: prot+ prom
transu: prom+ prot→ transu: prot+ prom
3.2.1 Refinement in rule-based modelling
Rule-based modelling tackles the problem of combinatorial explosion of
biomodels accounting for protein-protein interactions, posttranslational mod-
ifications, etc., through agent- and rule-resolution. The concept of agent
resolution relies on hierarchical agents which allow for the production of
new agents from existing ones making minor changes in the specification of
their sites, see [32]. A rule represents the formalization of a biological pro-
cess. A set composed of generic rules can be scaled using different types of
agents: generic or concrete. Another option for representing the system at
a different level of resolution is rule instantiation or rule refinement, which
consists in refining a given rule to allow only particular states corresponding
to certain descendants of the rule, see [32].
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Example 8 To build a rule-based model for our refined reaction network
in Example 7, we assume that site t of trans will have two specific internal
states: tu (standing for unphosphorylated) and tp (standing for phosphory-
lated). The Bionetgen model we built in this case is given in Table 3.2.
trans(t) + prom(r)↔ trans(t!1). prom(r!1)
trans(tp!1). prom(r!1)→ trans(tp!1). prom(r!1) + prot(p)
trans(t) + prot(p)↔ trans(t!1). prot(p!1)
trans(t!1). prom(r!1) + prot(p)→ trans(t!1). prot(p!1) + prom(r)
Table 3.2: A Bionetgen model for the reaction network in Example 7.
3.2.2 Refinement of reaction-based models
Data refinement of reaction-based models
We introduced the quantitative refinement of reaction-based models in [40]
and further extended it in [28]. A reaction-based model can be refined to
integrate additional information regarding its reactants and/or reactions.
Various types of refinement can be employed, relying upon the entities to be
refined, for instance the reactants or the reactions of the model. If the mod-
eler is specifically interested in data, the model can be refined by including
more information regarding the internal states and/or attributes of certain
variables. This type of refinement is called data refinement and it essentially
consists in the substitution of one species for its subspecies. The focus here
lies on the behavioural variations of the model’s subspecies. Another type
of refinement concerns the reactions of the model, where a generic reaction
describing a specific process is replaced by a set of reactions specifying the
transitional steps of the process. The latter type of refinement is called
process refinement.
Consider model M = (
∑
,R), where
∑
= {S1, . . . , Sm} is the set of
species and R = {R1, R2, · · · , Rn} is the set of reactions of the form (2.1).
It can be refined to distinguish between various subspecies of any species,
say S1. The distinction between the subspecies is very often drawn by post-
translational modifications such as acetylation, phosphorylation, sumoyla-
tion, etc. All previously mentioned subspecies of S1 take part in all reactions
S1 engaged in, conceivably obeying a different kinetic setup. Given model
M and species S1, substituting subspecies B1, . . . , Bl for species S1 in M
leads to attaining a new model MR, comprising species {S
′
2, S
′
3, . . . , S
′
m} ∪
{B1, . . . , Bl}, for some l ≥ 2, where variables S
′
j, 2 ≤ j ≤ m from MR,
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coincide with Sj from model M and B1, . . . , Bl substitute for species S1 in
MR. Furthermore, each reaction Rj of M is replaced in the new model MR
by all possible reactions Ri,j of the following form:
Ri,j : (t
i
1,jB1 + . . .+ t
i
l,jBl) + c2,jS
′
2 + . . . + cm,jS
′
m
ki,j
−−→
(t′i1,jB1 + . . .+ t
′i
l,jBl) + c
′
2,jS
′
2 + . . .+ c
′
m,jS
′
m,
where ki,j is the kinetic rate constant of Ri,j and (t
i
1,j , . . . , t
i
l,j, t
′i
1,j , . . . , t
′i
l,j)
are all possible nonnegative integers so that ti1,j + . . .+ t
i
l,j = c1,j and t
′i
1,j +
. . . + t′il,j = c
′
1,j . Model MR is said to be a data refinement of model M on
variable S1 if and only if the following conditions are fulfilled:
[Sj ](t) = [S
′
j](t), (3.2)
[S1](t) = [B1](t) + . . .+ [Bl](t), (3.3)
for all 2 ≤ j ≤ m, t ≥ 0. Fulfilling these conditions depends on the numerical
setup of model MR, i.e., on the kinetic constants of its reactions (both those
adopted from the basic model, as well as those newly introduced in the
construction) and on the initial concentrations of its species.
The refined model, MR comprises m + l − 1 reactants. The number
of reactions in MR replacing reaction Ri,j of M is given by the number of
non-negative integer solutions of system of equations below:
ti1,j + . . . + t
i
l,j = c1,j; (3.4)
t′
i
1,j + . . . + t
′i
l,j = c
′
1,j , (3.5)
over the independent unknowns tk,j, t
′
k,j, 1 ≤ k ≤ l.
The number of solutions of equation (3.4) is given by the multinomial
coefficient “l multichooses c1,j”, see [26]:((
l
c1,j
))
=
(
l + c1,j − 1
c1,j
)
=
(l + c1,j − 1)!
c1,j !(l − 1)!
.
The equations in the system are independent, resulting in a number of solu-
tions given by
( l
c1,j
)( l
c′1,j
)
, representing the augmentation in the number of
reactions fromM toMR. The number of new free kinetic parameters inMR
is given by
( l
c1,j
)
, the number of all possible combinations among reactants
B1, ..., Bl. Any reaction with a stoichiometry greater than two has been
disregarded in [40] due to biokinetics, for more details see [54]. If c1,j = 1,
MR witnesses a linear increase in the parameter space (with
( l
1
)
= l new
kinetic parameters). If c1,j = 2, MR witnesses a quadratic increase in the
parameter space (with
( l
2
)
= l(l+1)2 new parameters).
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From atomic to complex species
The refinement of a species in a given model leads to cascading refinements,
whose dynamics can be manipulated by partitioning the set of species in
two categories: atomic and complex, see [28]. Given model M , described in
Section 2.1, a complex species consists of two or more atomic species. Let
ΓM be the set of atomic species ΓM = {S1, . . . , Sl} and ∆M the set of the
complex species ∆M = {Sl+1, . . . , Sm}. Each complex species CS ∈ ∆M is
associated with a multiset σ(CS), detailing on its atomic constituents:
σ(CS) = {mCS1 S1, . . . ,m
CS
l Sl},
where mCS1 , . . . ,m
CS
l ∈ N and
∑l
i=1m
CS
i ≥ 2. If m
CS
i 6= 0, then complex
species CS contains atomic species Si with multiplicity m
CS
i . Each atomic
species Si, 1 ≤ i ≤ l, associated with a set of complex species containing Si,
is denoted as CM (Si) :
CM (Si) = {CS ∈ {Sl+1, . . . , Sm} | m
CS
i 6= 0}.
Taken into consideration the notations before, we are only interested, in this
formulation, in the refinement of a single atomic species, say S1. Refinement
of species S1 results into the refinement of all complexes of in CM (S1). Given
a species X ∈ ΣM \
(
{S1} ∪ CM (S1)
)
which is not to be refined, its substi-
tution in the refined model MR will be XR.
Species S1 is replaced by {S
1
1 , . . . , S
ρ
1} in the refined model and, conse-
quently, species CS ∈ CM (S1) with σ(CS) = {m1S1, . . . ,mlSl} is replaced
by R(CS) = {CS1, . . . , CSµ}.
Refined species CSi are complex species with σ(CSi) of the form
σ(CSi) = {τ1S
1
1 , . . . , τρS
ρ
1 ,m2S
R
2 , . . . ,mlS
R
l },
where τ1, . . . , τρ ∈ N and τ1 + · · ·+ τρ = m1.
The refined model MR consists of atomic species ΓMR = {S
1
1 , . . . , S
ρ
1} ∪
{SR2 , . . . , S
R
l } and of complex species ∆MR =
⋃
CS∈CM (S1)
R(CS)
⋃
{CSR |
CS ∈ ∆M \ CM (S1)}.
For every reaction Rj inM , S1 and the species in CM(S1) are replaced by
their corresponding refined subspecies, in all possible combinations. Given
species X to be refined into the set of species {X1, . . . ,Xν}, consider that it
has stoichiometric coefficient c in reaction R, then it will be replaced in the
refinement of R by c1X1+ . . .+cνXν , where c1, . . . , cν ∈ N, c1+ . . .+cν = s.
Reaction R is replaced with all possible reactions R¯ of the form:
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R¯ :
(
c11S
1
1 + . . . + c
ρ
1S
ρ
1
)
+
(
c2S
R
2 + . . .+ clS
R
l
)
+∑
Si∈C(S1)
∑
C∈R(Si)
cCSiC +
∑
Si∈∆\CM (S1)
ciS
R
i
kr¯−→
(
c′11 S
1
1 + . . . + c
′ρ
1 S
ρ
1
)
+
(
c′2S
R
2 + . . .+ c
′
lS
R
l
)
+∑
Si∈C(S1)
∑
C∈R(Si)
c′CSiC +
∑
Si∈∆\CM (S1)
c′iS
R
i ,
where:
• c11 + . . .+ c
ρ
1 = c1, c
1
1, . . . , c
ρ
1 ∈ N;
• c′11 + . . .+ c
′ρ
1 = c
′
1, c
′1
1 , . . . , c
′ρ
1 ∈ N;
•
∑
C∈R(Si)
cCSi = ci, c
C
Si
∈ N, ∀Si ∈ C(S1);
•
∑
C∈R(Si)
c′CSi = c
′
i, c
′C
Si
∈ N, ∀Si ∈ C(S1).
Fit-preserving refinement
Model MR is a data refinement of model M on variable S1 iff the conditions
below are satisfied ∀t ≥ 0:
[S1](t) = [S
1
1 ](t) + . . .+ [S
ρ
1 ](t); (3.6)
[Si](t) =
∑
C∈R(Si)
[C](t),∀Si ∈ C(S1); (3.7)
[Si](t) = [S
R
i ](t),∀Si ∈ ΣM \ {S1} ∪ CM(S1). (3.8)
The setup of the model, the kinetic parameters and the initial concentra-
tions of the species of the the initial model influence the fulfillment of these
conditions.
Extrapolating from Section 2.1, a reaction network consisting ofm species
and n reactions, m,n ∈ N∗, can be refined to include more details regarding
its species and/or reactions. However, the refinement of one atomic species
alone propagates through the whole network, making a distinction for all
complex species containing the atomic species to be refined. To extend on
the data refinement in Section 3.2.2, we consider here a different formulation
for refinement, all species Si are refined into {Bi1, . . . , Bipi}, where pi ≥ 1,
where pi = 1 indicates that the corresponding species are in fact not refined.
We obtain in this manner a new model MR
′, consisting of species {Biq |
1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ q ≤ pi}. Given a species Si, all its subspecies engage in all
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reactions Si participated in, assumably obeying a different kinetic law than
that of the ancestor species. A reaction of the form:
rj :
m∑
i=1
cjiSi
kj
−−→
m∑
i=1
djiSi, for 1 ≤ j ≤ n . (3.9)
is replaced in the refined model MR by all possible reactions r
(l)
j of the
following form:
r
(l)
j :
p1∑
q=1
c
(l)
j1qB1q + . . .+
pm∑
q=1
c
(l)
jmqBmq
k
(l)
j
−−→
p1∑
q=1
d
(l)
j1qB1q + . . .+
pm∑
q=1
d
(l)
jmqBmq,
(3.10)
where k
(l)
j is the kinetic rate constant of reaction r
(l)
j and coefficients c
(l)
jiq
and d
(l)
jiq are non-negative integers such that c
(l)
ji1 + . . . + c
(l)
jipi
= cji and
d
(l)
ji1 + . . .+ d
(l)
jipi
= dji.
Considering model MR
′ defined above, the aim is to find values for its
kinetic rate constants which typify identical dynamics to ancestor species,
as follows:
[Si](t) = [Bi1](t) + . . .+ [Bipi ](t) (3.11)
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m and t ≥ 0. The aforementioned constraints characterize
the fit-preserving refinement, as defined in [27]. The framework specifies a
set of constraints which ensure that (3.11) is satisfied. A formal definition
of these constraints requires some preliminary notations: we collect the sto-
ichiometric coefficients of the original reactions rj into vectors cj and dj ,
respectively. Furthermore, we assemble the stoichiometric coefficients of the
refined reactions r
(l)
j in vectors c
(l)
j and d
(l)
j . Herewith, the sufficient condi-
tions for MR
′ to be a fit-preserving refinement of M , as introduced in [27],
are the following: ∑
l s.t. c
(l)
j
=c
(s)
j
k
(l)
j =
(
cj
c
(s)
j
)
kj , (3.12)
for any reaction rj and any chosen left-hand side c
(s)
j
of corresponding re-
fined reactions. The sum is defined over all refined reactions that have a
communal left-hand side. The formula above is based on the generalized
binomial coefficient for vectors x,y shown below:(
x
y
)
=
∏
i xi!∏
j yj!
, .
In practice, we divided the value inferred from the constraint to the
actual number of reactions with an identical selected left-hand side.
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The fit-preserving refinement method described above offers a sufficient
condition for setting the kinetic rate constants to obtain a structurally re-
fined reaction network, whose dynamics is preserved from that of the original
model. However, it is yet uncertain whether the condition is also necessary
in this formulation.
This method for setting the kinetic parameters of the refined model is
very flexible, given that it allows for an infinite number of assignments for
the kinetic parameters, based on the constraint that the refined parameters
depend on the values of their counter-parts only to some extent, particularly
they add up to certain values dependent on the original model.
Also, fit-preserving refinement can be integrated with partial information
on the kinetic parameters of the refined model, allowing for construction
of models which have some of their kinetic parameters automatically set.
This could be an essential step in improving the performance of parameter
estimation methods.
One practical use of fit-preserving refinement is the construction of large
quantitative models, allowing to capture diverse level of details for certain
biological processes. In the next chapter, we introduce two case studies, the
heat shock response and the ErbB signalling pathway. We refined the models
describing these processes and describe the behaviour of the refined models.
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Chapter 4
Case studies
4.1 The heat shock response
The eukaryotic heat shock response is an evolutionarily conserved regulatory
network that controls the cellular response to proteotoxicity originating in
various environmental and physiological stressors, such as elevated temper-
atures. It acts as a defense mechanism, which is crucial for the adaptation
and survival of the cell. Elevated temperatures have deleterious effects on
proteins, which can unfold, misfold or aggregate, impairing protein home-
ostasis and eventually inducing apoptosis (controlled cell death). Protein
homeostasis is promoted by the synthesis of molecular chaperones. They as-
sist the cell in the process of recovery and minimize protein damage, which
would otherwise be lethal.
4.1.1 The basic reaction network model
We consider here the initial molecular model for the heat shock response,
introduced in [57]. Heat shock proteins (hsp’s) play a key role in the re-
covery of protein homeostasis, assisting misfolded proteins (mfp’s) in the
process of refolding (chaperoning) and inducing the degradation of acutely
damaged proteins, thus promoting cell survival. Due to the affinity towards
misfolded proteins, heat shock proteins sequester misfolded proteins, leading
to the formation of hsp:mfp complexes, providing an environment favorable
to the recovery of their native conformation (prot). The transactivation of
the hsp-encoding genes regulates the response to heat stress. Gene tran-
scription is activated by specific proteins, called heat shock factors (hsf’s).
In the absence of environmental stressors, such as elevated temperatures,
heat shock factors can be found extensively in a monomeric conformation,
predominantly bound to heat shock proteins (hsp: hsf). Heat stress induces
protein misfolding and breakage of hsp: hsf complexes, which results into
the release of hsf’s. Consequent to heat stress and upon release, heat shock
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factors dimerize (hsf2) and, subsequently, trimerize (hsf3), reaching a DNA
binding competent conformation, see [57, 63]. In this conformation, they
bind heat shock elements (hse), i.e. regulatory upstream promoter elements
of the hsp-encoding genes. Consequently, DNA binding enables the tran-
scription and translation of the hsp-encoding gene, inducing hsp synthesis
at a significantly higher rate.
Once the amount of heat shock proteins reaches a sufficient level for the
cell to withstand the heat stress, hsp synthesis is turned off due to the excess
of heat shock proteins. For this purpose, heat shock proteins sequestrate free
hsf’s, break dimers and trimers and actuate DNA unbinding, constituting
hsp: hsf complexes. As a consequence, hsf trimers production is hindered.
When the temperature rises, proteins start to misfold, driving heat shock
proteins away from heat shock factors, breaking hsp: hsf complexes. Free
hsf’s begin the process of trimerization, hence promoting hsp synthesis. The
complete list of reactions is shown in Table 4.1
Table 4.1: The molecular model for the eukaryotic heat shock response
proposed in [57]
Reaction Description
2 hsf ⇄ hsf2 Dimerization (1)
hsf + hsf2 ⇄ hsf3 Trimerization (2)
hsf3+ hse⇄ hsf3: hse DNA binding (3)
hsf3: hse→ hsf3: hse+ hsp hsp synthesis (4)
hsp+ hsf ⇄ hsp: hsf hsf sequestration (5)
hsp+ hsf2 → hsp: hsf + hsf Dimer dissipation (6)
hsp+ hsf3 → hsp: hsf +2 hsf Trimer dissipation (7)
hsp+ hsf3: hse→ hsp: hsf +2 hsf + hse DNA unbinding (8)
hsp→ ∅ hsp degradation (9)
prot→ mfp Protein misfolding (10)
hsp+mfp⇄ hsp:mfp mfp sequestration (11)
hsp:mfp→ hsp+ prot Protein refolding (12)
The molecular model in [57] includes the following three mass-conservation
relations, for the total amount of hsf, the total amount of proteins (except
for hsp and hsf) and for the total amount of hse:
• [hsf] + 2[hsf2] + 3[hsf3] + 3[hsf3: hse] + [hsp: hsf] = C1,
• [prot] + [mfp] + [hsp:mfp] = C2,
• [hse] + [hsf3: hse] = C3,
where C1, C2 and C3 are constants.
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4.1.2 The basic mathematical model
The model in Table 4.1 was derived assuming all reactions follow the prin-
ciple of mass action. This resulted into a system of ODEs. The rate for
the reaction accounting for protein misfolding in Table 4.1 is given by the
formula:
ϕ(T ) = (1−
0.4
eT−37
) · 1.4T−37 · 1.45 · 10−5s−1,
where T is the ambient temperature, expressed in ◦C, in accordance to [56].
Each species S in the molecular model is associated with a continuous,
time-dependent function [S](t), representing the concentration of the species
respectively. The dynamics for the refined heat shock response model is
described in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2: The system of ODE’s associated with the basic model proposed
in [57].
d[hsf]/dt = −2k+1 [hsf]
2 + 2k−1 [hsf2]− k
+
2 [hsf][hsf2] + k
−
2 [hsf3]
−k+5 [hsf][hsp]+ k
−
5 [hsp: hsf] + k6[hsf2][hsp]
+2k7[hsf3][hsp] + 2k8[hsf3: hse][hsp];
d[hsf2]/dt = k
+
1 [hsf]
2 − k−1 [hsf2]− k
+
2 [hsf][hsf2] + k
−
2 [hsf3]
−k6[hsf2][hsp];
d[hsf3]/dt = k
+
2 [hsf][hsf2]− k
−
2 [hsf3]− k
+
3 [hsf3][hse] + k
−
3 [hsf3: hse]
−k7[hsf3][hsp];
d[hse]/dt = −k+3 [hsf3][hse] + k
−
3 [hsf3: hse] + k8[hsf3: hse][hsp];
d[hsf3: hse]/dt = k
+
3 [hsf3][hse]− k
−
3 [hsf3: hse]− k8[hsf3: hse][hsp];
d[hsp]/dt = k4[hsf3: hse]− k
+
5 [hsf][hsp] + k
−
5 [hsp: hsf]− k6[hsf2][hsp]
−k7[hsf3][hsp]− k8[hsf3: hse][hsp]− k
+
11[hsp][mfp]
+(k−11 + k12)[hsp:mfp]− k9[hsp];
d[hsp: hsf]/dt = k+5 [hsf][hsp]− k
−
5 [hsp: hsf] + k6[hsf2][hsp]
+k7[hsf3][hsp] + k8[hsf3: hse][hsp];
d[mfp]/dt = ϕ(T )[prot]− k+11[hsp][mfp] + k
−
11[hsp:mfp];
d[hsp:mfp]/dt = k+11[hsp][mfp]− (k
−
11 + k12)[hsp:mfp];
d[prot]/dt = −ϕ(T )[prot] + k12[hsp:mfp].
The kinetic rate constants and the initial values of reactants were esti-
mated in [57] to satisfy the conditions below:
(i) the system is in a steady state at 37◦C since the model should not
exhibit any response in the absence of the heat stress, i.e., at 37◦C;
(ii) the numerical predictions for [hsf3: hse](t) should confirm the experi-
mental data from [47] at 42◦C;
(iii) the numerical prediction of the model for [hsp](t) should be in accor-
dance with the data in [57] at 42◦C.
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The numerical setup of the basic model can be found in [57]. The estimation
of parameters relied on experimental data on DNA binding in HeLa cells at
42◦C from [47]. The model should be in a steady-state at 37◦C. There are 17
independent parameters in the basic model and 10 initial conditions. Taking
into account the 3 conservation relations shown in the previous section leads
to only 7 initial conditions to be specified. That gives in total 17 independent
parameters to be estimated. The model was fit against experimental data
on DNA binding from [47]. For more details about the parameter estimation
in COPASI ([36]) and the attained results for the parameters, we refer the
reader to [57]. The prediction of the basic model for the heat shock response
regarding the concentration of hsf3: hse correlated to the experimental data
on DNA binding from [47] is shown in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: The dynamic behaviour of hsf3: hse in the model exhibiting best
fit. The continuous line represents the model prediction and the crossed
points indicate the experimental data of [47]. The plot was originally pub-
lished in [57].
Model validation and properties
The basic model for the heat shock response indicates a very low rate for
protein misfolding at 37◦C and a high rate for protein folding, in accordance
with the findings of [4] and [42]. Furthermore, the model was able to predict
a transient increase in the level of hsf trimers, in compliance with the results
in [35].
A second validation test considered in [57] consisted in the application
of the heat shock in two consecutive phases. The second heat shock was
applied after a recovery period, when hsp’s had reached a maximal level. In
this scenario, the model predicted a considerably diminished response for
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the second heat shock, which was to be expected given a high level of hsp
as a consequence of the first heat shock. This confirmed the findings of [56].
A subsequent validation test consisted in applying a heat shock of 43◦C
and comparing the results with those reported in [60]. Contrary to the re-
sults in [60], the model in [57] predicted a prolonged transactivation for DNA
binding. This prediction is also supported by experimental data from [1].
Moreover, removal of the heat shock at 42◦C, at the peak of the response,
resulted into an accelerated attenuation phase, which is in accordance with
the findings of [60].
Alternative numerical model fits and model identifiability
Model identifiability is one major problem a modeler witnesses in the process
of model fitting. It refers to the uniqueness of the sets of parameters that
bring about good model fits, all satisfying a set of required conditions. Var-
ious different sets of parameters might fit experimental data, but not satisfy
diverse numerical properties of the model. In other words, different numeri-
cal setups for a given model could reside into fairly satisfying model fits, but
discordant interpretations for the data under consideration. For the clari-
fication of such difficult problems, the model requires supplementary data,
especially referring to the conflicting behaviour between models [57].
We aimed at finding alternative numerical model fits for the basic heat
shock response model in [57]. We repeated the parameter estimation proce-
dure from the very beginning. We obtained different values for the param-
eters which fit well the experimental data. From among a few hundreds of
model fits to experimental data, we selected only 29 that reached a satisfac-
tory score after parameter estimation (where we considered a satisfactory
score for parameter estimation in COPASI to be a score less than 100).
These 29 models have been subjected to another validation test which con-
sisted in checking that the initial values obtained after parameter estimation
are steady states for the model at 37◦C. We have subsequently examined
whether these 7 newly obtained model fits satisfy the other two validation
tests: first, by applying the heat shock in two successive steps, and second,
by applying a heat shock of 43◦C. Even though some of the aforementioned
fits pass either of the tests, none of them pass both validation tests. Clearly,
this does not prove the model in [57] is uniquely identifiable. However, it
shows that fitting the model to the experimental data and obtaining a set
of parameters that pass all validation tests is an arduous task.
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4.1.3 The acetylation-refined reaction network model
The role of protein acetylation within the heat shock response
Heat shock factors (hsf’s) play a crucial role in cell adaptation and survival,
protecting the cell from protein damage originating in environmental and
physiological stressors, for instance protein misfolding. Acetylation of hu-
man heat shock factors has been confirmed to have a pervasive significance
within the attenuation of the heat shock response and the DNA binding ac-
tivity, i.e. the higher the acetylation level is, the higher is the rate of DNA
undbinding. For more details, we refer the reader to [65].
The process of protein acetylation consists in the substitution of an acetyl
group for a hydrogen atom in a chemical compound. Acetylation can oc-
cur either as a co-translational modification at the α-amino group of the
N-terminal (N-terminal acetylation) ([38]) or as a post-translational modi-
fication at the ǫ-amino group on lysine residues (lysine acetylation) ([14]).
N-terminal acetylation is an irreversible process. Despite extensive re-
search invested in N-terminal acetylation in the past decades, its entire
functional role is still not completely understood. Recent studies, however,
suggest N-terminal acetylation plays the role of a degradation signal and
acknowledge it as a central player in cell survival, see [2].
Lysine acetylation is a reversible post-translational modification for cel-
lular regulation in eukaryotes, which plays a central role in the regulation
of gene expression, by modifying histone tails through histone acetyltrans-
ferases or histone deacetylases, see [14] for more details.
The acetylation-refined model
The acetylation-refined model was developed so as to include the acetylation
of heat shock factors. The refined model comprises two subtypes of heat
shock factors: one subtype accounts for the acetylation of the lysine residue
(K80) of hsf’s and one subtype for the non-acetylated hsf’s. Therefore, the
hsf3: hse complex, for instance, will be refined into 4 subtypes according to
the status of every hsf molecule, taking into account the symmetry of the
molecule: rhsf3: rhse, rhsf3
(1): rhse, rhsf3
(2): rhse, rhsf3
(3): rhse. The refined
model relies on the following data refinements:
hsf → {rhsf, rhsf(1)};
hsf2 → {rhsf2, rhsf2
(1), rhsf2
(2)};
hsf3 → {rhsf3, rhsf3
(1), rhsf3
(2), rhsf3
(3)};
hsf3: hse→ {rhsf3: rhse, rhsf3
(1): rhse, rhsf3
(2): rhse, rhsf3
(3): rhse};
hsp: hsf → {rhsp: rhsf, rhsp: rhsf(1)}.
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The refined model in [40] consists of 20 species, 55 irreversibile reactions
and 55 kinetic parameters, compared to 10 species, 17 irreversible reactions
and 17 kinetic parameters in the basic model of [57]. The complete list of
reactions can be found in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3: The list of reactions for the refined model that
includes the acetylation status of hsf. For an irreversible re-
action qi, ri denotes its kinetic rate constant. For a reversible
reaction qi, r
+
i and r
−
i denote the kinetic rate constants of its
‘left-to-right’ and ‘right-to-left’ directions, resp.
Reaction
Reaction
number
Kinetic rate
constants
2 rhsf ⇆ rhsf2 [q1] r
+
1 , r
−
1
rhsf + rhsf(1) ↔ rhsf2
(1) [q2] r
+
2 , r
−
2
2rhsf(1) ⇆ rhsf2
(2) [q3] r
+
3 , r
−
3
rhsf + rhsf2 ⇆ rhsf3 [q4] r
+
4 , r
−
4
rhsf(1) + rhsf2 ⇆ rhsf3
(1) [q5] r
+
5 , r
−
5
rhsf +rhsf2
(1)
⇆ rhsf3
(1) [q6] r
+
6 , r
−
6
rhsf(1) + rhsf2
(1)
⇆ rhsf3
(2) [q7] r
+
7 , r
−
7
rhsf +rhsf2
(2)
⇆ rhsf3
(2) [q8] r
+
8 , r
−
8
rhsf(1) + rhsf2
(2)
⇆ rhsf3
(3) [q9] r
+
9 , r
−
9
rhsf3+ rhse⇆ rhsf3: rhse [q10] r
+
10, r
−
10
rhsf3
(1) + rhse⇆ rhsf3
(1): rhse [q11] r
+
11, r
−
11
rhsf3
(2) + rhse⇆ rhsf3
(2): rhse [q12] r
+
12, r
−
12
rhsf3
(3) + rhse⇆ rhsf3
(3): rhse [q13] r
+
13, r
−
13
rhsf3: rhse→ rhsf3: rhse+ rhsp [q14] r14
rhsf3
(1): rhse→ rhsf3
(1): rhse+ rhsp [q15] r15
rhsf3
(2): rhse→ rhsf3
(2): rhse+ rhsp [q16] r16
rhsf3
(3): rhse→ rhsf3
(3): rhse+ rhsp [q17] r17
rhsp+ rhsf ⇆ rhsp: rhsf [q18] r
+
18, r
−
18
rhsp+rhsf(1) ⇆ rhsp: rhsf(1) [q19] r
+
19, r
−
19
rhsp+ rhsf2 → rhsp: rhsf + rhsf [q20] r20
rhsp+rhsf2
(1) → rhsp: rhsf +rhsf(1) [q21] r21
rhsp+rhsf2
(1) → rhsp: rhsf(1)+ rhsf [q22] r22
rhsp+rhsf2
(2) → rhsp: rhsf(1)+rhsf(1) [q23] r23
rhsp+ rhsf3 → rhsp: rhsf +2 ∗ rhsf [q24] r24
rhsp+rhsf3
(1) → rhsp: rhsf +rhsf(1) + rhsf [q25] r25
rhsp+rhsf3
(1) → rhsp: rhsf(1)+2 ∗ rhsf [q26] r26
rhsp+rhsf3
(2) → rhsp: rhsf +2rhsf(1) [q27] r27
rhsp+rhsf3
(2) → rhsp: rhsf(1)+rhsf(1) + rhsf [q28] r28
rhsp+rhsf3
(3) → rhsp: rhsf(1)+2rhsf(1) [q29] r29
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Table 4.3: The list of reactions for the refined model - Con-
tinued
rhsp+ rhsf3: rhse→ rhsp: rhsf +2 rhsf + rhse [q30] r30
rhsp+ rhsf3
(1): rhse→ rhsp: rhsf(1)+2 rhsf + [q31] r31
+ rhse
rhsp+ rhsf3
(1): rhse→ rhsp: rhsf +rhsf(1)+ [q32] r32
+ rhsf + rhse
rhsp+ rhsf3
(2): rhse→ rhsp: rhsf(1)+rhsf(1)+ [q33] r33
+ rhsf + rhse
rhsp+ rhsf3
(2): rhse→ rhsp: rhsf +2rhsf(1)+ [q34] r34
+ rhse
rhsp+ rhsf3
(3): rhse→ rhsp: rhsf(1)+2rhsf(1)+ [q35] r35
+ rhse
rhsp→ ∅ [q36] r36
rprot→ rmfp [q37] r37
rhsp+ rmfp⇆ rhsp: rmfp [q38] r
+
38, r
−
38
rhsp: rmfp→ rhsp+ rprot [q39] r39
4.1.4 The acetylation-refined mathematical model
The refined heat shock response model has been attained through a pro-
cedure of data refinement, in such a way that the refinement conditions
are met. The data refinement relations give the initial setup of the refined
variables as follows:
[hsf](0) = [rhsf](0) + [rhsf(1)](0);
[hsf2](0) = [rhsf2](0) + [rhsf2
(1)] + [rhsf2
(2)](0);
[hsf3](0) = [rhsf3](0) + [rhsf3
(1)](0) + [rhsf3
(2)](0) + [rhsf3
(3)](0);
[hsp: hsf](0) = [hsp: rhsf](0) + [rhsp: rhsf(1)](0);
[hsf3: hse](0) = [rhsf3: rhse](0) + [rhsf3
(1): rhse](0) + [rhsf3
(2): rhse](0)+
+ [rhsf3
(3): rhse](0);
[hsp](0) = [rhsp](0);
[hsp:mfp](0) = [rhsp: rmfp](0);
[mfp](0) = [rmfp](0);
[prot](0) = [rprot](0);
[hse](0) = [rhse](0).
The molecular model and the system of the mass-action based ODEs for
the refined model is shown in [40]. The model refined as such consists of 20
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species, 55 irreversibile reactions and 55 kinetic parameters.
As expected, the final model obeys the following three mass-conservation
relations, which are the refinements of the mass-conservation relations sat-
isfied by the basic model:
• ([rhsf]+[rhsf(1)])+2·([rhsf2]+[rhsf2
(1)]+[rhsf2
(2)])+3([rhsf3]+[rhsf3
(1)]+
[rhsf3
(2)]+ [rhsf3
(3)])+3 · ([rhsf3: rhse]+ [rhsf3
(1): rhse]+ [rhsf3
(2): rhse]+
[rhsf3
(3): rhse]) + ([hsp: rhsf] + [rhsp: rhsf(1)]) = C1
• [rprot] + [rmfp] + [rhsp: rmfp] = C2
• ([rhse]+[rhsf3: rhse])+([rhsf3
(1): rhse]+[rhsf3
(2): rhse]+[rhsf3
(3): rhse]) =
C3,
where C1, C2 and C3 are the mass constants considered in the basic model.
The dynamics for the refined heat shock response molecular model is
described in [40].
4.2 The ErbB signalling pathway
The ErbB signalling network is an evolutionary ancient pathway, which
plays a major role in the regulation of diverse cellular responses such as
survival, growth, differentiation, motility, etc. Moreover, aberrant ErbB
signalling has been correlated with the progression of cancers in humans [6,
13, 61]. The ErbB signalling network involves multiple cellular ligands (e.g.
EGF,HRG), the four receptor tyrosine kinases (ErbB1 (EGFR), ErbB2 (HER2
/NEU), ErbB3, ErbB4), cytoplasmic adaptors (Shc, Grb2, etc), scaffolds,
enzymes, etc, see [6]. The signalling process is triggered by homo- and
hetero-dimerization of the ligand-bound receptors, which brings about the
auto-phosphorylation of the tyrosine residues in the cytoplasmic receptor
domain. Signal activation leads to the recruitment of cytoplasmic adaptor,
scaffold and enzymatic proteins to the membrane initiating a signalling cas-
cade [6, 44]. Recruitment is succeeded by internalization and dissociation
of signalling complexes, resulting in the activation of Ras-GTP through two
pathways, one of which is Shc-dependent and the other Shc-independent.
Ras-GTP plays the role of a switch which activates the MAPK cascade
through the Raf, MEK and Erk-1/2 kinases, [6].
4.2.1 The initial ErbB signalling pathway model
The initial model, introduced in [37], is a reaction-based model of the
EGFR(ErbB1)-signalling pathway and consists of 148 reactions, 103 reac-
tants and 90 kinetic rate constants. The model is a revised version of models
in [61] and [44]. The epidermal growth factor (EGF) binds to the epidermal
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growth factor receptor EGFR (ErbB1) inducing the dimerization of EGFR
and an accelerated activation of its tyrosine kinase, succeeded by the auto-
phosphorylation of the tyrosine residues in the cytoplasmic receptor domain,
see [44]. The auto-phosphorylation brings about the propagation of the
signal through two different pathways. One of them commences with the
binding of the Src protein to the dimerized, phosphorylated, ligand-bound
receptor, succeeded by binding to the Grb2 protein. The other pathway
involves an unmediated binding of the Grb2 protein. Both pathways in-
volve the recruitment of Sos to the membrane through the association with
the Grb2-bound EGFR containing complex. The model in [37] describes
also an intricate process of internalization, as well as a detailed process of
degradation of several complexes. Sos recruitment induces the association
of Sos with Ras, which activates Ras as a consequence of Ras-GTP forma-
tion. Subsequently, Ras-GTP is inactivated as a result of a dissociation from
the receptor complex involving protein GAP. The kinase reponsible for the
phosphorylation of protein Raf is hitherto unindentified, however, the model
in [37] assumes Raf is phosphorylated by a free Ras-GTP molecule. Phos-
phorylated Raf can phosphorylate the MEK kinase. Double-phosphorylated
MEK can, in turn, phosphorylate ERK, see [37]. The initial model accounts
for a negative feedback loop from dual phosphorylated ERK kinase to pro-
tein Sos, which induces unbinding of Grb2-Sos from the receptor complex.
For more details, we refer the reader to [12] and [20]. Protein isoform speci-
ficity is not accounted for in the model. The absence of stimulus EGF brings
about a stable steady state for the initial model of [37]. The model iden-
tifies two pools of doubly phosphorylated ERK (ERK-PP), one of which is
located in the cytoplasm and one related to the internalized receptor. The
model depicted in [37] comprises 13 chemical processes: EGFR activation,
Shc, Grb2, Sos recruitment, Ras activation and inactivation, Raf activation
by phosphorylation and its dephosphorylation, phosphorylation and dephos-
phorylation of MEK, ERK dephosphorylation, negative feedback from ERK
to Sos, internalization of receptor complexes and degradations reaction. For
a more detailed description of the initial model, we refer the reader to [37].
In this section, we focus on expanding the EGFR signalling pathway model
from [37] through fit-preserving data refinement. To this end, we consider all
four members of the ErbB family, namely ErbB1-4 receptors: ErbB1 (EGFR),
ErbB2 (HER2), ErbB3, ErbB4, along with two ligands: EGF and HRG.
4.2.2 The refined ErbB signalling pathway model
We consider two classes of species within our refined model: atomic or com-
plex. By definition, see [28], atomic species are self-contained, i.e. their
structure is autonomous, not reliant on any other species. The structure of
a complex species inherently consists of at least two bound atomic species.
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All species mentioned above, the four members of the ErbB family, as well
as the two ligands are atomic species. No other atomic species in the model
presented in [37] is refined. However, all complex species in [37] comprising
ErbB1 (EGFR) and/or EGF are refined to include all four members of the
ErbB family and both types of ligands: EGF and HRG, as well as all dimer
and receptor-ligand binding combinations. Formally, the refined model com-
prises the data refinements below:
EGFR→ {ErbB1,ErbB2,ErbB3,ErbB4};
EGF→ {EGF,HRG}.
Signalling is activated through binding of a ligand (in our refined model:
EGF or HRG) to a receptor (in our refined model: ErbB1, ErbB2, ErbB3,
ErbB4). The process of receptor activation is initiated by the following
reaction:
EGF+EGFR
k+
lb←→
k−
lb
EGF-EGFR, (4.1)
which is refined to include both ligands (Li, i = 1, 2)and all four receptors
(Rj, j = 1, 4) to the following reactions:
Li +Rj
k+i,j
←−→
k−i,j
Li −Rj , for all i = 1, 2, j = 1, 4, (4.2)
where Li ∈ {EGF,HRG} and Rj ∈ {ErbB1,ErbB2, ErbB3, ErbB4}.
Our aim is to set the kinetic rate constants for the refined model so that
the sufficient conditions (3.12) for our model to be a fit-preserving refinement
of the model in [37] are fulfilled. For instance, given the ligand-binding
reaction (4.2), the kinetic rate constants for the refined model, conforming
to (3.12) are the following: k−i,j = k
−
lb and k
+
i,j = k
+
lb , for all i = 1, 2, j = 1, 4.
The reaction of ligand-binding of the receptor activation process precedes
a dimerization reaction, whose products are in turn involved in an extensive
number of reactions down the signalling pathway. Given the dimerization
reaction
2EGF-EGFR
k+
d←→
k−
d
(EGF-EGFR)2,
in the basic model of [37]), the refinement takes into account all combi-
nations of monomers on the left-hand side of reactions, thus generating a
number of 64 reactions (since we have 8 types of monomers) to account for
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dimerization in the refined model. The dimerization reaction is refined into
the following reactions:
(L-R)i+(L-R)j
k+
i,j,l
←−−→
k−
i,j,l
(L-R)l, (4.3)
where j, l = 1, 8 and 1 ≤ i ≤ j, {(L-R)m |m ∈ {i, j, l}} ∈ {EGF−ErbBp,
HRG−ErbBq|p, q = 1, 4} represent the ligand-bound receptors in the refined
model. We take into consideration only homo-dimers.
For the dimerization reaction, whose refined version is detailed in 4.3,
we set the kinetic rate constants conforming to (3.12) as follows:
k+i,j,l =
{
0, if l 6= i; j
k+d , otherwise.
(4.4)
k−i,j,l =
{
0, if l 6= i; j
k−
d
8 , otherwise.
(4.5)
The kinetic rate constants set in 4.4 and 4.5 are set so as to comply with
the following relations, obtained based on (3.12). We chose a symmetrical
solution for the kinetic rate constants, so that no refined reaction is favoured.
We list the relations below:
8∑
i=1
k+i,j,l =
{
k+d , if i = j
2k+d , if i < j
(4.6)
∑
{i,j}
1≤i≤j≤8
= k−d . (4.7)
The receptor activation process comprises a receptor production reac-
tion, which we indicate below:
kp
−→ EGFR (4.8)
This receptor production reaction is refined into four corresponding reac-
tions:
ki−→ Ri, i = 1, 4, (4.9)
with Ri ∈ {ErbB1, ErbB2, ErbB3, ErbB4}. The kinetic rate constants for the
receptor production reaction are set, in accordance to (3.12), as follows:
ki =
kp
4
. (4.10)
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All reactions involving reactants which contain an EGF-EGFR dimer in
their structure or its internalized counterpart refine into 8 different reactions,
each of which involving one of the types of dimer-derived refined complex.
Complex species in the basic model of [37], comprising species EGFR
and/or EGF, are refined to include all receptor-ligand binding combina-
tions. For instance, given species (EGF-EGFR*)2-AC, where AC stands for a
chain of bound atomic species (e.g. GAP-Grb2-Sos-Ras-GDP-Prot), species
(EGF-EGFR*)2-AC is refined into the following subspecies:
(EGF-EGFR*)2-AC→ {((L-R)i
∗)
2 −AC}, (4.11)
where i = 1, 8 and (L-R)i ∈ {EGF−ErbBp,HRG−ErbBq |p, q = 1, 4} and
the “∗” character illustrates the phosphorylation status of the respective
ErbB molecule. Species refinement in turn reflects into the refinement of
all reactions which involve species to be refined. In the examples above,
all reactions involving species that comprise EGF and/or EGFR were refined
subsequently.
The basic model in [37] consists of a number of 103 species and 148
reactions, while the refined model comprises a number of 421 species involved
in 928 reactions. We refined the reactions of the basic model in [37] following
the approach shown in Section 3.2.2. The refined model can be found in [39].
The numerical setup of the refined model
We address, in this section, the numerical setup of the refined model for
the ErbB signalling pathway in [37]. We determine the numerical values for
the refined model so that relation(3.11) is satisfied. The initial values for
the refined variables are set conforming to the data refinement relations, the
sum of the concentrations all subspecies of a given species is identical to the
concentration of the species itself. For example, given the complex species
introduced as above, the setup of the kinetic initial values:
[(EGF-EGFR*)2-AC](0) =
8∑
i=1
[((L-R)i
∗)
2 −AC](0),
with (L-R)i ∈ {EGF−ErbBp,HRG−ErbBq |p, q = 1, 4} and the “∗” character
illustrates the phosphorylation status of the respective ErbB molecule.
The basic model in [37] consists of a number of 103 species and 148
reactions, while the refined model comprises a number of 421 species involved
in 928 reactions. We refined the reactions of the basic model in [37] using
the fit-preserving refinement method introduced in Section 3.2.2 and we
obtained a model consisting of over 900 reactions, which preserves model fit
by construction. This methodology, however, is not only applicable to this
case study in particular, but it extends to other reaction-based mass-action
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models as a pilar in the model construction cycle on which other methods
can rely, for instance parameter estimation.
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Chapter 5
Original research
contribution
We list, in this chapter, the original contribution of each paper included in
this thesis as follows:
1. Bogdan Iancu, Elena Czeizler, Eugen Czeizler and Ion Petre. Quanti-
tative refinement of reaction models. International Journal of Uncon-
ventional Computing, 8(5-6), pages 529–550, 2012.
• We introduced the concepts of (quantitative) data refinement and
process refinement of a reaction-based biomodel;
• The heat shock response model, introduced in [57], was refined
to include the role of protein acetylation of the heat shock factor.
The first stage of the refinement consisted in data refinement,
which produced a substantial increase in the number of kinetic
parameters and variables, but taking into account our methodol-
ogy, all numerical properties of the model were preserved with a
minimal computational effort.
• A second stage of the refinement consisted in process refinement,
we replaced in the data-refined model the reactions correspond-
ing to hsp-mediated unbinding of trimers with a set of reactions
accounting for the unbinding of trimers in the absence of hsp.
In the latter case, most of the parameters were fixed in the pre-
vious stage of data refinement, the only kinetic rates left to be
estimated were for the newly introduced reactions. In order to
estimate these parameters, we fitted the model to experimental
data on DNA binding and gene transcription levels.
2. Diana-Elena Gratie, Bogdan Iancu and Ion Petre. ODE analysis of
biological systems. In: Formal Methods for Dynamical Systems, Edi-
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tors: Marco Bernardo, Erik de Vink, Alessandra di Pierro and Herbert
Wiklicky, LNCS 7938, pages 29–62, Springer, 2013.
• We discussed basic basic computational, numerical techniques for
used in modelling reaction-based models. We discussed basic no-
tions for model building : reaction-based models, ODE-based
models, kinetic laws, parameter estimation, model identifiability
model refinement.
• We reviewed a few analysis techniques for the computational anal-
ysis of ODE-based models: steady state analysis, mass-conservation
relations, sensitivity analysis. We considered as a case-study a
model for the heat shock response in eukaryotes.
3. Diana-Elena Gratie, Bogdan Iancu, Sepinoud Azimi and Ion Petre.
Quantitative model refinement in four different frameworks, with ap-
plications to the heat shock response. In: From Action System to
Distributed Systems, Taylor & Francis Group, Editors: Luigia Petre,
Emil Sekerinski, Accepted, To appear, 2015.
• We investigated and discussed the implementation of quantitative
model refinement in four different frameworks: reaction-based
models, rule-based modelling, Petri nets and guarded command
languages.
• We used as a case study a model for the eukaryotic heat shock
response, which we refined in all the above frameworks to include
the acetylation of the heat shock factor.
• We discussed the the implementation of the refinement so as to
avoid the combinatorial explosion of the refined model as a conse-
quence of introducing a post-translational modification, namely
the acetylation.
• We discussed the versatility of quantitative model refinement and
concluded that it is a cross-platform framework, emphasizing its
implementability under different modelling paradigms.
4. Bogdan Iancu, Cristian Gratie and Ion Petre. Refinement-based mod-
elling of the ErbB signalling pathway – Extended abstract. In: Annals
of University of Bucharest LXI, pages 7-14, The Bucharest University
Press, 2014.
• We discussed here the advantages of fit-preserving data refine-
ment in the cycle of model building.
• The paper focused on the implementation of fit-preserving data
refinement on a model for the ErbB signalling pathway, extended
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to include more types of receptor and ligands. The refined model
ensured a good fit by construction.
5. Sepinoud Azimi, Bogdan Iancu and Ion Petre. Reaction system models
for the heat shock response. Fundamenta Informaticae, 131(3), pages
299–312, IOS Press, 2014.
• In this paper, we discussed the aspect that reactions systems can
capture the fundamental characteristics of an ODE-based model.
• We built a reaction system model of the heat shock response,
whose qualitative behaviour captures the essential characteristic
of the corresponding ODE-based model. To this end, we intro-
duced a new concept, the dominance graph, to express the com-
petition on resources of the ODE-based model.
• The paper concluded drawing a comparison between the expres-
sivity of reactions systems and that of ODE-based models.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and future
perspectives
Contemporary biology produces massive amounts of data, whose interpreta-
tion and analysis necessitate computational tools. Computational systems
biology has a holistic perspective as opposed to traditional biology: we can
only aim to understand the intricate mechanisms behind highly complex
diseases, such as cancer, neurodegenerative diseases, etc., by looking at a
biological phenomenon in its entirety. A hierarchical system-level represen-
tation of the mechanisms involved turns out to be essential in the effort of
understanding complex biological systems.
The research presented in this thesis aims to tackle one fundamental
problem that systems biology has been challenged by, that of modelling at
different levels of resolution. Formal methods proved to be essential in a
system-level representation of biological phenomena. To this end, this the-
sis investigates a sound computational framework for quantitative model re-
finement, addressing a major challenge computational systems biology faces:
given a model, fit and validated at a certain level of resolution, how can one
variate its level of resolution, essentially increasing the level of detail, while
ensuring its fit is preserved? We exploit our framework in the refinement of
two biomodels depicting two biochemical networks, expressed as reaction-
based networks, which have been of great interest in the past decade: the
heat shock response in eukaryotes and the ErbB signalling pathway. How-
ever, the applicability of the quantitative refinement framework is not lim-
ited to the aforementioned case studies, but it extends to the refinement of
other biological mechanisms and beyond.
In this thesis, we address issues referring to a few formalisms in compu-
tational systems biology, quantitative in nature: reaction-network models,
rule-based models and Petri net models, along with a novel formalism, qual-
itative in nature, reactions systems. We review the major advantages and
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challenges that are associated with each of the aforementioned formalisms.
The decision regarding the choice of a particular modelling framework de-
pends on the problem at hand. But the massive amount of data produced
lately converges to an eventual integration of different frameworks across
scales and, moreover, moves towards compiling models across various bio-
logical networks: signalling, regulatory, metabolic, etc. The completion of
such an integration would benefit greatly from the use of quantitative model
refinement as a technique for model expansion.
The thesis revolves around the concept of quantitative model refinement,
providing first an overview of refinement in software engineering and previ-
ous work in computational systems biology, in connection with rule-based
modelling and Petri nets. We subsequently derive a framework for the quan-
titative refinement of reaction-based biomodels, consistent with the law of
mass-action, referring to the refinement of a species to include more details
about its subspecies and also refinement of reactions. Consequently, we
discuss the extension of the framework to distinguish between atomic and
complex species. Ultimately, we present an extension of the quantitative re-
finement framework, called fit-preserving refinement, which builds upon the
quantitative refinement framework to provide a methodology, which takes
into account all possible combinations of substrates and products a reac-
tion can be refined into. We chose two case studies that have been widely
analyzed in the past decades, but whose intricate mechanisms are not yet
fully understood: the heat shock response and the ErbB signalling pathway.
For the heat shock response model, we started with an initial model of 17
irreversible reactions and we have refined it to include the acetylation of the
heat shock factor at its K80 residue, resulting into a model of 54 irreversible
reactions and subsequently performed process refinement to reflect the un-
binding of heat shock factor in a trimer conformation in the absence of heat
shock proteins. We performed another refinement on a model of the ErbB
signalling pathway to include four types of receptors and two type of lig-
ands, starting with a model of 148 reactions and compiling a refined model
of 928 reactions. The refinement proved to be crucial in the expansion of
the aforementioned models and setting the kinetic rate constants of the re-
fined model to assure model fit preservation avoiding performing parameter
estimation, which is computationally intensive and time consuming.
Quantitative model refinement is essential in compiling large scale mod-
els, where the transition from a level of resolution to another is topical in
certain circumstances, the methodology providing a solid foundation for the
initialization of kinetic rate constants, aiming at parameter estimation on
a significantly reduced space of parameters. The scalability of quantitative
model refinement does not seem to extend to genome scale models, however,
it can be used for the the development of large-scale modules, which are
integrated within larger hierarchical structures, allowing a transfer among
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different levels of resolution. There are also other aspects that can be taken
into account: for instance, since the solution for choosing the parameters of
the refined model is not unique, we can examine whether, given a different
setup for the kinetic rate constants of the refined model, there are other
models which preserve model fit withal, but simultaneously exhibit other
properties worthwhile to inspect. Another aspect that is notable to mention
is that the current framework is limited to mass-action models, an exten-
sion to other kinetic laws and, also, integrating models over several different
kinetic laws would be beneficial to compile large-scale models, assumably
organized across different modules.
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One approach to modelling complex biological systems is to start from
an abstract representation of the biological process and then to incor-
porate more details regarding its reactions or reactants through an itera-
tive refinement process. The refinement should be done so as to ensure
the preservation of the numerical properties of the model, such as its
numerical fit and validation. Such approaches are well established in
software engineering: starting from a formal specification of the system,
one refines it step-by-step towards an implementation that is guaranteed
to satisfy a number of logical properties. We introduce here the concepts
of (quantitative) data refinement and process refinement of a biomole-
cular, reaction-based model. We choose as a case study a recently pro-
posed model for the heat shock response and refine it to include some
details of its acetylation-induced control. Although the refinement pro-
cess produces a substantial increase in the number of kinetic parameters
and variables, the methodology we propose preserves all the numerical
properties of the model with a minimal computational effort.
Keywords: Quantitative model refinement; biomodeling; quantitative analysis;
heat shock response; acetylation; data refinement; process refinement.
1 INTRODUCTION
When developing system-level models for large biological systems, such as
regulatory networks, signaling pathways, or metabolic pathways, one often
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starts with an abstraction of the biological phenomena, incorporating a rather
small number of biochemical reactions that illustrate the main mechanisms
of the considered process. Moreover, the considered reactions can be them-
selves abstractions of some particular subprocesses, melting in one step a
sequence of several biochemical reactions. This abstract biochemical net-
work is then translated into a mathematical model comprising the mathemat-
ical equations illustrating the dynamic behaviour of the system. To achieve
this, one has to select first a suitable kinetic law (e.g., mass-action law,
Michaelis-Menten kinetics, Hill equations, etc.) which is then used to derive
the mathematical equations describing the system’s evolution. The numeri-
cal setup required for this mathematical model can be either attained from
literature or acquired from experimental data by means of diverse model fit
techniques.
After constructing this abstract model, the process of model development
continues with a succession of steps including hypothesis generation, exper-
imental design and analysis, and model refinement [1, 10]. For instance, one
might be interested in refining some of the abstractions that were incorpo-
rated in the initial model. One approach for this would be to reiterate the
whole development routine in order to include the proposed modifications.
However, since that would involve refitting and revalidating the model, this
method is squandering resource-wise [2]. An alternative to this approach, not
thoroughly inspected so far, would be refining the model gradually, ensuring
at the same time that the quantitative model fit and validation are preserved.
That is, the numerical setup of the refined model should be derived from that
of the initial one, see [14].
The focus of this paper is the model refining step from the above model
development process. We analyse here both data refinement and process
refinement of a model. In the first case, the model is refined by replacing some
of its species with several types of their subspecies. This situation appears, for
instance, when we want to include more details about the post-translational
modifications of proteins, e.g., acetylation, phosphorylation, or ubiquitina-
tion. This leads to the replacement of a given protein P by its variants that
indicate its status with respect to the post-translational modifications, e.g.,
whether P was acetylated or not. This substitution requires also a refine-
ment of all the reactions involving that particular protein. In the latter type of
refinement, the model is enhanced by including more details about a given
subprocess, i.e., by adding more biochemical reactions to the model. Then,
we present a method that derives the parameter values of the refined model
from those of the initial model. This way we ensure the preservation of the
systemic properties previously obtained, e.g., the numerical fit. Moreover, we
also took into account the biological considerations from [22] and we vali-
dated the refined model according to the total level of acetylation.
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The paper is organized as follows. We start by introducing the model
refinement procedure making sure that we preserve the numerical properties
of the system, i.e., numerical fit and validation. To illustrate this technique,
we then consider as a case study the role of protein acetylation within the
eukaryotic heat shock response. Specifically, we start with a recently intro-
duced model for the heat shock response, see [17], and we refine it to include
the acetylation of some specific proteins. Thereafter, we proceed with the
process refinement of the model, including its numerical fit and validation
conforming to the observations in [22].
A short version of this paper has been presented in [4]. In the short ver-
sion, we skipped all details of how the acetylation of the heat shock factor
contributes to the modulation of the heat shock response. In this extended
version, we add this part to our model through a second refinement cycle,
incorporating the biological mechanisms recently demonstrated in [22].
2 METHODS
Various types of refinement can be implemented on a given model. For
instance, when focussing on a model’s data, one could refine some partic-
ular species replacing them by several of their subspecies. The model refined
as such would depict behavioural variations in the subspecies. We call this
data refinement: some of the variables of the model are replaced (or refined)
to include more details, e.g. about some of their internal state or attributes.
One could also concentrate on the model reactions and refine the model by
substituting the intermediary steps of a certain process for the process itself.
We call the latter type of refinement process refinement.
The formal refinement problem originated in the field of software engi-
neering from the need to formally prove the correspondence between a
system’s original specifications and its final implementation. Quantitative
model refinement has been studied, in systems biology, particularly within
the framework of rule-based modelling, see [5, 8, 15]. Data refinement, as
defined above, is already contained in this framework through the concept of
agent resolution, see [8]. The main refinement technique considered within
this formalism is rule refinement, a technique for refining the set of rules so
that the systemic properties of the model are preserved [15].
Irrespective of the kind of refinement preferred, the refinement procedure
ought to preserve the numerical properties of the model, i.e. quantitative fit
and validation. Consequently, we introduce a method to refine model data so
as to preserve the formerly attained numerical properties of the model.
Consider that a model M consists of a list of m species  = {A1, A2, . . . ,
Am} and n reactions ri , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, given in the form of rewriting rules:
ri : Si,1 A1 + Si,2 A2 + . . . + Si,m Am ki−→ S′i,1 A1 + S′i,2 A2 + . . . + S′i,m Am,
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where Si,1, . . . , Si,m, S′i,1, . . . , S′i,m ≥ 0 are some integers called the stoichio-
metric coefficients of ri and ki ≥ 0 is the kinetic rate constant of ri .
One can formally specify a model M in various ways, with respect to
continuous or discrete variables, deterministic or non-deterministic evolution
etc. We preferred, for this study, a continuous, mass-action formulation for
the model. We associated to each variable Ai , 1 ≤ i ≤ m, a time-dependent
function [Ai ] : R+ → R+. Specifically, for each species Ai , we expressed the
concentration at a specific moment in time t by [Ai ](t). Hence, the evolution
of the system is characterized by a mass-action-based system of differential
equations, see [12].
Particularly, the model M follows the subsequent system of differential
equations:
d[A j ]
dt
= −
n∑
i=1
(ki Si, j
m∏
k=1
[Ak]Si,k ) +
n∑
i=1
(ki S′i, j
m∏
k=1
[Ak]Si,k ), 1 ≤ j ≤ m.
(1)
The following lemma pertains to the existence and uniqueness of solutions of
systems of ODEs derived following the mass action law.
Lemma 1. [9] Given a molecular model and its associated system of ODEs
derived based on the principle of mass action, for any fixed initial condition,
there exists an interval of the form [0, x), x ∈ R+ ∪ {+∞} and a solution φ
such that any other solution is a restriction of φ.
Consider now that the model M is refined by drawing the distinction
between several subspecies of A1. These subspecies could be various types
of A1, with different biochemical conformations, for instance, produced by
some post-translational modifications etc. Each of the aforementioned sub-
species engages in all reactions A1 participated in (in model M), proba-
bly with different kinetics. If we substitute the species A1 by subspecies
B1, . . . , Bl , then we will obtain a new model MR , whose species are denoted
by the new variables {A′2, A′3, . . . , A′m} ∪ {B1, . . . , Bl}, for some l ≥ 2. Vari-
ables A′i , 2 ≤ i ≤ m, correspond to species Ai from model M , whereas
B1, . . . , Bl substitute the species A1 in model MR . Furthermore, each reac-
tion ri from M is replaced in MR by a reaction r ′i as follows:
r ′i : (Ti,1 B1 + . . . + Ti,l Bl) + Si,2 A′2 + . . . + Si,m A′m
k ′i−→
(T ′i,1 B1 + . . . + T ′i,l Bl) + S′i,2 A′2 + . . . + S′i,m A′m ,
with k ′i its kinetic rate constant, and Ti,1, . . . , Ti,l , T ′i,1, . . . , T ′i,l nonnegative
integers such that Ti,1 + . . . + Ti,l = Si,1 and T ′i,1 + . . . + T ′i,l = S′i,1.
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We say now that the model MR is a data refinement of M on variable A1
if and only if the following two conditions are satisfied:
[Ai ](t) = [A′i ](t), for all 2 ≤ i ≤ m, (2)
[A1](t) = [B1](t) + . . . + [Bl](t), for all t ≥ 0. (3)
The refined model MR comprises m + l − 1 species while M consists of m
species. Hence, MR follows a linear-growth in the size of its data set. The
number of reaction substitutions in MR for the reaction ri of M is given by
the number of non-negative integer solutions of the following system of equa-
tions:
Ti,1 + Ti,2 + . . . + Ti,l = Si,1;
T ′i,1 + T ′i,2 + . . . + T ′i,l = S′i,1;
over the independent unknowns Ti, j , T ′i, j , 1 ≤ j ≤ l. The number of solu-
tions of the first equation is the multinomial coefficient “l multichooses Si,1”,
see [6]:
((
l
Si,1
))
=
(
l + Si,1 − 1
Si,1
)
= (l + Si,1 − 1)!
Si,1!(l − 1)! .
Taking into account that both equations in the system are independent, the
number of solutions of the system is
(( l
Si,1
)) ·
(( l
S′i,1
))
. This represents the
increase in the number of reactions in the model refinement from M to MR . In
terms of kinetic parameters, MR will have
(( l
Si,1
))
new free parameters, given
by the number of possible combinations of B1, . . . , Bl as reactants.
Based on biokinetics arguments, see [16], we assumed that Si,1 ≤ 2: any
reaction with a ternary (or higher) stoichiometric coefficient would be so slow
that its effects may be ignored. If Si,1 = 1, then MR will gain
((l
1
))= l new
kinetic parameters, i.e., a linear growth in the parameter space. If Si,1 = 2,
MR will have
((l
2
))= l(l + 1)/2 new parameters, i.e., a quadratic increase in
the parameter space.
The values of some of the new kinetic parameters of MR could be obtained
from literature or they could be empirically estimated. The remaining param-
eters, whose values are not known and cannot be directly determined, ought
to be calculated using a computational technique in such a way that (2) and
(3) hold.
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Repeating the parameter estimation process for a model whose parameter
space may grow quadratically at every stage of the refinement, is prodigal
resource-wise. Furthermore, any intermediate fit of the model would not be
preserved in the following refinement step, which makes such an approach
senseless.
We propose in this paper an approach through which we can consis-
tently set values for the unknown parameters of the refined model so that
the relations (2) and (3) are satisfied. Some of the possible choices for
the kinetic parameters of the refined model could be discarded immedi-
ately as not viable; for instance, those for which all reactions comprising
B2, B3, . . . , or Bl had their kinetic rate constants set to 0. This type of choice
would simply translate the model M to MR by renaming all its variables. If
any information about the numerical values of some of the parameters exists,
then it will be integrated in the model. For the remaining parameters, we take
the approach in which the refined subspecies B1, . . . , Bl of species A1 can-
not be set apart by the kinetics of the reactions they are involved in; in other
words, our setting of the numerical values of the parameters is symmetric in
B1, . . . , Bl .
Example 1. We consider the Lotka-Volterra model [13,21], composed of the
species A (the prey) and B (the predator), and the following reactions:
A k1−→ 2A, A + B k2−→ 2B, B k3−→ ∅.
The set of mass-action based ODEs describing the dynamics of this sys-
tem are:
d[A]/dt = k1[A] − k2[A][B] d[B]/dt = k2[A][B] − k3[B].
After refining the Lotka-Volterra model on variable A into subspecies A1 and
A2, we obtain the following set of reactions:
A1
r1−→ A1 + A1, A1 r2−→ A1 + A2, A1 r3−→ A2 + A2,
A2
r4−→ A1 + A1, A2 r5−→ A1 + A2, A2 r6−→ A2 + A2,
A1 + B ′ r7−→ 2B ′, A2 + B ′ r8−→ 2B ′, B ′ r9−→ φ.
This leads to the following system of ODEs describing the dynamics of the
variables A1, A2, and B ′:
d[A1]/dt = (r1 − r3)[A1] + (2r4 + r5)[A2] − r7[A1][B ′],
d[A2]/dt = (r2 + 2r3)[A1] + (−r4 + r6)[A2] − r8[A2][B ′],
d[B ′]/dt = r7[A1][B ′] + r8[A2][B ′] − r9[B ′].
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Thus, d([A1] + [A2])/dt = (r1 − r3 + r2 + 2r3)[A1] + (2r4 + r5 − r4 +
r6)[A2] − (r7 + r8)[A1][B ′]. Consequently, if we choose r1 = r2 = r3 =
r4 = r5 = r6 = k1/3, r7 = r8 = k2 and r9 = k3 then we obtain
d([A1] + [A2])/dt = k1([A1] + [A2]) − k2([A1] + [A2])[B ′],
d[B ′]/dt = k2([A1] + [A2])[B ′] − k3[B ′],
which is identical to the initial system up to a renaming of variables where
[A] is replaced by [A1] + [A2] and [B] is replaced by [B ′]. For any x0 ≥ 0, if
we set the initial values of the variables A1, A2, and B ′ such that [A](x0) =
[A1](x0) + [A2](x0) and [B](x0) = [B ′](x0), it follows from Lemma 1 that
there exists an interval of the form [0, x), x ∈ R+ ∪ {+∞} including x0 such
that [A](t) = [A1](t) + [A2](t) and [B](t) = [B ′](t), for all t ∈ [0, x). That
is, the second model is indeed a quantitative refinement of the initial one (on
the interval [0, x)).
3 MODELS
3.1 The eukaryotic heat shock response: molecular model
The eukaryotic heat shock response is a highly conserved defence mecha-
nism, crucial to cell survival, that protects cells from various environmental
stressors, such as elevated temperatures. Exposure of cells to elevated tem-
peratures, due to its proteotoxic effects, causes protein misfolding and con-
stitution of large conglomerates that ultimately lead to controlled cell death
(apoptosis). Cell survival is induced by a defence mechanism that resumes
protein homeostasis, i.e. an equilibrium between the synthesis, folding and
degradation of proteins.
We describe below the molecular model for the heat shock response pro-
posed in [18]. The eukaryotic cell reacts to elevated temperatures by promot-
ing the synthesis of some well conserved proteins, called heat shock proteins
(hsp), which assist the misfolded proteins in their refolding process (process
known as chaperoning) and also induce the degradation of severely dam-
aged proteins. The transactivation of the hsp-encoding genes controls the heat
shock reponse. In eukaryotes, gene transcription is regulated by heat shock
transcription factors (hsf’s), which undergo a conversion from a monomeric
to a trimeric DNA binding competent conformation. Hsf trimers have a high
affinity towards the promoter site of the hsp-encoding gene, called heat shock
element (hse). Thus, they bind to the heat shock elements and form hsf3: hse
complexes. Subsequently, hsp synthesis is activated. Removal of the heat
stress leads to the repression of hsp synthesis [17, 18]. Heat shock proteins
sequestrate heat shock factors, constituting hsp: hsf complexes , hence com-
pelling hsf’s to trimerize and subsequently bind to the promoter site of the
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2 hsf hsf2 hsp+ hsf3 → hsp: hsf+2 hsf
hsf+ hsf2  hsf3 hsp+ hsf3: hse → hsp: hsf+2 hsf+ hse
hsf3 + hse hsf3: hse hsp → ∅
hsf3: hse → hsf3: hse+ hsp prot → mfp
hsp+ hsf hsp: hsf hsp+mfp hsp:mfp
hsp+ hsf2 → hsp: hsf+ hsf hsp:mfp → hsp+ prot
TABLE 1
The molecular model for the eukaryotic heat shock response proposed in [17].
heat shock gene. Once the temperature is elevated, some proteins prot start to
misfold and cause the hsp: hsf complexes to break down. This rapidly actu-
ates the heat shock response once heat shock factors are free and get in their
DNA-binding competent state. The reactions of the molecular model in [17]
are presented in Table 1.
3.2 Mathematical model
We consider a mathematical model formulated as a mass-action based system
of ODEs, see [12], associated to the molecular model in Table 1. The system
of ODEs is shown in Table 2; the reader is referred to [17] for a more detailed
description of the model.
Based on [17], all kinetic rate constants and initial values of all reactants
were estimated so that they satisfy the following conditions:
(i) the system is in a steady state for a temperature of 37◦C due to the
fact that the model should not express any response in the absence of
the heat stress;
(ii) the numerical predictions of the model for [hsf3: hse](t) should agree
with the experimental data from [11], for a temperature of 42◦C ;
(iii) the numerical prediction of the model for [hsp](t) should confirm the
data obtained in [17] through a de-novo fluorescent reporter-based
experiment, for a temperature of 42◦C .
3.3 The role of protein acetylation within the eukaryotic heat
shock response
Heat shock factors (hsf’s), i.e., the transcription factors for the hsp-encoding
genes, are crucial for cell survival, protecting the cell from environmental
stressors that cause protein alteration, such as protein misfolding. Recent
studies show that protein acetylation is highly relevant to regulating the heat
shock response, see [22]. Protein acetylation resides in replacing a hydro-
gen atom by an acetyl group in a chemical compound. It can arise either at
the alpha-amino group of the amino-terminus or on the lysine residues at
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the ε-amino group, see [7]. N-terminal acetylation is an irreversible reaction,
hence the proteins preserve their acetylation state until degradation. Although
N-terminal acetylation in eukaryotes is an extensive process, its biological
role has not been yet accurately clarified [19]. Nonetheless, lysine acetyla-
tion is a reversible reaction that can posttranslationally modify the positive
charge of lysine and, thus, vary the role of a protein. Post-translational ε-
amino lysine acetylation plays an important role in gene regulation due to
the changes it brings to the charge of histone tails, neutralizing the positive
charge of histones. Lysine acetylation is known to attenuate DNA-binding
affinity, see [3, 20].
4 RESULTS
4.1 Data refinement of the model
In this section, we focus on augmenting the heat shock model proposed
in [17] by including the acetylation of hsf and the effect it exhibits on the
response. We refined all compounds comprising hsf so as to include two sub-
types of hsf: one having the K 80 residue acetylated and one having it not
acetylated. Therefore, given species hsp: hsf in the initial model, it will be
refined into two subspecies, with respect to the acetylation status of its hsf
constituent. For hsf2, hsf3 and hsf3: hse, we perform the refinement count-
ing the number of hsf constituents of the complex that have the K80 residue
acetylated. Subsequently, we carried out the following data refinements:
hsf → {rhsf, rhsf(1)};
hsf2 → {rhsf2, rhsf2(1), rhsf2(2)};
hsf3 → {rhsf3, rhsf3(1), rhsf3(2), rhsf3(3)};
hsf3: hse → {rhsf3: rhse, rhsf3(1): rhse, rhsf3(2): rhse, rhsf3(3): rhse};
hsp: hsf → {rhsp: rhsf, rhsp: rhsf(1)}.
The above performed data refinements entail various changes in the reac-
tion list of the model. For instance, reactions: rhsp+ rhsf rhsp: rhsf,
and rhsp+rhsf(1)  rhsp: rhsf(1) in the refined model substitute for reac-
tion hsp+ hsf hsp: hsf in the initial model. As another example, reaction
2 hsf hsf2 is replaced by three reactions, based on the method described in
Section 2:
2 rhsf rhsf2; rhsf+ rhsf(1)  rhsf2(1); 2rhsf(1)  rhsf2(2).
For a complete list of reactions of the refined model, we refer the reader to B.
The refined model has 20 species, 39 reactions (some of which are reversible)
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and 54 kinetic parameters. The initial model had 10 species, 12 reactions and
16 kinetic parameters.
4.2 The numerical setup of the refined model
In this section we address the numerical setup of the refined model for the
heat shock response. We determine these numerical values in such a way that
the refinement procedure is quantitatively correct, i.e., the relations (2)-(3)
are verified. The refined variables have their initial values set conforming to
the following 10 conditions, determined from the data refinement relations:
[hsf](0) = [rhsf](0) + [rhsf(1)](0);
[hsf2](0) = [rhsf2](0) + [rhsf2(1)] + [rhsf2(2)](0);
[hsf3](0) = [rhsf3](0) + [rhsf3(1)](0) + [rhsf3(2)](0) + [rhsf3(3)](0);
[hsp: hsf](0) = [hsp: rhsf](0) + [rhsp: rhsf(1)](0);
[hsf3: hse](0) = [rhsf3: rhse](0) + [rhsf3(1): rhse](0) + [rhsf3(2): rhse](0)+
+ [rhsf3(3): rhse](0);
[hsp](0) = [rhsp](0);
[hsp:mfp](0) = [rhsp: rmfp](0);
[mfp](0) = [rmfp](0);
[prot](0) = [rprot](0);
[hse](0) = [rhse](0).
The mass-action based system of ODEs for the refined model is illustrated
in Table 4. Regarding the numerical setup of the refined model, we aimed to
determine it such that it constitutes a quantitative refinement of the model in
[17], as defined in Section 2. We start by introducing the following notations.
Rhsf = rhsf+ rhsf(1);
Rhsf2 = rhsf2 + rhsf2(1) + rhsf2(2);
Rhsf3 = rhsf3 + rhsf3(1) + rhsf3(2) + rhsf3(3);
Rhsf3:Rhse = rhsf3: rhse+ rhsf3(1): rhse+ rhsf3(2): rhse+ rhsf3(3): rhse;
Rhsp:Rhsf = rhsp: rhsf+ rhsp: rhsf(1).
Our aim is to determine some values for the kinetic parameters of the
refined model so that the two systems of ODEs, the one for the refined model
and that for the initial model, are indistinguishable, modulo a variable renam-
ing, given that Rhsf, Rhsf2, Rhsf3, Rhsf3:Rhse, and Rhsp:Rhsf substitute for
hsf, hsf2, hsf3, hsf3: hse, and hsp: hsf respectively. Consequently, we wrote
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the ODEs for [Rhsf], [Rhsf2], [Rhsf3], [Rhsf3:Rhse] and for [Rhsp:Rhsf], see
Table 5, based on the system of ODEs in Table 4.
We then determined the kinetic parameter values so that the right hand
side of each ODE in Table 5 turns into the right hand side of the correspond-
ing ODE in Table 2, modulo the above variable renaming. For instance, we
determine the kinetic parameters of the refined model so as to obtain from
the ODE corresponding to Rhsf in Table 5 an identical one corresponding to
hsf in Table 2, modulo the above variable renaming. To identify the first term
of the ODE for Rhsf (in the form written in Table 5) with the first term of the
ODE for hsf (in the form written in Table 2), it is sufficient to set r+1 = k+1 ,
r+2 = 2k+1 , and r+3 = k+1 . Using a similar reasoning for all terms of all ODEs,
we can ultimately find a solution. We include in D a table comprising the
identified values for the parameters.
The solution is clearly not unique. To find all solutions we should solve
the systems of ODEs in Tables 2 and 5. However, these systems cannot be
solved analytically. Instead, we chose some values for the kinetic parame-
ters of the refined model as expressions depending on the kinetic parameters
of the initial model, so that the ODEs in Table 5 can be translated into the
equations in Table 2, modulo the above variable renaming. Our approach in
solving this problem is aiming for a minimum number of independent param-
eters: all (de)acetylation reactions share the same kinetic parameter. On the
other hand, when biological knowledge was available that similar reactions
might in fact have different kinetic parameters (e.g., the acetylation-induced
transcription rate of the hsp-encoding gene, discussed in the next section),
we included it in the model as such.
Due to our choice for the initial values of the refined variables, we obtain
that the systems of ODE’s associated to the initial model and to the refined
one have identical initial conditions. Hence, due to Lemma 1, we can con-
clude that conditions (2) and (3) are satisfied, i.e., the second model is indeed
a quantitative refinement of the initial model from Table 1.
4.3 Process refinement of the model
Heat shock factors have a crucial role in regulating protein homeostatic pro-
cesses such as synthesis, refolding or degradation. They endure a three-step
conversion from a latent monomer state to a transcriptionally active DNA
binding competent trimer. During the attenuation of the heat shock, DNA
binding activity declines. This is also correlated to an increase in the level
of acetylation, which enhances the unbinding of the hsf trimers from DNA,
regardless of the behaviour of hsp’s [22].
Next, we modified the refined model so that it reflects the considerations
from [22]. In particular, we replace in the final model the reactions corre-
sponding to the hsp-mediated unbinding of the hsf3-complex, i.e., q30, . . . ,
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q35 from Table 3, with a set of reactions associated to the unbinding of trimers
in the absence of hsp:
 rhsf3: rhse → rhsf3 + rhse with the kinetic rate constant s1,
 rhsf3
(1)
: rhse → rhsf3(1) + rhse with the kinetic rate constant s2,
 rhsf3
(2)
: rhse → rhsf3(2) + rhse with the kinetic rate constant s3,
 rhsf3
(3)
: rhse → rhsf3(3) + rhse with the kinetic rate constant s4.
According to [22], acetylation positively regulates DNA unbinding, i.e.,
s1 ≤ s2 ≤ s3 ≤ s4. Furthermore, we also require the model to obey the fol-
lowing three mass-conservation relations:
 [rhsf] + [rhsf(1)] + 2 × [rhsf2] + 2 × [rhsf2(1)] + 2 × [rhsf2(2)] +
3 × [rhsf3] + 3 × [rhsf3(1)] + 3 × [rhsf3(2)] + 3 × [rhsf3(3)] +
3 × [rhsf3: rhse] + 3 × [rhsf3(1): rhse] + 3 × [rhsf3(2): rhse] + 3 ×
[rhsf3(3): rhse] + [hsp: rhsf] + [rhsp: rhsf(1)] = C1
 [rprot] + [rmfp] + [rhsp: rmfp] = C2
 [rhse] + [rhsf3: rhse] + [rhsf3(1): rhse] + [rhsf3(2): rhse] +
[rhsf3(3): rhse] = C3,
where C1, C2 and C3 are the mass constants considered in the original model,
introduced in [17]. These relations are the refinements of the mass conserva-
tion relations satisfied by the basic model. Finally, we also include a set of
reactions to model the acetylation and deacetylation processes. In particular,
we set one kinetic rate constant for all the acetylation reactions (independent
on the molecule that is acetylated) and one kinetic rate constant for all the
deacetylation reactions. The reactions of the final molecular model for the
heat shock response are shown in Table 7.
4.4 Numerical data fit of the final model
Most of the parameters of the final model were already fixed in Section 4.2
depending on the parameters of the initial model. The only ones left were the
kinetic rate constants for DNA unbinding in the absence of hsp, i.e., s1, s2, s3,
and s4, and the kinetic rate constants for the reactions describing the acety-
lation and deacetylation of the hsf molecules. In order to estimate these six
parameters, we fitted the final model to the experimental data on the DNA
binding and gene transcription levels from [11], see Figure 1. The results
showed that unbinding rarely happens for hsf3: hse and hsf3(1): hse, while
it happens at a high rate for hsf3(2): hse and hsf3(3): hse, thus confirming the
findings from [22]. Figure 2 illustrates the acetylation levels of the hse-bound
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FIGURE 1
(a) DNA binding; (b) Dynamics of the transcription level of the hsp-encoding gene.
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FIGURE 2
The dynamics of the hse-bound hsf trimers, shown separately according to their acetylation level:
zero (black), one (blue), two (red) or all three (green) binding sites of the heat shock factor are
acetylated.
hsf trimers. Our simulations confirm that acetylation regulates DNA unbind-
ing, thus promoting HSR attenuation. The dynamics of the acetylated hsf
shows that the acetylation process is delayed during the heat shock response,
but it persists also during the period when the hsf activity and DNA binding
have diminished, in accordance with the observations from [22].
5 DISCUSSION
We focused in this paper on quantitative model refinement as an approach
for the construction of large reaction models. We propose to start from a
core model that is first fit and validated against experimental data. We then
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systematically add details to the model through data and process refine-
ment in such a way that the experimental fit of the model is preserved. This
approach avoids the repetition of the entire model development procedure,
including model fit, which is both time-consuming and computationally-
intensive, see [2].
In order to illustrate this method, we chose a recently introduced model
for the eukaryotic heat shock response, [17]. Then, we refined this model by
including details about the acetylation of the heat shock factors hsf, the pro-
moters of the heat shock proteins. Although each hsf molecule has nine lysine
sites that can be acetylated in response to stress, it was suggested in [22] that
one has a regulatory role for the DNA binding ability of the hsf molecules
and thus implicitly also for the expression level of the heat shock proteins.
Thus, we chose to refine the model from [17] by considering only one acety-
lation site for each hsf molecule. This led to a significant augmentation in the
number of the reactions of the refined model and thus also in the number of
parameters. While the basic model comprises a set of 12 reactions involving
10 different species and 16 kinetic rate constants, the refined model contains
a number of 39 reactions involving 20 species and 54 kinetic rate constants.
Fitting a model of this proportion implies a lot of time and computational
resources. However, with our approach, we were able to infer the values of
all kinetic rate constants from the initial model, avoiding any supplementary
model fit. After this step, we did also a second round of refinement in which
we included some of the processes reported in [22]. This resulted in the intro-
duction of 6 new kinetic rate constants, which were estimated in such a way
that the behaviour predicted by our model would be in agreement with the
experimental data in [11]. Moreover, as a validation of our final model, we
checked the dynamics of the level of acetylation which proved to be in accor-
dance with the observations in [22]. The final model preserves considerably
many values for the kinetic parameters and variables, which resides into a
computationally more efficacious parameter estimation.
Among the nine lysine sites in the hsf molecule that can be acetylated
in response to stress, K 80 is located in the DNA binding domain and thus
influences its binding ability. Henceforth, in [22] the acetylation of K 80 is
proposed as a regulatory mechanism for the DNA binding ability of the hsf
molecules and implicitly for the expression level of the heat shock proteins.
Changes in the level of acetylation of the hsf molecules influence its binding
ability and thus the expression of the heat shock proteins. In particular, an
increase in the level of acetylation caused DNA binding to take place at a
lower rate [22]. Moreover, the dynamics of the hsf acetylation is not identi-
cal to the dynamics of hsf activation. In particular, it is shown in [22] that
the acetylation process is delayed but it continues also when the hsf DNA-
binding activity has decreased.
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A THE ODE-BASED MODEL FOR THE BASIC HEAT SHOCK
RESPONSE MODEL
d[hsf]/dt = −2k+1 [hsf]2 + 2k−1 [hsf2] − k+2 [hsf][hsf2] + k−2 [hsf3]
−k+5 [hsf][hsp] + k−5 [hsp: hsf] + k6[hsf2][hsp]
+2k7[hsf3][hsp] + 2k8[hsf3: hse][hsp]
d[hsf2]/dt = k+1 [hsf]2 − k−1 [hsf2] − k+2 [hsf][hsf2] + k−2 [hsf3] − k6[hsf2][hsp]
d[hsf3]/dt = k+2 [hsf][hsf2] − k−2 [hsf3] − k+3 [hsf3][hse] + k−3 [hsf3: hse] − k7[hsf3][hsp]
d[hse]/dt = −k+3 [hsf3][hse] + k−3 [hsf3: hse] + k8[hsf3: hse][hsp]
d[hsf3: hse]/dt = k+3 [hsf3][hse] − k−3 [hsf3: hse] − k8[hsf3: hse][hsp]
d[hsp]/dt = k4[hsf3: hse] − k+5 [hsf][hsp] + k−5 [hsp: hsf] − k6[hsf2][hsp]
−k7[hsf3][hsp] − k8[hsf3: hse][hsp] − k+11[hsp][mfp]
+(k−11 + k12)[hsp:mfp] − k9[hsp]
d[hsp: hsf]/dt = k+5 [hsf][hsp] − k−5 [hsp: hsf] + k6[hsf2][hsp]
+k7[hsf3][hsp] + k8[hsf3: hse][hsp]
d[mfp]/dt = φT [prot] − k+11[hsp][mfp] + k−11[hsp:mfp]
d[hsp:mfp]/dt = k+11[hsp][mfp] − (k−11 + k12)[hsp:mfp]
d[prot]/dt = −φT [prot] + k12[hsp:mfp]
TABLE 2
The system of ODEs associated with the biochemical model proposed in [17].
B THE MOLECULAR HEAT SHOCK RESPONSE MODEL
DETAILING THE ACETYLATION STATUS OF hsf
Reaction Kinetic rate
Reaction number constants
2 rhsf rhsf2 [q1] r+1 , r−1
rhsf+ rhsf(1) ↔ rhsf2(1) [q2] r+2 , r−2
2rhsf(1)  rhsf2(2) [q3] r+3 , r−3
rhsf+ rhsf2  rhsf3 [q4] r+4 , r−4
rhsf(1) + rhsf2  rhsf3(1) [q5] r+5 , r−5
rhsf+rhsf2(1)  rhsf3(1) [q6] r+6 , r−6
rhsf(1) + rhsf2(1)  rhsf3(2) [q7] r+7 , r−7
TABLE 3
The list of reactions for the refined model that includes the acetylation status of hsf. For an
irreversible reaction qi , ri denotes its kinetic rate constant. For a reversible reaction qi , r+i and
r−i denote the kinetic rate constants of its ‘left-to-right’ and ‘right-to-left’ directions, resp.
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rhsf+rhsf2(2)  rhsf3(2) [q8] r+8 , r−8
rhsf(1) + rhsf2(2)  rhsf3(3) [q9] r+9 , r−9
rhsf3 + rhse rhsf3: rhse [q10] r+10, r−10
rhsf3(1) + rhse rhsf3(1): rhse [q11] r+11, r−11
rhsf3(2) + rhse rhsf3(2): rhse [q12] r+12, r−12
rhsf3(3) + rhse rhsf3(3): rhse [q13] r+13, r−13
rhsf3: rhse → rhsf3: rhse+ rhsp [q14] r14
rhsf3
(1): rhse → rhsf3(1): rhse+ rhsp [q15] r15
rhsf3
(2): rhse → rhsf3(2): rhse+ rhsp [q16] r16
rhsf3
(3): rhse → rhsf3(3): rhse+ rhsp [q17] r17
rhsp+ rhsf rhsp: rhsf [q18] r+18, r−18
rhsp+rhsf(1)  rhsp: rhsf(1) [q19] r+19, r−19
rhsp+ rhsf2 → rhsp: rhsf+ rhsf [q20] r20
rhsp+rhsf2(1) → rhsp: rhsf+rhsf(1) [q21] r21
rhsp+rhsf2(1) → rhsp: rhsf(1) + rhsf [q22] r22
rhsp+rhsf2(2) → rhsp: rhsf(1) +rhsf(1) [q23] r23
rhsp+ rhsf3 → rhsp: rhsf+2 ∗ rhsf [q24] r24
rhsp+rhsf3(1) → rhsp: rhsf+rhsf(1) + rhsf [q25] r25
rhsp+rhsf3(1) → rhsp: rhsf(1) +2 ∗ rhsf [q26] r26
rhsp+rhsf3(2) → rhsp: rhsf+2rhsf(1) [q27] r27
rhsp+rhsf3(2) → rhsp: rhsf(1) +rhsf(1) + rhsf [q28] r28
rhsp+rhsf3(3) → rhsp: rhsf(1) +2rhsf(1) [q29] r29
rhsp+ rhsf3: rhse → rhsp: rhsf+2 rhsf+ rhse [q30] r30
rhsp+ rhsf3(1): rhse → rhsp: rhsf(1) +2 rhsf+ rhse [q31] r31
rhsp+ rhsf3(1): rhse → rhsp: rhsf+rhsf(1) + rhsf+ rhse [q32] r32
rhsp+ rhsf3(2): rhse → rhsp: rhsf(1) +rhsf(1) + rhsf+ rhse [q33] r33
rhsp+ rhsf3(2): rhse → rhsp: rhsf+2rhsf(1) + rhse [q34] r34
rhsp+ rhsf3(3): rhse → rhsp: rhsf(1) +2rhsf(1) + rhse [q35] r35
rhsp → ∅ [q36] r36
rprot → rmfp [q37] r37
rhsp+ rmfp rhsp: rmfp [q38] r+38, r−38
rhsp: rmfp → rhsp+ rprot [q39] r39
TABLE 3
The list of reactions for the refined model - Continued
C THE ODE-BASED MODEL OF THE REFINED HEAT SHOCK
RESPONSE MODEL
d[rhsf]/dt = −2r+1 [rhsf]2 + 2r−1 [rhsf2] − r+2 [rhsf][rhsf(1)] + r−2 [rhsf2(1)]
−r4+[rhsf][rhsf2] + r4−[rhsf3] − r6+[rhsf][rhsf2(1)] + r6−[rhsf3(1)]
−r8+[rhsf][rhsf2(2)] + r8−[rhsf3(2)] − r18+[rhsp][rhsf]
+r18−[rhsp: rhsf] + r20[rhsp][rhsf2] + r22[rhsp][rhsf2(1)]
+2r24[rhsp][rhsf3] + r25[rhsp][rhsf3(1)] + 2r26[rhsp][rhsf3(1)]
TABLE 4
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+r28[rhsp][rhsf3(2)] + 2r30[rhsp][rhsf3: rhse]
+2r31[rhsp][rhsf3(1): rhse] + r32[rhsp][rhsf3(1): rhse]
+r33[rhsp][rhsf3(2): rhse]
d[rhsf(1)]/dt = −r+2 [rhsf][rhsf(1)] + r−2 [rhsf2(1)] − 2r3+[rhsf(1)]
2
+2r3−[rhsf2(2)] − r5+[rhsf(1)][rhsf2] + r5−[rhsf3(1)]
−r7+[rhsf(1)][rhsf2(1)] + r7−[rhsf3(2)] − r9+[rhsf(1)][rhsf2(2)]
+r9−[rhsf3(3)] − r19+[rhsp][rhsf(1)] + r19−[rhsp: rhsf(1)]
+r21[rhsp][rhsf2(1)] + r23[rhsp][rhsf2(2)] + r25[rhsp][rhsf3(1)]
+2r27[rhsp][rhsf3(2)] + r28[rhsp][rhsf3(2)] + 2r29[rhsp][rhsf3(3)]
+r32[rhsp][rhsf3(1): rhse] + r33[rhsp][rhsf3(2): rhse]
+2r34[rhsp][rhsf3(2): rhse] + 2r35[rhsp][rhsf3(3): rhse]
d[rhsf2]/dt = r+1 [rhsf]2 − r−1 [rhsf2] − r+4 [rhsf][rhsf2] + r−4 [rhsf3]
−r+5 [rhsf(1)][rhsf2] + r−5 [rhsf3(1)] − r20[rhsp][rhsf2]
d[rhsf2(1)]/dt = r+2 [rhsf][rhsf(1)] − r−2 [rhsf2(1)] − r+6 [rhsf][rhsf2(1)]
+r−6 [rhsf3(1)] − r+7 [rhsf(1)][rhsf2(1)] + r−7 [rhsf3(2)]
−r21[rhsp][rhsf2(1)] − r22[rhsp][rhsf2(1)]
d[rhsf2(2)]/dt = r+3 [rhsf(1)]2 − r−3 [rhsf2(2)] − r+8 [rhsf][rhsf2(2)]
+r−8 [rhsf3(2)] − r+9 [rhsf(1)][rhsf2(2)] + r−9 [rhsf3(3)]
−r23[rhsp][rhsf2(2)]
d[rhsf3]/dt = r+4 [rhsf][rhsf2] − r−4 [rhsf3] − r+10[rhsf3][rhse]
+r−10[rhsf3: rhse] − r24[rhsp][rhsf3]
d[rhsf3(1)]/dt = r+5 [rhsf(1)][rhsf2] − r−5 [rhsf3(1)] + r+6 [rhsf][rhsf2(1)]
−r−6 [rhsf3(1)] − r+11[rhsf3(1)][rhse] + r−11[rhsf3(1): rhse]
−r25[rhsp][rhsf3(1)] − r26[rhsp][rhsf3(1)]
d[rhsf3(2)]/dt = r+7 [rhsf(1)][rhsf2(1)] − r−7 [rhsf3(2)] + r+8 [rhsf][rhsf2(2)]
−r−8 [rhsf3(2)] − r+12[rhsf3(2)][rhse] + r−12[rhsf3(2): rhse]
−r27[rhsp][rhsf3(2)] − r28[rhsp][rhsf3(2)]
d[rhsf3(3)]/dt = r+9 [rhsf(1)][rhsf2(2)] − r−9 [rhsf3(3)] − r+13[rhsf3(3)][rhse]
+r−13[rhsf3(3): rhse] − r29[rhsp][rhsf3(3)]
d[rhse]/dt = −r+10[rhsf3][rhse] + r−10[rhsf3: rhse] − r+11[rhsf3(1)][rhse]
+r−11[rhsf3(1): rhse] − r+12[rhsf3(2)][rhse] + r−12[rhsf3(2): rhse]
−r+13[rhsf3(3)][rhse] + r−13[rhsf3(3): rhse] + r30[rhsp][rhsf3: rhse]
+r31[rhsp][rhsf3(1): rhse] + r32[rhsp][rhsf3(1): rhse]
+r33[rhsp][rhsf3(2): rhse] + r34[rhsp][rhsf3(2): rhse]
+r35[rhsp][rhsf3(3): rhse]
d[rhsf3: rhse]/dt = r+10[rhsf3][rhse] − r−10[rhsf3: rhse]
−r30[rhsp][rhsf3: rhse]
d[rhsf3(1): rhse]/dt = r+11[rhsf3(1)][rhse] − r−11[rhsf3(1): rhse]
−r31[rhsp][rhsf3(1): rhse] − r32[rhsp][rhsf3(1): rhse]
d[rhsf3(2): rhse]/dt = r+12[rhsf3(2)][rhse] − r−12[rhsf3(2): rhse]
−r33[rhsp][rhsf3(2): rhse] − r34[rhsp][rhsf3(2): rhse]
d[rhsf3(3): rhse]/dt = r+13[rhsf3(3)][rhse] − r−13[rhsf3(3): rhse]
−r35[rhsp][rhsf3(3): rhse]
TABLE 4
The system of differential equations of the mathematical model associated with the biochemical
model - Continued
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d[rhsp]/dt = r14[rhsf3: rhse] + r15[rhsf3(1): rhse] + r16[rhsf3(2): rhse]
+r17[rhsf3(3): rhse] − r+18[rhsp][rhsf] + r−18[rhsp: rhsf]
−r+19[rhsp][rhsf(1)] + r−19[rhsp: rhsf(1)] − r20[rhsp][rhsf2]
−r21[rhsp][rhsf2(1)] − r22[rhsp][rhsf2(1)] − r23[rhsp][rhsf2(2)]
−r24[rhsp][rhsf3] − r25[rhsp][rhsf3(1)] − r26[rhsp][rhsf3(1)]
−r27[rhsp][rhsf3(2)] − r28[rhsp][rhsf3(2)] − r29[rhsp][rhsf3(3)]
−r30[rhsp][rhsf3: rhse] − r31[rhsp][rhsf3(1): rhse]
−r32[rhsp][rhsf3(1): rhse] − r33[rhsp][rhsf3(2): rhse]
−r34[rhsp][rhsf3(2): rhse] − r35[rhsp][rhsf3(3): rhse] − r36[rhsp]
−r+38[rhsp][rmfp] + r−38[rhsp: rmfp] + r39[rhsp][rmfp]
d[rhsp: rhsf]/dt = r+18[rhsp][rhsf] − r−18[rhsp: rhsf] + r20[rhsp][rhsf2]
+r21[rhsp][rhsf2(1)] + r24[rhsp][rhsf3]
+r25[rhsp][rhsf3(1)] + r27[rhsp][rhsf3(2)]
+r30[rhsp][rhsf3: rhse] + r32[rhsp][rhsf3(1): rhse]
+r34[rhsp][rhsf3(2): rhse]
d[rhsp: rhsf(1)]/dt = r19+[rhsp][rhsf(1)] − r19−[rhsp: rhsf(1)]
+r22[rhsp][rhsf2(1)] + r23[rhsp][rhsf2(2)]
+r26[rhsp][rhsf3(1)] + r28[rhsp][rhsf3(2)]
+r29[rhsp][rhsf3(3)] + r31[rhsp][rhsf3(1): rhse]
+r33[rhsp][rhsf3(2): rhse] + r35[rhsp][rhsf3(3): rhse]
d[rhsp: rmfp]/dt = r+38[rhsp][rmfp] − (r−38 + r39)[rhsp: rmfp]
d[rmfp]/dt = r37[rprot] − r+38[rhsp][rmfp] + r−38[rhsp: rmfp]
d[rprot]/dt = −r37[rprot] + r39[rhsp: rmfp]
TABLE 4
The system of differential equations of the mathematical model associated with the biochemical
model - Continued
d[Rhsf]/dt = −2(r+1 [rhsf]2 + r+2 [rhsf][rhsf(1)] + r3+[rhsf(1)]2) + 2(r−1 [rhsf2]
+r−2 [rhsf2(1)] + r3−[rhsf2(2)]) − (r4+[rhsf][rhsf2]
+r6+[rhsf][rhsf2(1)] + r8+[rhsf][rhsf2(2)] + r5+[rhsf(1)][rhsf2]
+r7+[rhsf(1)][rhsf2(1)] + r9+[rhsf(1)][rhsf2(2)]) + (r4−[rhsf3] + (r5−
+r6−)[rhsf3(1)] + (r7− + r8−)[rhsf3(2)] + r9−[rhsf3(3)])
−[rhsp](r18+[rhsf] + r19+[rhsf(1)]) + (r18−[rhsp: rhsf]
+r19−[rhsp: rhsf(1)]) + [rhsp](r20[rhsf2] + (r21 + r22)[rhsf2(1)]
+r23[rhsf2(2)]) + 2[rhsp](r24[rhsf3] + (r25 + r26)[rhsf3(1)] + (r27
+r28)[rhsf3(2)] + r29[rhsf3(3)]) + 2[rhsp](r30[rhsf3: rhse]
+(r31 + r32)[rhsf3(1): rhse] + (r33 + r34)[rhsf3(2): rhse]
+r35[rhsf3(3): rhse])
d[Rhsf2]/dt = (r+1 [rhsf]2 + r+2 [rhsf][rhsf(1)] + r+3 [rhsf(1)]2) − (r−1 [rhsf2]
+r−2 [rhsf2(1)] + r−3 [rhsf2(2)]) − (r+4 [rhsf][rhsf2] + r+6 [rhsf][rhsf2(1)]
+r+8 [rhsf][rhsf2(2)] + r+5 [rhsf(1)][rhsf2] + r+7 [rhsf(1)][rhsf2(1)]
TABLE 5
The system of ODEs corresponding to Rhsf, Rhsf2, Rhsf3, Rhsf3:Rhse, and Rhsp:Rhsf in the
refined model
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+r+9 [rhsf(1)][rhsf2(2)]) + (r−4 [rhsf3] + (r−5 + r−6 )[rhsf3(1)])
+(r−7 + r−8 )[rhsf3(2)] + r−9 [rhsf3(3)]) − [rhsp](r20[rhsf2]
+(r21 + r22)[rhsf2(1)] + r23[rhsf2(2)])
d[Rhsf3]/dt = (r+4 [rhsf][rhsf2] + r+6 [rhsf][rhsf2(1)] + r+8 [rhsf][rhsf2(2)]
+r+5 [rhsf(1)][rhsf2] + r+7 [rhsf(1)][rhsf2(1)] + r+9 [rhsf(1)][rhsf2(2)])
−(r−4 [rhsf3] + (r−5 + r−6 )[rhsf3(1)] + (r−7 + r−8 )[rhsf3(2)]
+r−9 [rhsf3(3)]) − [rhse](r+10[rhsf3] + r+11[rhsf3(1)] + r+12[rhsf3(2)]
+r+13[rhsf3(3)]) + (r−10[rhsf3: rhse] + r−11[rhsf3(1): rhse]
+r−12[rhsf3(2): rhse] + r−13[rhsf3(3): rhse]) − [rhsp](r24[rhsf3]
+(r25 + r26)[rhsf3(1)] + (r27 + r28)[rhsf3(2)] + r29[rhsf3(3)])
d[Rhsf3:Rhse]/dt = [rhse](r+10[rhsf3] + r+11[rhsf3(1)] + r+12[rhsf3(2)]
+r+13[rhsf3(3)]) − (r−10[rhsf3: rhse] + r−11[rhsf3(1): rhse]
+r−12[rhsf3(2): rhse] + r−13[rhsf3(3): rhse]) − [rhsp](r30[rhsf3: rhse]
+(r31 + r32)[rhsf3(1): rhse] + (r33 + r34)[rhsf3(2): rhse]
+r35[rhsf3(3): rhse])
d[Rhsp:Rhsf]/dt = [rhsp](r+18[rhsf] + r19+[rhsf(1)]) − (r−18[rhsp: rhsf]
+r19−[rhsp: rhsf(1)]) + [rhsp](r20[rhsf2] + (r21 + r22)[rhsf2(1)]
+r23[rhsf2(2)]) + [rhsp](r24[rhsf3] + (r25 + r26)[rhsf3(1)]
+(r27 + r28)[rhsf3(2)] + r29[rhsf3(3)])
+[rhsp](r30[rhsf3: rhse] + (r31 + r32)[rhsf3(1): rhse]
(r33 + r34)[rhsf3(2): rhse] + r35[rhsf3(3): rhse])
TABLE 5
The system of ODEs corresponding to Rhsf, Rhsf2, Rhsf3, Rhsf3:Rhse, and Rhsp:Rhsf in the
refined model - Continued
D THE NUMERICAL SETUP OF THE REFINED MODEL
r+1 = k+1 ; r+8 = k+2 ; r16 = k4; r28 = k7/2;
r−1 = k−1 ; r−8 = k−2 /2; r17 = k4; r29 = k7;
r+2 = 2 · k+1 ; r+9 = k+2 ; r18+ = k+5 ; r30 = k8;
r−2 = k−1 ; r−9 = k−2 ; r18− = k−5 ; r31 = k8/2;
r+3 = k+1 ; r10+ = k+3 ; r19+ = k+5 ; r32 = k8/2;
r−3 = k−1 ; r10− = k−3 ; r19− = k−5 ; r33 = k8/2;
r+4 = k+2 ; r11+ = k+3 ; r20 = k6; r34 = k8/2;
r−4 = k−2 ; r11− = k−3 ; r21 = k6/2; r35 = k8;
r+5 = k+2 ; r12+ = k+3 ; r22 = k6/2; r36 = k9;
r−5 = k−2 /2; r12− = k−3 ; r23 = k6; r37 = T ;
r+6 = k+2 ; r13+ = k+3 ; r24 = k7; r−38 = k11−;
r−6 = k−2 /2; r13− = k−3 ; r25 = k7/2; r+38 = k11+;
r+7 = k+2 ; r14 = k4; r26 = k7/2; r39 = k12
r−7 = k−2 /2; r15 = k4; r27 = k7/2;
TABLE 6
The numerical values of the parameters of the refined model
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E THE FULL MOLECULAR MODEL FOR THE
ACETYLATION-INDUCED HEAT SHOCK RESPONSE
Reaction
2 rhsf rhsf2
rhsf+ rhsf(1)  rhsf2(1)
2rhsf(1)  rhsf2(2)
rhsf+ rhsf2  rhsf3
rhsf(1) + rhsf2  rhsf3(1)
rhsf+rhsf2(1)  rhsf3(1)
rhsf(1) + rhsf2(1)  rhsf3(2)
rhsf+rhsf2(2)  rhsf3(2)
rhsf(1) + rhsf2(2)  rhsf3(3)
rhsf3 + rhse rhsf3: rhse
rhsf3(1) + rhse rhsf3(1): rhse
rhsf3(2) + rhse rhsf3(2): rhse
rhsf3(3) + rhse rhsf3(3): rhse
rhsf3: rhse → rhsf3: rhse+ rhsp
rhsf3
(1): rhse → rhsf3(1): rhse+ rhsp
rhsf3
(2): rhse → rhsf3(2): rhse+ rhsp
rhsf3
(3): rhse → rhsf3(3): rhse+ rhsp
rhsp+ rhsf rhsp: rhsf
rhsp+rhsf(1)  rhsp: rhsf(1)
rhsp+ rhsf2 → rhsp: rhsf+ rhsf
rhsp+rhsf2(1) → rhsp: rhsf+rhsf(1)
rhsp+rhsf2(1) → rhsp: rhsf(1) + rhsf
rhsp+rhsf2(2) → rhsp: rhsf(1) +rhsf(1)
rhsp+ rhsf3 → rhsp: rhsf+2 ∗ rhsf
rhsp+rhsf3(1) → rhsp: rhsf+rhsf(1) + rhsf
rhsp+rhsf3(1) → rhsp: rhsf(1) +2 ∗ rhsf
rhsp+rhsf3(2) → rhsp: rhsf+2rhsf(1)
rhsp+rhsf3(2) → rhsp: rhsf(1) +rhsf(1) + rhsf
rhsp+rhsf3(3) → rhsp: rhsf(1) +2rhsf(1)
rhsf3: rhse → rhsf3 + rhse
rhsf3
(1): rhse → rhsf3(1) + rhse
rhsf3
(2): rhse → rhsf3(2) + rhse
rhsf3
(3): rhse → rhsf3(3) + rhse
rhsp+ rhsf3: rhse → rhsp: rhsf+2 ∗ rhsf+ rhse
rhsp+ rhsf3(1): rhse → rhsp: rhsf(1) +2 ∗ rhsf+ rhse
rhsp+ rhsf3(1): rhse → rhsp: rhsf+ rhsf+ rhsf(1) + rhse
rhsp+ rhsf3(2): rhse → rhsp: rhsf(1) + rhsf+ rhsf(1) + rhse
rhsp+ rhsf3(2): rhse → rhsp: rhsf+2 ∗ rhsf(1) + rhse
rhsp+ rhsf3(3): rhse → rhsp: rhsf(1) +2 ∗ rhsf(1) + rhse
rhsp → ∅
TABLE 7
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rprot → rmfp
rhsp+ rmfp rhsp: rmfp
rhsp: rmfp → rhsp+ rprot
rhsf → rhsf(1)
rhsf2 → rhsf2(1)
rhsf2(1) → rhsf2(2)
rhsf3 → rhsf3(1)
rhsf3(1) → rhsf3(2)
rhsf3(2) → rhsf3(3)
rhsp: rhsf → rhsp: rhsf(1)
rhsf3: rhse → rhsf3(1): rhse
rhsf3
(1): rhse → rhsf3(2): rhse
rhsf3
(2): rhse → rhsf3(3): rhse
rhsf(1) → rhsf
rhsf2(1) → rhsf2
rhsf2(2) → rhsf2(1)
rhsf3(1) → rhsf3
rhsf3(2) → rhsf3(1)
rhsf3(3) → rhsf3(2)
rhsp: rhsf(1) → rhsp: rhsf
rhsf3
(1): rhse → rhsf3: rhse
rhsf3
(2): rhse → rhsf3(1): rhse
rhsf3
(3): rhse → rhsf3(2): rhse
TABLE 7
The final acetylation-modulated heat shock response model - Continued
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Abstract. This chapter aims to introduce some of the basics of modeling with
ODEs in biology. We focus on computational, numerical techniques, rather than
on symbolic ones. We restrict our attention to reaction-based models, where the
biological interactions are mechanistically described in terms of reactions, re-
actants and products. We discuss how to build the ODE model associated to a
reaction-based model; how to fit it to experimental data and estimate the quality
of its fit; how to calculate its steady state(s), mass conservation relations, and its
sensitivity coefficients. We apply some of these techniques to a model for the heat
shock response in eukaryotes.
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1 Introduction
Mathematical modeling with ordinary differential equations (ODEs) has a very long
tradition in biology and ecology. Efforts to apply ODEs to understand population dy-
namics started already in the 18th century (see, e.g., Malthus’s growth model [40]) as
an effort to apply the principles of physical sciences to biological sciences as well.
This research area led to major developments both in biology and ecology, as well as
in mathematics. The field has long been called biomathematics, mathematical biology
or theoretical biology and it typically involved researchers from life sciences (biology,
biochemistry and ecology in particular), mathematics and more recently, from computer
science and engineering. It has recently witnessed an explosion of interest in the com-
puter science community due to the fast-paced developments in quantitative laboratory
technologies. The developments on the computational side have also been influential,
allowing for analyzing ever larger models and opening the door to new fields of research
such as computational drug design or personalized medicine.
This chapter is primarily targeting the computer science community. Many computer
scientists working in biomodeling seem to prefer a discrete stochastic approach rather
than one based on ODEs. Such a choice is in some ways natural for computer scientists
as it leads to new types of applications of formalisms that are well-studied in computer
science, such as Petri nets, process algebra, finite automata, etc. On the other hand, such
M. Bernardo et al. (Eds.): SFM 2013, LNCS 7938, pp. 29–62, 2013.
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methods come with their own limitations, especially in terms of numerical simulations
of large models and in parameter estimation. Moreover, ODE-based modeling offers
a huge array of analysis methods, some of which do not have a correspondent on the
discrete side. Our chapter aims to introduce some of the basics of modeling with ODEs
in biology, especially in terms of building such a model, analyzing some of its proper-
ties, and estimating its parameters. We focus on computational, numerical techniques,
rather than on symbolic ones. We restrict our attention to reaction-based models, where
the biological interactions are mechanistically described in terms of reactions, reactants
and products.
The chapter is structured as follows. We discuss in Section 2 the notion of reaction-
based models and introduce briefly the stochastic modeling approach in terms of con-
tinuous time Markov chains. We then discuss in more details the modeling with ODEs
in Section 3. The parameter estimation problem is discussed in Section 4. We then intro-
duce in Section 5 several analysis techniques, including steady state analysis, sensitivity
analysis, and identification of mass conservation relations. As a case-study we discuss
the modeling of the heat shock response in Section 6. We conclude with discussions in
Section 7.
2 Reaction-Based Models
Reaction-based models are formalized as sets of reactions that describe the given sys-
tem in terms of mechanistic interactions between the species of interest. We discuss
separately two types of reactions: reversible and irreversible. In the following we con-
sider a model M consisting of a set of m species Σ = {S1,S2, ...,Sm} and n (reversible
or irreversible) reactions R j, 1 ≤ j ≤ n.
Generalities. If reaction R j, 1 ≤ j ≤ n is irreversible, then it has the following form:
R j : c1, jS1 + c2, jS2 + . . .+ cm, jSm
kj−→ c′1, jS1 + c′2, jS2 + . . .+ c′m, jSm. (1)
On the other hand, if it is reversible, then it is of the following form:
R j : c1, jS1 + c2, jS2 + . . .+ cm, jSm
kj+
 
k j−
c′1, jS1 + c′2, jS2 + . . .+ c′m, jSm. (2)
In both cases, k j ≥ 0 (k+j ,k−j ≥ 0, resp.) is the kinetic rate constant of the irreversible (re-
versible, resp.) reaction R j and c1, j, . . . ,cm, j ,c′1, j, . . . ,c′m, j ≥ 0 are non-negative integers
that represent the quantitative proportion in which species participate in a reaction. The
stoichiometric coefficient of molecular species Si in reaction R j is ni, j = c′i, j − ci, j. The
stoichiometric coefficients can be represented in a stoichiometric matrix N = (ni, j)m×n.
The (i, j) entry of the matrix is the stoichiometric coefficient of species Si in reaction
R j. If ni, j > 0 (ni, j < 0, resp.), then we say that Si is produced (consumed, resp.) in
reaction R j.
The reactants (the species indicated on the left-hand side of the reaction) are referred
to as substrates, while the species produced as a result of the reaction being triggered
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(indicated on the right-hand side of the reaction) are called products. A species Si with
ci, j = 0 (c′i, j = 0, resp.) is usually omitted from the left- (right-, resp.) hand side of
reaction R j.
Note that a reversible reaction can be divided into two different irreversible reactions,
as follows:
R j(1) : c1, jS1 + c2, jS2 + . . .+ cm, jSm
kj+−−→ c′1, jS1 + c′2, jS2 + . . .+ c′m, jSm
R j(2) : c′1, jS1 + c′2, jS2 + . . .+ c′m, jSm
kj−−−→ c1, jS1 + c2, jS2 + . . .+ cm, jSm
The sum ∑mi=1 ci, j for an irreversible reaction R j is called the molecularity of reaction
R j. We consider here only reactions with molecularity at most two. Reactions with
molecularity three are very rare, due to the high improbability of having three molec-
ular entities simultaneously colliding and forming a correct configuration that leads to
the constitution of a molecular complex; a molecularity greater than three for an ele-
mentary reaction is unattainable, since a number of molecules greater than three cannot
concomitantly collide [49].
Example 1. We consider here the representation of a simple ecological prey-predator
model through coupled chemical reactions: the Lotka-Volterra system, [39, 60]. The
model consists of species Prey and Predator and its reactions are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. The Lotka-Volterra model [39, 60]
Prey k1−→ 2×Prey, growth of prey population
Prey+Predator k2−→ 2×Predator, consumption of preys
Predator k3−→ /0 death of predators
The dynamics of the Lotka-Volterra system is periodical: the population of preys
grows at a rate proportional to the current population, the presence of predators in the
system induces a decrease in the population of preys at a rate proportional to the number
of prey-predator encounters, the population of predators declines at a rate proportional
to the current population of predators. We return to this example in the next section
where we associate to it an ODE-based model. A plot of its numerical simulation is
shown in Figure 1.
Associating a mathematical model. After building a reaction-based model, one then
associates to it a mathematical model to facilitate quantitative analysis and simulation
of the model. There are many approaches available for this, see e.g. [9, 12]. The two
approaches that are most used (either in a direct way, or an indirect way, as the under-
lying semantic of a higher-level model) are the ODE-based approach and the one based
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on continuous time Markov chains (CTMCs). The modeling with CTMCs is described
in more details elsewhere in this book; we only give it here a very brief presentation
so that we can draw some comparison between the two in Section 7. We introduce the
modeling with ODEs in more details in Section 3.
The stochastic approach is typically argued for on the basis of physical difficulties
of ODE-based models with small populations [14,15], or in terms of the network being
too complex to describe in a deterministic way [61]. The stochastic formulation of a
biochemical reaction network assumes homogeneity of substances and thermal equilib-
rium, see [16]. In this case, the model is usually described mathematically as a continu-
ous time Markov chain, see [57]. Each species of the model becomes a time-dependent
discrete stochastic variable indicating the number of individuals in that species, where
time is modeled as a continuous variable. Formally, a stochastic process, {X(t), t ≥
0}, is a continuous-time Markov chain if for all s, t ≥ 0, the following property is
satisfied:
Pr{X(s+ t) = xs+t |X(s) = xs,X(u) = xu,0 ≤ u ≤ s}= Pr{X(s+ t) = xs+t |X(s) = xs}.
Intuitively, we say that the Markov chain is memoryless: its future dynamics depends
only on the current state and not on the past states.
A continuous-time Markov chain is time-homogeneous if the following relation is
satisfied:
Pr{X(s+ t) = j|X(s) = i}= Pr{X(t) = j|X(0) = i}.
We discuss here only time-homogeneous systems.
Given a vector of non-negative integers X = (X1,X2, ...,Xm) and species S1,S2, ...,Sm
the grand probability function of the model, Pr(X, t), is the probability that there are
X1 species S1, X2 species S2, ..., Xm species Sm at time t. We consider all species to
be distributed randomly and homogeneously in the volume V . The central hypothesis
for the stochastic formulation of chemical kinetics is that the probability of a particular
combination of reactants to react according to a given reaction R in the next infinitesi-
mal time interval (t, t + dt) is cRdt, for a certain constant cR, called the stoichiometric
constant of the reaction. The probability of a reaction occurring in the interval (t, t+dt)
is given by the formula NR ·cR ·dt, where by NR we denote the number of combinations
of reactants in the current state. For instance, for reaction R(1) : S1 + S2 −→ S3, we have
NR(1) = X1 ·X2. For reaction R(2) : 2S1 −→ S3, NR(2) = X1 · (X1 − 1)/2.
For an infinitesimally small dt, the probability of the system being in a certain state
at time t+dt may be given by the following two scenarios: the system was in the current
state at time t and no reaction occurred, or the system reached the current state as a result
of a single reaction being triggered (the probability of having had two or more reactions
is negligible). Denote by akdt the probability of a reaction Rk occurring in the interval
(t, t + dt), given the state characterized by X at time t, and by Bkdt the probability that
reaction Rk occurs in the time interval (t, t +dt) resulting in a state characterized by X.
The reasoning above can be formally written as follows:
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Pr(X, t + dt) = Pr(X, t)(1−
n
∑
k=1
akdt)+
n
∑
k=1
Bkdt, i.e.,
(Pr(X, t + dt)−Pr(X, t))/dt =−
n
∑
k=1
akPr(X, t)+
n
∑
k=1
Bk, and so,
∂Pr(X, t)
∂t =
n
∑
k=1
(Bk − akPr(X, t)). (3)
Equation (3) is known in the literature as the Chemical Master Equation. A detailed
mathematical analysis of a complex system using the chemical master equation has
been proven to be intractable, see [61]. However, an alternative to the aforementioned
approach is Gillespie’s algorithm, introduced in [14, 15], that generates a random walk
through the state space of the model, avoiding the solving of the master equation.
3 ODE-Based Models
We discuss in this section how to associate an ODE-based model to a reaction model.
In this case, the dynamic behavior of the system is expressed in terms of the time-
dependent evolution of each species’ concentration. The deterministic framework of
ordinary differential equations (ODEs) is often chosen as the default mathematical
counterpart of a reaction-based system, sometimes followed-up by other modeling ap-
proaches. The basic quantities describing the ODE model are the concentrations [S1],
[S2], ..., [Sm] of the m species in the model, and the fluxes v1,v2, ...,vn of the n reactions
in the model. The concentration is generally expressed either in terms of particle num-
bers (i.e. the number of molecules of species S, denoted #S, in a solution with volume
V ), or in terms of moles of species S per volume V . The correspondence between the
number of molecules and the number of moles is given by the relation:
#S = [S] ·NA,
where NA ≈ 6.02214179 ·1023particles/mol. The unit of [S] is commonly denoted by M
= mol ·L−1, where L is litre.
Without loss of generality, we will assume that all reactions are reversible and have
the form in (2); an irreversible reaction is then a particular case, where one of the two
kinetic constants is zero.
Each species Si of the reaction model can be modeled as a function [Si] : R+ →
R+ representing the time evolution of its concentration. The dependencies between
the species can then be expressed in terms of a systems of ODEs in the variables [Si]
modeling the change in [Si] as a function of all other variables:
d[Si]/dt =
n
∑
j=1
ni, jv j,
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where v j is the flux of reaction r j and ni, j is the (i, j) stoichiometric coefficient. Here,
we make the assumption that the only factor affecting the concentrations of the species
are the reactions. Considering the vector of all reaction fluxes v = (v1,v2, ...,vn)T , the
ODE representation of the entire reaction model can be written in a compact way as
follows:
d[S]/dt = Nv, (4)
where [S] = ([S1], [S2], ..., [Sm])T is a vector of the concentrations of all species in the
reaction-based model, see [25].
Example 2. Consider the following reaction model:
2A → B,
A+B C.
Denote by v1 and v2 the fluxes of the two reactions in the model, respectively. (We
discuss in the next section how the flux of a reaction is defined, depending on the kinetic
law the modeler chooses.) Then the corresponding ODE model is:
 



d[A]
dt
d[B]
dt
d[C]
dt




=
 

−2 −1
1 −1
0 1

 ·

v1
v2

.
While the stoichiometries in a reaction-based model are constant, the concentrations
of all species will vary in time as a function of the reaction fluxes, which are in turn
dependent on the kinetics of each reaction and on the concentrations of all reactants.
In the following, we describe in details two of the most common reaction kinetics: the
mass-action principle, and Michaelis-Menten kinetics.
3.1 Law of Mass-Action
The most common biochemical kinetics follow the mass action law. It was introduced
in [20,21], and it states that the flux (also called sometimes rate) of a reaction is propor-
tional to the probability of the reactants colliding. Assuming a well-stirred environment,
the probability of the substrates of a reaction colliding is proportional to their concen-
tration to the power of their molecularity.
Example 3. For a simple reaction of the form
S1 + S2
k+
 
k−
2P,
the reaction flux is
v = v+− v− = k+[S1][S2]− k−[P]2,
where v+ represents the left-to-right (forward) reaction rate, v− represents the right-to-
left (backward) flux, k+ is the left-to-right kinetic rate constant, and k− represents the
right-to-left kinetic rate constant. For the forward reaction, the molecularity of each of
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the two substrates S1,S2 is 1, and for the backward reaction the molecularity is 2. If
the time is measured in seconds (s), and the concentration in M, then the unit for the
reaction rates is M · s−1. It follows that for monomolecular reactions (e.g. S → /0), the
rate constant has unit s−1, while for bimolecular reactions, the rate constant is measured
in (M ·s)−1.
Considering a general reversible reaction of the form (2), the reaction rate reads
v = v+− v− = k+j
m
∏
i=1
[Si]ci, j − k−j
m
∏
i=1
[Si]c
′
i, j .
The corresponding system of ODEs, following (4), is
d[Si]
dt = ni, jv = (c
′
i, j − ci, j)
	
k+j
m
∏
l=1
[Sl ]cl, j − k−j
m
∏
l=1
[Sl ]c
′
l, j


,1 ≤ l ≤ m.
For reversible reactions, the ratio of substrate and product at steady state (i.e., when the
forward and backward reaction rates are equal, v+ = v−) is a constant, Keq, called the
equilibrium constant:
Keq =
k+j
k−j
=
m
∏
i=1
[Si]
c′i, j
eq
m
∏
i=1
[Si]
ci, j
eq
,
where [Si]eq represents the equilibrium concentration of species Si.
The time course for a species S is obtained by integrating the corresponding ODE.
For a simple decomposition reaction S k−→ P1+P2, the time dynamics is described by the
ODE d[S]/dt =−k[S]. Integrating over the interval [0, t) yields the analytical solution
S∫
S0
d[S]/dt =−
t∫
t=0
kdt ⇒ [S](t) = S0e−kt .
Calculating the analytical solution for more complex models is however rarely possible.
Example 4. For the Lotka-Volterra model introduced in Example 1, the mass-action
reaction fluxes for the three reactions in the system are the following:
v1 = k1[Prey], v2 = k2[Prey][Predator], v3 = k3[Predator].
The system of ODEs describing the dynamics of the Lotka-Volterra model is:
d[Prey]/dt = v1 − v2 = k1[Prey]− k2[Prey][Predator]
d[Predator]/dt = v2 − v3 = k2[Prey][Predator]− k3[Predator]. (5)
The periodic dynamics of the Lotka-Volterra model is depicted in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1. The periodic time dynamics of the Lotka-Volterra model. The solid line represents the
concentration of Predator, while the dotted line represents that of Prey. As the Prey population
grows, the Predator population also grows; then there are more encounters Predator-Prey that
reduce the Prey population; this reflects on the Predator, as they only multiply as long as they
find food. When the size of Predator drops, the Prey population starts to grow, and the cycle
repeats.
3.2 Kinetics of Enzymatic Reactions
Enzymatic reactions are a special class of biochemical reactions, where an enzyme is
required for a reaction to take place, but the enzyme itself is not consumed during
the reaction. The general form of an enzymatic reaction, as proposed in [7] based on
previous experimental results of [28, 43], is:
S+E
k1
 
k2
S : E k3→ P+E,
where E is an enzyme, S is the substrate of the reaction, S : E is a substrate-enzyme
complex, and P is the product. This system of reactions represents in fact the reac-
tion S → P, catalyzed by enzyme E . The system can be represented using mass-action
kinetics, considering the following irreversible reactions:
S+E k1→ S : E, S : E k2→ S+E, S : E k3→ P+E. (6)
The system of ODEs describing the mass-action dynamics of the reaction-based model
(6) is the following:
d[S]
dt =−k1[S][E]+ k2[S : E]; (7)
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d[E]
dt =−k1[S][E]+ k2[S : E]+ k3[S : E]; (8)
d[S : E]
dt = k1[S][E]− k2[S : E]− k3[S : E]; (9)
d[P]
dt = k3[S : E]. (10)
Michaelis-Menten kinetics. Because the system of ODEs (7) - (10) cannot be solved an-
alytically, simplifying assumptions have been proposed. For example, the kinetic con-
stants k1,k2 could be assumed to be much greater than k3 (k1,k2 	 k3, see [43]), i.e.
[S : E] is negligible compared to [S] and [P], because the substrate-enzyme complex
concentration is very low. This is called the quasi-equilibrium between the free enzyme
E and the compound S : E .
This assumption has been further extended (see [7]) to considering that the sys-
tem will eventually reach a state where the concentration of substrate-enzyme com-
plex remains unchanged (quasi-steady state of S : E); the assumption only holds when
S0 	 E0. In this case we obtain:
d[S : E]/dt = 0, i.e., k1[S][E]− k2[S : E]− k3[S : E] = 0. (11)
Note that the right hand side of (8) is the complement of the right hand side of (9).
Adding them we get that d[E]/dt + d[S : E]/dt = 0. Equivalently,
[E]+ [S : E] = Etot ,or equivalently [E] = Etot − [S : E], (12)
where Etot is constant, standing for the total amount of enzyme in the system, either
free or as part of the substrate-enzyme complex.
Considering the quasi-steady state assumption and (12), equation (11) can be rewrit-
ten as follows:
k1[S]Etot = k1[S][S : E]+ k2[S : E]+ k3[S : E], i.e.,
[S : E] = k1[S]Etotk1[S]+ k2+ k3
, i.e.,
[S : E] = [S]Etot
[S]+ k2+k3k1
(13)
Introducing (13) into (10) yields the result
d[P]
dt =
k3[S]Etot
[S]+ k2+k3k1
. (14)
The Michaelis-Menten equation relates the reaction rate v of synthesizing the product
P to the concentration of the substrate, [S], by the relation:
v =
d[P]
dt =
Vmax[S]
[S]+Km
, (15)
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where Vmax represents the maximum rate achieved by the system, for saturated values of
[S]. The Michaelis constant Km is the concentration of substrate for which the reaction
rate is half-maximal. Identifying the parameters of (15) into (14) yields the connec-
tion between the Michaelis-Menten kinetics and the mass-action deduced kinetics of an
enzymatic reaction:
Vmax = k3Etot , Km =
k2 + k3
k1
.
Assuming the quasi-equilibrium, the quantity k3/k1 is negligible, thus Km ∼= k2/k1.
Figure 2 shows the dependency of the reaction rate v with [S]. For more details on
Michaelis-Menten kinetics, we refer the reader to [37].
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Fig. 2. Dependency of the reaction rate v with [S] for Michaelis-Menten kinetics. vmax represents
the maximum velocity, and Km is the concentration of substrate for which the reaction rate is
half-maximal.
Reversible Michaelis-Menten kinetics. Enzyme kinetics can often be reversible, and the
Michaelis-Menten equation can be extended to a reversible reaction of the form
S+E
k1
 
k2
X
k3
 
k4
P+E, (16)
where S and P are substrates, E is the enzyme, and X represents the intermediary
enzyme-substrate compound. The mass-action irreversible reactions describing this sys-
tem are:
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S+E k1→ X ;
X k2→ S+E;
X k3→ P+E;
P+E k4→ X .
(17)
The system of ODEs describing the dynamics of the reaction-based model (17) is:
d[S]
dt =−k1[S][E]+ k2[X ]; (18)
d[E]
dt =−k1[S][E]+ k2[X ]+ k3[X ]− k4[P][E]; (19)
d[X ]
dt = k1[S][E]− k2[X ]− k3[X ]+ k4[P][E]; (20)
d[P]
dt = k3[X ]− k4[P][E]. (21)
Following the reasoning for simple Michaelis-Menten equations, adding (19) and (20)
yields
d[E]
dt +
d[X ]
dt = 0 ⇒ [E]+ [X ] = Etot .
For the quasi-steady state, d[X ]/dt = 0, i.e., k1[S](Etot − [X ])− [X ](k2+k3)+k4[P](Etot −
[X ]) = 0, which leads to
[X ] =
k1[S]Etot + k4[P]Etot
k1[S]+ k4[P]+ k2 + k3
. (22)
Introducing (22) into equation (21), after a few computations the formula reads
v =
k1k3[S]Etot − k2k4[P]Etot
k1[S]+ k4[P]+ k2+ k3
=
k3Etot k1[S]k2+k3 − k2Etot
k4[P]
k2+k3
1+ k1[S]k2+k3 +
k4[P]
k2+k3
=
Vf w
KmS
[S]− VbwKmP [P]
1+ [S]KmS +
[P]
KmP
,
where KmS = (k2 + k3)/k1 and KmP = (k2 + k3)/k4 are the Michaelis-Menten constants
(i.e. for half-maximal forward and backward rate) for the substrate and product, re-
spectively, and Vf w(Vbw) denotes the maximal rate in forward (backward) direction.
An exact solution to this equation can be found in [44]. For details on the reversible
Michaelis-Menten kinetics, we refer the reader to [22].
Other kinetic laws. Mass action and Michaelis-Menten are not the only existing ki-
netics. Some enzymatic reaction can follow Hill kinetics, Goldbeter-Koshland kinetics,
or be subject to inhibition. We only introduce them briefly, discussing the types of
reactions that are typically modeled in this way, and skipping the derivation of their
mathematical formulations.
Goldbeter-Koshland kinetics, introduced in [18], applies to reversible reactions from
substrate to product and back, catalyzed by different enzymes (e.g. phosphorylation and
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Fig. 3. Goldbeter-Koshland kinetics. P is produced from S in presence of enzyme E1 and S is
produced from P in presence of enzyme E2.
dephosphorylation of proteins). The forward and backward reactions have Michaelis-
Menten kinetics. The general form of such reactions is shown in Figure 3.
Hill kinetics, introduced in [29], are suitable for reactions where the enzyme can
bind more molecules from the substrate S. Usually, the binding of the first S molecule
changes the binding rate of the second molecule. The rate can either increase (called
positive cooperativity), or decrease (called negative cooperativity). A general form of
such reactions is the following:
E + S1
k+1
 
k−1
ES1;
ES1
k2→ P+E;
ES1 + S2
k+3
 
k−3
ES1S2;
ES1S2
k4→ P+E.
Inhibition in a system with Michaelis-Menten kinetics (see (16)) can occur at different
levels. An inhibitor I can bind to an enzyme in different states of the enzyme. When it
binds (in a reversible reaction) to the free enzyme, the inhibition is called competitive,
as both the substrate and the inhibitor are competing for binding the enzyme. When I
binds reversibly to the enzyme-substrate complex, the reaction is called uncompetitive
inhibition, as the enzyme is already bound to the substrate. When the inhibitor binds
both to the free enzyme and to the enzyme-substrate complex, the inhibition is called
noncompetitive. For a more detailed description of enzyme inhibition reactions, we refer
the reader to [37].
4 Parameter Estimation
We discuss in this section the parameter estimation problem, including aspects of model
identifiability, quantitative measures for model fit quality, model validation, and meth-
ods for model fitting.
4.1 Generalities: Relating the Mathematical Model to the Experimental Data
Relating the mathematical model to the experimental data is an essential step in the
process of model building. This includes the validation of the model in terms of how
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well it can explain existing (quantitative or qualitative) experimental data and how well
its predictions correspond to existing (non-quantitative) knowledge. There are several
ways to approach this problem.
1. The modeler might have no a-priori hypothesis regarding the mathematical form
and is instead strongly guided by data. The focus here is to capture the trend of the
data and to predict the behavior in-between the data points and the emphasis is on
the data. This approach is called interpolation.
2. The modeler has a clear hypothesis regarding the mathematical form she is build-
ing. For example, she might start from a reaction-based model and then associate
to it an ODE-based model with mass-action kinetics as discussed in Section 3. The
focus here is on finding values for all model parameters and the emphasis is on the
model. This approach is called model fitting.
3. The modeler might replace a fitted model with an interpolating curve because of
a need for better mathematical properties in further manipulations/analsysis of the
model. This approach is called sometimes model approximation.
We only focus in this section on aspects related to model fitting. For a basic introduction
to other approaches we refer to [17].
The main focus in model fitting is on the estimation of the unknown kinetic param-
eters of the model so that its predictions are consistent with a given set of data, usually
presented in terms of time series. This step is often followed by a model validation step,
where the model is compared with another set of data, that was not used in the fitting
stage. In both cases, the task can be formulated as a mathematical optimization problem
to minimize a cost function that quantifies the differences between the model predic-
tions and the experimental measurements. The cost function can be seen as a distance
measure between two vectors with non-negative real numbers as entries, one holding
the experimental data, the other the model prediction for the time points where the data
was collected. Some of the most widely used cost measures in this context are based
on the Chebyshev criterion, sums of absolute deviations, and least-squares. We intro-
duce briefly each of them in the following. In all cases, we are given a data set (xi,yi),
1 ≤ i ≤ m and a model y = f (k,x), where f : Rn ×R→ R and k ∈ Rn is the vector of
parameters, often with non-negative values.
In the Chebyshev criterion, the goal is to find k ∈ Rn that minimizes max{|yi −
f (k,xi)|,1 ≤ i ≤ m}. In other words, the goal is to minimize the largest absolute devi-
ation of a model value from the corresponding experimental value. The effect is that
more weight is given to the worst outlier.
Another approach is to find k ∈ Rn that minimizes ∑1≤i≤m|yi − f (k,xi)|. In other
words, the goal is to minimize the sum of absolute deviations. The effect is to treat each
data point equally and to average the deviations over all experimental points.
In the third approach we mention here, the goal is to find k ∈ Rn that minimizes
∑1≤i≤m|yi− f (k,xi)|2. This is the most widely used criterion in model fitting because the
resulting optimization problem can be approached using calculus if f is a differentiable
function (such as those obtained through the methods in Section 3).
The problem of estimating the parameters of kinetic models in systems biology is
computationally difficult, see e.g., [4,42,45]. Regardless of which fitting criterion (score
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function) is used, the high number of variables in a typical biomodel makes an exact
solution to the problem unfeasible in practice. There are however many approximation
methods. Some of them are based on local approximation algorithms; they are faster
in practice, but tend to converge to local optima. Others are based on global optimiza-
tion algorithms; they are in general slower, but tend to converge to a global optimum.
The global optimization methods can be based on deterministic searches [19, 33] or on
stochastic ones [2,6]. Even though the deterministic methods guaranty the convergence
to a global optimum, the speed of the convergence is typically a major concern and in
general, these methods cannot ensure the termination of the algorithm within a given
finite time interval [45]. On the other hand, the intrinsic randomness of the stochastic
approaches does not guarantee their convergence to an optimum [45]. However, many
stochastic methods exhibit a good performance in practice – they are often capable of
efficiently identifying a point in the vicinity of global solutions, see [45].
There are many modeling software environments, some commercial, others offer-
ing free access, that are used for model fitting. In most of our projects we chose CO-
PASI [31] as a computational environment for parameter estimation. This software is
a widely used tool in computational systems biology, having a documented good per-
formance, see [4, 42, 45]. It includes a suite of various local and global, deterministic
and stochastic parameter estimation algorithms, such as simulated annealing, genetic
algorithms, evolution strategy using stochastic ranking, and particle swarm.
4.2 Alternative Model Fits and Model Identifiability
The problem of model identifiability adds to the difficulty of model fitting; it has to do
with a model having several (sometimes very) different sets of parameter values, all
yielding good model fits. The problem is that some numerical properties of the model,
such as sensitivity coefficients, might be drastically different in different numerical se-
tups, even if they all fit well the available data. This implies that there exist several mod-
els (or model setups) offering equally good, but different explanations for the available
data. In such a situation, additional data is needed, focusing on the domains where the
candidate models exhibit different behavior.
Even when only one model fit has been achieved, the modeler should evaluate the
uniqueness of the parameter set. One way of doing this is to repeat the parameter esti-
mation procedure, using some other available algorithms but the same data set. Such a
procedure can in principle yield several different results, as demonstrated e.g. in [8,53].
When searching for alternative numerical model fits, one can sample the distribution
of the score functions measuring the distance between the model predictions through a
simultaneous sampling on the range of all parameter values. For each parameter, one
can generate a large sample, e.g. through partitioning its value range into a large number
of equal sized subintervals (say, on the scale of tens of thousands) and randomly select
a value from each of them. For all combinations of values for all parameters, one can
then calculate the score of the model fit and thus sample the distribution of the score
function. However, the direct implementation of this idea is clearly intractable for mod-
els with more than a few parameters due to the combinatorial explosion of the number
of model simulations that need to be run. A fast, practical solution to this problem is the
Latin Hypercube Sampling method (LHS) of [41]. This is a method to generate samples
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which are uniformly distributed over each parameter space, with the number of samples
being independent of the number of parameters, see [26,27,50] for several applications.
Let p be the number of parameters. The first step is to choose the size of the sample, N;
this will also serve as the number of samples for each parameter. The range of each pa-
rameter is then partitioned into N intervals, with the length of each interval proportional
to the probability of the parameter’s value to fall in that interval; in particular, if the pa-
rameter is uniformly distributed in its range, then all subintervals are equal-sized. We
then randomly select a value from each subinterval to generate a sample of N values for
each parameter. The N values for parameter i are then stored on the i-th column of an
N × p matrix. Finally, we randomly shuffle the values on all the columns of the matrix.
The result is read from the matrix row-by-row, giving a sample of N combinations of
parameter values. For a detailed description of this sampling scheme we refer to [41].
We discuss this method in the case of the heat shock response model in Section 6.
4.3 Fit-Preserving Model Refinement
Altering an already-fitted model, for example by adding a new component to it, replac-
ing a module with another one, or adding new variables and reactions to it, will lead
to losing its numerical fit. The problem is especially difficult in cases where the num-
ber of parameters in the new model is much larger than in the starting model. Rather
then attempting to re-estimate all parameters, including those that were already fitted
in the starting model, a computationally more efficient way is to build the larger model
in an iterative way, ensuring in each step that its quantitative model fit is preserved.
This method is called quantitative model refinement and has already been investigated
in several different setups in [3, 34, 46]. We follow here the presentation of [34].
A given reaction-based model can undergo several types of refinement, for instance
depending whether the focus lies on the reactants or reactions of the model. If one’s
focus lies on model’s data, then the model could be refined so as to include more details
regarding a species by having it substituted for several of its subspecies. The main
interest in this type of refinement originates in the analysis of the possible behavioral
intricacies the model refined as such would depict. This type of refinement is called data
refinement and it consists in refining a set of variables so as to include more details about
their internal states, attributes, etc. If the interest lies on the reactions of the model, one
could refine the model by replacing for instance a reaction in the model describing a
certain process by a set of reactions detailing on some intermediate steps of the process.
This type of refinement is called process refinement.
Formal refinement arose from the field of software engineering as a necessity to em-
bed an elementary set of specifications in a system’s final implementation. The problem
of quantitative model refinement has been addressed before in systems biology in partic-
ular related to rule-based modeling, which integrates data refinement through the notion
of agent resolution ( [23]). The focus lies here on rule refinement, a method designed
to refine rules ensuring model fit preservation. Nevertheless, the refinement technique
must preserve the quantitative systemic properties of the model, such as numerical fit
and validation, see [46].
A model M consisting of a set of reactions of the form (1) could be formalized
through a discrete or continuous approach, a deterministic or non-deterministic
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evolution, etc. This discussion focuses on a continuous mass-action formulation. To
each variable Si,1 ≤ i ≤ m we associate a time-dependent function [Si] : R+ → R+,
which denotes the concentration of the species over time. According to the principle of
mass action, see [37], the time evolution of the system may be specified by a system of
ODEs as follows:
d[Si]
dt =−
n
∑
j=1
	
k jci, j
m
∏
l=1
[Sl ]cl, j


+
n
∑
j=1
	
k jc′i, j
m
∏
l=1
[Sl ]c
′
l, j


, 1 ≤ i ≤ m. (23)
Assume now model M is refined discerning among various subspecies of S1. The dis-
tinction among the subspecies of S1 can be made by either different classes of S1 or
several biochemical configurations of S1, as a result of various post-translational modi-
fications such as acetylation, phosphorylation, etc. All subspecies characterized as such
participate in all reactions S1 took part in (in model M), with possible variations in
the kinetics. Replacing species S1 in model M by subspecies V1, . . . ,Vl brings about a
new model MR, whose set of species consists of the new variables {S′2,S′3, ...,S′m}∪
{V1, ...,Vl}, for some l ≥ 2, where variables S′j, 2 ≤ j ≤ m of MR, match variables S j of
model M and V1, ...,Vl replace species S1 in MR. Moreover, each reaction R j of model
M is substituted for in model MR by a reaction R′j as follows:
R′j : (T1, jV1 + ...+Tl, jVl)+ c2, jS′2 + ...+ cm, jS′m
k′j−→
(T ′1, jV1 + ...+T ′l, jVl)+ c
′
2, jS′2 + ...+ c′m, jS′m,
where k′j is the kinetic rate constant, and T1, j, ...,Tl, j ,T ′1, j, ...,T ′l, j are nonnegative inte-
gers so that T1, j + ...+Tl, j = c1, j and T ′1, j + ...+T ′l, j = c′1, j.
Model MR is a data refinement of model M on variable S1 if and only if the subse-
quent conditions hold, see [34]:
[S j](t) = [S′j](t), for all 2 ≤ j ≤ m, (24)
[S1](t) = [V1](t)+ . . .+[Vl](t), for all t ≥ 0. (25)
The refined model, MR, involves a number of m+ l − 1 species, while model M com-
prises only m species, MR evolving linearly in the size of its data set. The number of
reactions in MR substituting for reaction R j of M is the number of non-negative integer
solutions of the subsequent system of equations:
T1, j +T2, j + ...+Tl, j = c1, j;
T ′1, j +T
′
2, j + ...+T
′
l, j = c
′
1, j;
over the independent unknowns Tk, j,T ′k, j ,1 ≤ k ≤ l. The number of solutions of the first
equation is given by the multinomial coefficient “l multichooses c1, j”, see [13]:
		
l
c1, j



=

l + c1, j − 1
c1, j

=
(l + c1, j − 1)!
c1, j!(l − 1)! .
Some values for the new kinetic parameters of MR may be attained from the literature
or they can be estimated experimentally. The parameters not attained as such require
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calculation through computational methods so that conditions (24) and (25) are ful-
filled. The reiteration of the parameter estimation process is however computationally
expensive. As an alternative, the method proposed in [34] describes an approach for
setting the values of the unknown parameters in the refined model so that relations (24)
and (25) hold. The approach promotes a choice of parameters symmetrical in V1, ...,Vl .
4.4 Quantitative Measures for the Model Fit Quality
Given parameter estimation may yield several different outputs, depending on the meth-
ods that were used in the fitting, it is important to quantify the goodness of a model
fit. In this way, the results of different parameter estimation rounds can be compared.
Moreover, through a suitable normalization, even the fitting of different models, using
different sets of data, may also be compared. Part of the challenge here is to avoid to dis-
criminate against models deviations that may be large in absolute values, but relatively
small compared to the experimental data.
We discuss here briefly a notion of model fit quality introduced in [38]. Their fit
quality only takes into account one set of experimental data at a time and aims to give
a measure of the average deviation of the model from the data, normalized on the scale
of the numerical values of the model predictions. For a given experimental data set
E = {(xi,yi) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n} and a model M = f (k,x), the quality of M’s fit with respect to
E is denoted as q(M,E) and is defined as follows:
q(M,E) =

∑ni=1( f (k,xi)− yi)2/n
∑ni=1 f (k,xi)/n
·100%.
It was argued in [38] that a low (say, lower than 15− 20%) value of q(M,E) could be
considered as an indicator of a successful fit. We discuss the quality of the best fit for the
heat shock response model in Section 6 and refer to [10] for more details on applying
this measure.
5 Analysis of ODE-Based Models
We discuss in this section several computational analysis techniques for ODE-based
models. We apply some of these techniques in the next section, on the heat shock re-
sponse model.
5.1 Steady State Analysis
Steady states (also called stationary states, fixed points, equilibrium points) have the
property that when taken as initial values for the model, they yield a constant dynamics;
in other words, there is no change in the concentration of any of the species when
starting from steady state values. This is one of the basic concepts in dynamical systems
theory, extensively employed in modeling biological systems. There are several types
of steady states: stable, asymptotically stable, unstable etc.
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Consider a dynamical system dx/dt = f (x(t)), x(0) = x0, where f : Rn → Rn is a
continuous function with equilibrium point xe. The equilibrium is stable if for every
ε > 0 there exists δε such that, if   x0 − xe   < δε, then   x(t)− xe   < ε,∀t ≥ 0. A steady
state is called asymptotically stable if there exists δ > 0 such that if   x0 − xe  < δ, then
limt→∞   x(t)− xe   = 0. A steady state is unstable if the conditions for stability are not
met.
For a reaction-based model, the steady state behavior is characterized by the equation
d[S]
dt = 0,
or equivalently, considering Equation (4),
Nv = 0. (26)
The rate vector v that satisfies the steady state condition (26) can be obtained by solving
the corresponding system of algebraic equations with the variables [S1], [S2], . . . , [Sm].
The equation has nontrivial solutions (not all variables are zero) only if rank(N) < n,
where n is the number of reactions in the system, i.e. matrix N contains at least one
pair of linearly dependent columns. The dependencies can be expressed by a so-called
kernel matrix K, such that
NK = 0, (27)
where K has c = n−rank(N) columns. The columns ki of matrix K are the vectors that
span the null space (also termed kernel) of N, i.e. the subspace of the reaction rates
space that contains all solutions to Equation (26), see [24]. Consequently, any vector J
of steady-state fluxes can be expressed as a linear combination of K’s columns,
J =
c
∑
i=1
αiki.
The kernel matrix K is not uniquely determined. Another kernel matrix K′ could be
obtained for example by a multiplication K′ = KQ, where Q has dimensions [n −
rank(N)]× [n− rank(N)]. Since K is a solution to Equation (27), so is K′. For details on
how to determine the kernel matrix using Gauss’s algorithm, we refer the reader to [37].
Example 5. Consider the following system of reactions:
2A k1→ B;
A+B
k+2
 
k−2
C.
To compute the steady state, one needs to solve Equation (26), which reads as the fol-
lowing system of algebraic equations:
 

0
0
0



0
=
 

−2 −1
1 −1
0 1



N
·

v1
v2


v
.
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Considering mass action kinetics and denoting by [A]0, [B]0, [C]0 the steady-state con-
centrations for the species in the model, the system reads:
−2k1[A]20 − k+2 [A]0[B]0 + k−2 [C]0 = 0,
k1[A]20 − k+2 [A]0[B]0 + k−2 [C]0 = 0,
k+2 [A]0[B]0 − k−2 [C]0 = 0.
Solving the steady-state system of equations gives the solution [A]0 = 0, [B]0 =α, [C]0 =
0, where α > 0 is arbitrary.
Example 6. Let us consider the Lotka-Volterra model expressed in Table 1. The ODEs
characterising the system’s dynamics are expressed in Equation (5). The steady state
analysis leads to the system
k1[Prey]− k2[Prey][Predator] = 0,
k2[Prey][Predator]− k3[Predator] = 0.
Solving this system of two equations gives the steady state points
([Prey]s, [Predator]s) ∈ {(0,0),(k3/k2,k1/k2)}.
To study the behavior of the Lotka-Volterra model around the steady states, one needs
to examine the behavior of the concentrations around each equilibrium point, i.e. their
tendency to increase or decrease. To do that, one studies the sign of the derivatives:
d[Prey]
dt ≥ 0 ⇒ k1 − k2[Predator]≥ 0 ⇒ [Predator]≤ k1k2 ;
d[Predator]
dt ≥ 0 ⇒ k2[Prey]− k3 ≥ 0 ⇒ [Prey]≥ k3k2 .
(28)
The behavior around the steady states is depicted in Figure 4.
5.2 Mass Conservation Relations
In this section we introduce mass conservation relations and their importance in mod-
eling reaction-based systems. For a more detailed presentation and additional examples
we refer to [24].
Identifying the mass conservation relations in a given model is one of the first an-
alyzes that a modeler typically performs. It gives an insight into the dynamics of the
model, but at the same time it reduces the number of free variables in the model. Math-
ematically, a mass conservation relation is a linear combination of concentrations of
species that is constant in time:
gT S =C, (29)
where g is a vector with some constant entries, S is the species concentrations vector,
and C is some constant. An implication of mass conservation relations is that some of
the stoichiometric matrix rows are linearly dependent, i.e.
gT N = 0T . (30)
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Fig. 4. Steady-state analysis of the Lotka-Volterra system. The blue dots are the two steady states
of the system. The black arrows indicate how the concentration of each species increases or
decreases (as established in (28)). The blue arrows are the combination of Predator and Prey
concentrations tendencies, and they show how the dynamics of the system changes between the
four areas delimited by the dotted lines. The behavior around the (k3/k2,k1/k2) point suggests
periodicity; this is confirmed by Figure 1. Both equilibrium points are unstable, as indicated by
the blue arrows.
Equations (29) and (30) are equivalent. Derivating the former equation and taking into
account Equation (4) yields
(gT S)′ = gT S = gT Nv = 0.
There may be more linearly independent vectors g that satisfy Equation (30), each de-
noting a different mass conservation relation. The number of mass conservation rela-
tions is given by m− rank(N), where m is the number of species in the system. The full
set of vectors g describing these mass conservation relations form a so-called conser-
vation matrix G , see [24], with the property
GN = 0.
Consequently, GT is a kernel matrix for NT . A conservation matrix G can be determined
using the Gauss algorithm, and it is not unique (any other matrix G′ = PG, where P is
any nonsingular matrix of appropriate dimensions, is a valid conservation matrix).
Example 7. Consider the following system of biochemical reactions:
2A  A2;
A2 +B  A2 : B;
A2 : B →C+A2 : B;
C → /0.
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The species vector, stoichiometric coefficients matrix and the conservation matrix read:
S =
 





A
A2
B
A2 : B
C






, N =
 



−2 0 0 0
1 −1 0 0
0 −1 0 0
0 0 1 −1




, G =

1 2 0 2 0
0 0 1 1 0

.
The mass conservation relations induced by G are:
[A]+ 2[A2]+ 2[A2 : B] =C1,
[B]+ [A2 : B] =C2,
(31)
for some constants C1,C2.
The mass conservation relations are important for reducing the system of differen-
tial equations S = Nv that describe the dynamics of the model. Each mass conservation
relation introduces one dependent variable, which can be expressed in terms of the in-
dependent variables, and thus eliminated from the system of ODEs. The two mass con-
servation relations in Equation (31) could be used to express the dependency between
[A], [B] and the rest of the species concentrations:
[A] =C1 − 2[A2]− 2[A2 : B],
[B] =C2 − [A2 : B].
This reduces the initial system of ODEs from 5 to 3 equations.
5.3 Sensitivity Analysis
Sensitivity analysis is a method of estimating the changes that small perturbations in the
parameters of a model induce in the system. With this type of analysis, one can estimate
the robustness of a model against small changes, and also identify ways of inducing a
desired change into the model. There exist many methods for sensitivity analysis, some
suitable for spatially homogeneous constant-parameter reaction-based models, others
suitable for systems with space- and time-dependent parameters, or stochastic models.
For a review of multiple methods, we refer the reader to [59, 62]. One of the questions
often encountered in biochemical systems is what changes should the system undergo
such that the new steady state satisfies certain properties.
There are two types of sensitivity analysis: local sensitivity analysis, and global sen-
sitivity analysis. In the global approach, all parameters are varied at once, and the sen-
sitivity is measured over the entire range of each parameter. In the local analysis, only
one parameter is varied at a time, within a small interval around some nominal value.
Generally, it is assumed that input-output relationships are linear. We only focus here
on local sensitivity analysis.
We consider the system of ODEs describing a system to be expressed as a function
of the concentrations of all species and all the parameter values:
d[Si]
dt = fi([S1], [S2], ..., [Sm],κ), (32)
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where κ = (k1,k2, ...,kn)T is the rate constants vector (assuming without loss of gen-
erality that the system comprises n irreversible reactions). Let S(t,κ) = ([S1](t,κ),
[S2](t,κ), ..., [Sm](t,κ))T be the solution of Equation (32) with respect to κ, also called
sensitivity matrix. The elements of the matrix are the partial derivatives ∂[Si]/∂k j, also
called first-order local sensitivity coefficients.
There are many ways of determining the local sensitivity of the concentrations.
The simplest method is the brute force method (also called indirect method, or finite-
difference method), that uses the finite difference approximation. The j-th parameter,
k j, changes with the amount δk j at time point t1, and all other parameters remain un-
changed. One can compute the new matrix [S] using the change between the initial and
the perturbed solution, see Equation (33). The method requires n+ 1 runs, one for the
initial values of the parameters and n modifying each of the parameters at a time.
∂[S](t2)
∂k j(t1)
=
[S](t2,k j + δk j)− [S](t2,k j)
δk j
,1 ≤ j ≤ n. (33)
This method is widely used because of its simplicity, but other more efficient meth-
ods exist, e.g. the direct method. This method solves the differential equations for the
sensitivity coefficients ∂[Si]/∂k j, by differentiating Equation (32). This results in the
following set of sensitivity equations:
d
dt
∂[S]
∂k j
= J
∂[S]
δk j
+
∂ f
∂k j
,1 ≤ j ≤ n,
where J is the Jacobian for Equation (32). For a complete mathematical derivation of
this result, see [62].
Perturbations should be small enough to yield small errors in the indirect method,
and large enough to surpass the simulation inaccuracies of ODE solvers, for the direct
method, see [62]. Other methods of computing the sensitivity of a model to parameter
changes exist, e.g. the Green function method, polynomial approximation method, AIM
method, detailed in [54, 59].
Very often, sensitivity analysis is focused on the steady states, when concentrations
are constant. In this case, the sensitivity coefficients are computed as solutions to the
system
d
dt
∂[S]
∂k j
= 0,
and reflect the dependency of the steady state on the parameters. If the steady state is
asymptotically stable, then one can consider the limit limt→∞(∂[S]/∂k j)(t),1 ≤ j ≤ n,
called stationary sensitivity coefficients. The system can be written as
∂[S]
∂k j
=−J Fj,1 ≤ j ≤ n,
where J is the value of the jacobian at steady state, and Fj is the j-th column in the
matrix F = (∂ fr/∂ks)m×n computed at steady state. Sensitivity coefficients can be com-
puted in many software applications, e.g. in COPASI [31].
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6 The Heat Shock Response Model
We consider in this section a larger modeling case-study to which we apply some of the
techniques discussed in the chapter. The eukaryotic heat shock response is an evolu-
tionarily conserved bio-regulatory network, crucial to cell survival. It acts as a defence
mechanism that regulates the cellular response to proteotoxicity induced by diverse
physiological and environmental stressors, such as elevated temperatures. Exposure of
proteins to elevated temperatures causes protein misfolding, which results in the con-
stitution of large aggregates that eventually induce apoptosis (controlled cell death).
Protein homeostasis is promoted by augmenting the level of molecular chaperons.
6.1 The Reaction-Based Model
We consider here the basic molecular model for the heat shock response introduced
in [53]. Elevated temperatures cause protein misfolding and accumulation of misfolded
proteins in large conglomerates that induce cell death. The key role in homeostasis
restoration is played by heat shock proteins (hsp), which chaperone the misfolded pro-
teins, promoting the folding of proteins. The transactivation of hsp-encoding genes reg-
ulates the heat shock response. Heat shock factors (hsf) activate gene transcription. In
the absence of stress, heat shock factors are present in a monomeric conformation and
they are bound to a great extent to heat shock proteins. However, heat stress actuates
the dimerization (hsf2) and consequently trimerization (hsf3) of heat shock factors, a
DNA binding-competent conformation. Due to their high affinity toward the heat shock
element (hse), hsf trimers bind to the heat shock elements, promoting the transcrip-
tion and translation of the gene. Consequently, DNA binding activates hsp synthesis,
see [53, 55].
Once the heat stress is removed, hsp synthesis is turned off as follows: hsp’s seques-
trate free hsf’s (residing in the constitution of hsp:hsf complexes), break hsf2 and hsf3
and induce DNA unbinding, see [53,55]. Subsequently, DNA transcription is turned off
and the formation of new hsf trimers repressed. The heat shock response mechanism
is switched back on when the temperature is again elevated, impelling the proteins in
the cell (prot) to misfold and hsp:hsf complexes to break down. The reactions of the
molecular model in [53] are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. The molecular model for the eukaryotic heat shock response proposed in [53]
2hsf   hsf2 hsp+hsf3 → hsp:hsf+2hsf
hsf+hsf2   hsf3 hsp+hsf3:hse → hsp:hsf+2hsf+hse
hsf3+hse  hsf3:hse hsp → /0
hsf3:hse → hsf3:hse+hsp prot → mfp
hsp+hsf   hsp:hsf hsp+mfp  hsp:mfp
hsp+hsf2 → hsp:hsf+hsf hsp:mfp → hsp+prot
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This molecular model is clearly on a high level of abstraction, for the sake of easing
its analysis. For example, note that the eukaryotic cell presents various classes of heat
shock proteins, denominated according to their molecular weight, e.g., Hsp60, Hsp70,
Hsp90. However, in this molecular model, they are all referred to as belonging to the
same class, with Hsp70 as common denominator. The same assumptions are made for
hsf and hse. Furthermore, the model considers all proteins uniformly, distinguishing
only between the ones that are correctly folded (prot) and the misfolded ones (mfp).
The model contains also simplified representations of some cellular mechanisms, e.g.,
protein synthesis and degradation, see [53] for more details.
The molecular model in [53] satisfies the following three mass-conservation rela-
tions, for the total amount of hsf, the total amount of proteins (excluding hsp and hsf)
and for the total amount of hse:
– [hsf]+ 2[hsf2]+ 3[hsf3]+ 3[hsf3:hse]+ [hsp:hsf] =C1,
– [prot]+ [mfp]+ [hsp:mfp] =C2,
– [hse]+ [hsf3:hse] =C3,
where C1, C2 and C3 are constants.
6.2 The Mathematical Model
Given the molecular model in Table 2, we consider a mathematical model derived
through the principle of mass action, formulated as a system of ordinary differential
equations ( [37]). The rate coefficient for protein misfolding (prot → mfp) is described
by the following formula:
ϕ(T ) = (1− 0.4
eT−37
) ·1.4T−37 ·1.45 ·10−5s−1,
where T is the temperature of the environment, expressed in ◦C, in accordance to [52].
Each species X in the molecular model is associated to a continuous, time-dependent
function [X ](t), expressing the concentration of the respective reactant. The dynamics
of the system is described through the system of differential equations in Table 3.
The initial values of all species and the kinetic rate constants were estimated in [53],
by imposing the following three conditions:
(i) At 37◦C the system is in a steady state, since the model should not reveal any
response in the absence of the heat stress;
(ii) At 42◦C, the numerical predictions for DNA binding ([hsf3:hse](t)) should be in
accordance with the experimental data reported in [36];
(iii) At 42◦C, the numerical prediction of the model for [hsp](t) should confirm the data
obtained in [53] through a de-novo fluorescent reporter-based experiment.
The numerical setup obtained in [53] for the heat shock response model is shown in
Table 4.
The estimation of parameters was based on the experimental data in [36] on DNA
binding in HeLa cells for a temperature of 42◦C. Moreover, the model should also be in
a steady state at 37◦C. Hence, seven more independent algebraic relations on the set of
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Table 3. The system of ODE’s associated with the biochemical model proposed in [53]
d[hsf]/dt =−2k+1 [hsf]2 + 2k−1 [hsf2]− k+2 [hsf][hsf2]+ k−2 [hsf3]
− k+5 [hsf][hsp]+ k−5 [hsp:hsf]+ k6[hsf2][hsp]
+ 2k7[hsf3][hsp]+ 2k8[hsf3:hse][hsp];
d[hsf2]/dt = k+1 [hsf]2 − k−1 [hsf2]− k+2 [hsf][hsf2]+ k−2 [hsf3]
− k6[hsf2][hsp];
d[hsf3]/dt = k+2 [hsf][hsf2]− k−2 [hsf3]− k+3 [hsf3][hse]+ k−3 [hsf3:hse]
− k7[hsf3][hsp];
d[hse]/dt =−k+3 [hsf3][hse]+ k−3 [hsf3:hse]+ k8[hsf3:hse][hsp];
d[hsf3:hse]/dt = k+3 [hsf3][hse]− k−3 [hsf3:hse]− k8[hsf3:hse][hsp];
d[hsp]/dt = k4[hsf3:hse]− k+5 [hsf][hsp]+ k−5 [hsp:hsf]− k6[hsf2][hsp]
− k7[hsf3][hsp]− k8[hsf3:hse][hsp]− k+11[hsp][mfp]
+ (k−11 + k12)[hsp:mfp]− k9[hsp];
d[hsp:hsf]/dt = k+5 [hsf][hsp]− k−5 [hsp:hsf]+ k6[hsf2][hsp]
+ k7[hsf3][hsp]+ k8[hsf3:hse][hsp];
d[mfp]/dt = ϕ(T )[prot]− k+11[hsp][mfp]+ k−11[hsp:mfp];
d[hsp:mfp]/dt = k+11[hsp][mfp]− (k−11+ k12)[hsp:mfp];
d[prot]/dt =−ϕ(T )[prot]+ k12[hsp:mfp].
parameters and initial values are derived. Therefore, the model comprises 17 indepen-
dent values that require estimation. The above-mentioned conditions are satisfied by the
values in Table 4. These values have been attained by means of parameter estimation
in COPASI [31]. The model is fit with regard to the DNA binding experimental data
in [36]. The model predictions regarding hsf3:hse compared with the experimental data
of [36] are shown in Figure 5.
6.3 Model Validation
The model exhibits a very low rate for protein misfolding for a temperature of 37◦C and
a high rate for protein folding, in compliance with [5] and [35]. The model also predicts
a transient increase in the level of hsf trimers, in accordance with [30]. The model
confirms that dimers are only a transient form between monomers and trimers, and that
the level of dimers is low throughout the simulation, regardless of the temperature.
Another validation test consisted in applying the heat shock response twice subse-
quently. The second heat shock was applied after the heat shock proteins had attained
a maximal level. The model in [53] predicted the response to the second heat shock to be
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Table 4. The numerical values of the parameters (A) and the initial values of the variables (B) of
the heat shock response model proposed in [53]
A B
Param. Value Units Variable Initial conc.
k+1 3.49
ml
#·s [hsf] 0.67
k−1 0.19 s−1 [hsf2] 8.7 ·10−4
k+2 1.07
ml
#·s [hsf3] 1.2 ·10−4
k−2 10−9 s−1 [hse] 29.73
k+3 0.17
ml
#·s [hsf3:hse] 2.96
k−3 1.21 ·10−6 s−1 [hsp] 766.88
k4 8.3 ·10−3 s−1 [hsp:hsf] 1403.13
k+5 9.74
ml
#·s [mfp] 517.352
k−5 3.56 s−1 [hsp:mfp] 71.65
k6 2.33 ml#·s [prot] 1.15× 108
k7 4.31 ·10−5 ml#·s
k8 2.73 ·10−7 ml#·s
k9 3.2 ·10−5 s−1
k+11 3.32 ·10−3 ml#·s
k−11 4.44 s−1
k12 13.94 s−1
greatly diminished in intensity. Indeed, a diminished response for the second heat shock
could be anticipated since the level of heat shock proteins (hsp’s) is already elevated as
a consequence of the first heat shock. A similar result was reported in [52].
Another validation method consisted in simulating the model for a temperature of
43◦C and comparing the results with those of [55]. The model in [53] predicts a pro-
longed transactivation for DNA binding, as opposed to the model in [55], but it is con-
sistent with the experimental data in [1]. An experiment consisting in the removal of
the heat shock at 42◦C at the peak of the response exhibited an accelerated attenuation
phase, complying with the results reported by [55].
An alternative verification scenario focused on the prediction of the evolution of heat
shock proteins (hsp’s) over time. This method required the use of a quantitative reporter
system founded on yellow fluorescent proteins (yfp’s). This method was based on the
assumption that fluorescence intensity is virtually linear reported to the level of yfp’s.
As yfp’s transactivation is regulated by their own heat shock elements, denoted in [53]
by hse′, transcription and degradation kinetics (k4′ and k9′ respectively), their evolution
in time may be described by the following differential equation:
d[yfp]/dt = k′4[hsf3:hse′]− k′9[yfp], (34)
for some positive constants k′4,k′9 accounting for the kinetic rate constants of yfp syn-
thesis and of yfp degradation. The extended model, including equation (34), takes into
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Fig. 5. The dynamic behavior of hsf3:hse in the best fitted model. The continuous line is the
model prediction and the crossed points indicate the experimental data of [36].
account all numerical values from the basic model, described in Table 2, and the nu-
merical values for the new rate constants k4′ and k9′ were estimated so that the fit for
yfp’s complies with the experimental data.
6.4 Model Analysis
Sensitivity analysis. The first analysis approach consisted in estimating the scaled
steady state sensitivity coefficients, see [59], of all variables against reaction rate con-
stants and initial concentrations. Given a variable X and a parameter p, the scaled steady
state sensitivity coefficient of variable X against parameter p is defined by:
lim
t→∞
∂ln(X)
∂ln(p)(t) .
The coefficients described above represent the relative variance of the steady state when
the model undergoes infinitesimal changes in parameter p. The sensitivity coefficients
of all variables against reaction rate constants k1−,k2−,k3−,k7 proved to be all insignif-
icant, suggesting that the reactions corresponding to those rate constants may not be
crucial to the global behavior of the model. For this aim, the model was altered so as
to exclude the reactions corresponding to the aforementioned kinetic rate constants,
namely the backward reactions for dimerization, trimerization, DNA binding and DNA
unbinding. The new model attained as such satisfies the validation tests described in
Section 6.3. This suggests that hsf dimers and trimers are steady configurations and
that non-hsp-mediated DNA unbinding is negligible. While the breaking of trimers
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(by hsp) does not affect greatly the overall behavior of the model, the reaction describ-
ing the breaking of trimers (by hsp) proved to have a substantial impact on the evolution
of hsp and mfp.
The variation between the steady state levels of hsp and mfp are correlated, see [53],
which is consistent with the biological knowledge that hsp’s have a major role in chap-
eroning mfp’s. Table 5 shows the largest sensitivity coefficients for hsp and mfp. The
coefficients with respect to k5+ and k5− are the highest, suggesting that the reaction
describing hsf sequestration (forward)/dissipation of hsp:hsf (hsp+hsf  hsp:hsf) is
the main feedback loop. The forward direction, hsf sequestration, hereafter compels the
ceasing of transcription, inducing an augmentation in the level of mfp and a decrease in
that of hsp. The backward direction (dissipation of hsp:hsf), however, actuates an in-
crease in the level of hsp and hsf and a reduction of mfp. Considering the coefficients in
Table 5 in descending order, the next set of coefficients to discuss consists of k1+, k2+
and k4, corresponding to the forward directions of dimer(trimer) formation and DNA
binding respectively, suggesting the augmentation of the transcription level and there-
upon the level of hsp. On the contrary, the reactions describing the breaking of dimers,
hsp degradation and protein misfolding, diminish the transcription level. The reactions
influencing the level of mfp alone are the reactions corresponding to the sequestration
of mfp’s/dissipation of hsp:mfp (see coefficients corresponding to k11+ and k11− in
Table 5) and protein refolding (same for k12).
Among the sensitivity coefficients of hsp and mfp with respect to the initial concen-
trations, the one dependent on the initial level of hsp:hsf (hsp:hsf(0)) was the most
relevant. On the other hand, the sensitivity coefficients of hsp and mfp with respect to
the level of any of the hsf species (monomers, dimers or trimers) were insignificant.
This is to be expected since initially the majority of hsf’s is sequestrated by hsp’s and
the initial levels of dimers and trimers are reduced, which is consistent with [30]. Con-
sequently, the sensitivity coefficient with respect to hsp:hsf(0) should be conceived as
describing a dependency over the total initial amount of hsf.
The sensitivity coefficients with respect to the initial amount of hse were insignif-
icant, which is justified by the consideration of the sensitivity coefficients around the
steady state. For instance, for a lower initial amount of hse, the response reaches here-
after the same steady state. A higher level of hsf(0) brings no change in the evolution
of the response. The sensitivity coefficients of hsp and mfp with respect to hsp(0) were
also insignificant.
Model identifiability. Looking into the model identifiability problem, alternative good
numerical fits were searched for, using the same fitting data as in the model fitting pro-
cedure described above. Several were found, but none of them passed the additional
validation tests described in the previous section. Then the Latin Hypercube Sampling
method was applied to sample the distribution of the fitting score function. The first
step was to generate a sample of N = 100000 combinations of parameter values, as
described in Section 4. For each of them, the initial values were chosen so that they
are a steady state of the model at 37◦C. Out of these, the analysis was continued only
for those combinations that were “responsive”, where a model was declared responsive
if hsf3:hse(900) ≥ 20 (note that the experimental data indicated that the peek of the
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Table 5. The largest scaled steady state sensitivity coefficients of hsp and mfp. The coefficients
are identical for both 37◦C and 42◦C [53]
Parameter description p ∂ln(hsp)∂ln(p) |t→∞ ∂ln(mfp)∂ln(p) |t→∞
Sequestration of hsf k5+ −0.50 0.50
Dissipation of hsp:hsf k5− 0.50 −0.50
Formation of dimers k1+ 0.17 −0.17
Formation of trimers k2+ 0.17 −0.17
Transcription, translation k4 0.17 −0.17
Affinity of hsp for hsf2 k6 −0.17 0.17
Affinity of hsp for hsf3:hse k8 −0.17 0.17
Degradation of hsp k9 −0.17 0.17
Affinity of hsp for mfp k11+ 0.00 −1.00
Dissipation of hsp:mfp k11− 0.00 0.24
Protein refolding k12 0.00 −0.24
Initial level of hsp:hsf hsp:hsf(0) 0.50 −0.50
response is reached after 900 time units). The result was interesting: there were only
31506 models satisfying the constraint, already suggesting that finding suitable alter-
native model fits is a difficult problem. For each of these models we calculated the fit
quality as discussed in Section 4; the result is plotted in Figure 6, showing clearly our
best fit as an outlier in the fit quality distribution. More details on the identifiability of
the heat shock response model can be found in [53]. This suggests that fitting the sim-
ple heat shock response model in Table 2 to the experimental data in [36] and to the
steady-state condition for the initial values is indeed a difficult numerical problem.
7 Discussion
The focus of our chapter has been on the practical use of modeling with ordinary differ-
ential equations in biology. Our choice of topics to discuss has been driven by targeting
primarily the computer science community and by the space limitations. This chapter
should only be seen as a “teaser” for modeling with ODEs in biology; for a more com-
prehensive reading on this topic, many excellent textbooks exist, such as [11,32,47,48,
56, 58]. We only considered in this chapter reaction-based models and started by dis-
cussing how to associate to them an ODE-based model; we presented briefly several
laws for biochemical kinetics: mass-action, Michaelis-Menten, Goldbeter-Koshland,
Hill, and inhibition. One should note that many other types of models exist, see, e.g., [9].
We then discussed the parameter estimation problem, including model identifiability,
measures for fit quality, and fit-preserving model refinement. We then introduced sev-
eral analysis methods for ODE-based models: steady state analysis, mass conservation,
and sensitivity analysis. In addition to some smaller examples discussed throughout the
chapter, we dedicated a separate section to a larger case-study on the eukaryotic heat
shock response.
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Fig. 6. The distribution of the model fit quality among 31506 model variants obtained through
the Latin hypercube sampling method. Most models exhibit a constant level of hsf3:hse, very
different from the dynamic behavior in Figure 5; these models yield a numerical value for the fit
quality around 30%. The quality of our best fit is around 10−30.
There are many computational benefits that modeling with ODEs brings, including
fast numerical simulations, many methods for parameter estimation, several highly use-
ful static and dynamic analysis techniques, such as mass conservation, steady state anal-
ysis, flux-balance analysis, metabolic control analysis, sensitivity analysis, etc. At the
same time, the ODE-based approach also suffers from several difficulties. The one that
is most discussed is the inability to account for stochastic noise in a system, which might
be problematic especially in cases where there are relatively small species; a detailed
discussion about the physical limitations of the ODE-based approach is in [14, 15].
Another difficulty is in the need for knowing a potentially large number of kinetic pa-
rameters; measuring them experimentally is sometimes impossible, while estimating
them computationally suffers from model identifiability issues. A partial solution here
is the approach based on quantitative model refinement, see [34]. Another partial so-
lution is in terms of static, rather than dynamic analysis, often performed around the
steady states; such an approach is modeling based on flux balance analysis, see [51].
The stochastic approach, either in terms of continuous time Markov chains (CTMC)
and the chemical master equation, or in terms of higher-level formalisms (such as Petri
nets or process algebra) based on a CTMC semantic, is often offered as a solution to the
physical limitations of the ODE-based approach. It is important however to understand
the limitations of both approaches so that we can take advantage of the benefits of
either one, whenever they are applicable. In Table 6 we summarized several aspects
about modeling with ODEs and with CTMCs, and placed them in mirror for an easy
comparison. It is also important to point out that in the case of very large models, both
approaches are insufficient, see Figure 7.
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Table 6. Some of the differences between the deterministic and the stochastic modeling ap-
proaches
Deterministic approach Stochastic approach
Fundamental as-
sumptions
the system is well-stirred and at
thermodynamical equilibrium
the system is well-stirred and at
thermodynamical equilibrium
Modeling goal it models the average behavior
of the system
it models individual runs of the
system
Concept based on the concept ofdiffusion-like reactions
based on the concept of reactive
molecular collisions
Type of model the time evolution of the modelis a continuous process
the time evolution of the model
is a random-walk process
through the possible states
Math model governed by a set of ODEs governed by a single ODE: the
chemical master equation
Analytic solution the system of ODEs is oftenimpossible to solve analytically
the chemical master equation is
often impossible to solve
Small popula-
tions
conceptual difficulties when
small populations are involved
no difficulties with small popu-
lations
Numerical simu-
lations fast
Gillespies algorithm is slow;
many runs are needed
ODE-based 
models 
Non-mechanistic 
models 
Chemical 
master 
equation 
Rule-based models 
Event wall 
Combinatorial 
wall 
Number of 
molecular 
species 
Number of  
molecules 
per species 
500 106 
100 
106 
Fig. 7. Modeling limitations depending on the size of the model. Adapted from Walter
Fontana http://fontana.med.harvard.edu/
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The ODE-based approach to computational modeling is (still) arguably the standard
choice for biomodelers, especially on the biological side of the community. There are
many advantages that it brings, as there are clear limitations. Even in cases where an-
other modeling approach is taken, the corresponding ODE-based model is often also
built to serve as comparison to related (ODE-based) models and to make available
tools such as parameter estimation or steady state analysis. Moreover, on top of the
ODE-based semantic there are many other discrete techniques that can be added to give
further insight into the model: Petri net tools, control analysis, network motif identifi-
cation, etc. In the continuing debate of ‘discrete vs. continuous biomodeling’ we argue
that it is good to retain the advantages of both worlds and use them to their full potential
whenever applicable.
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4 From Action System to Distributed Systems: The Refinement Approach
1.1 Introduction
Research in molecular biology has been traditionally conducted targeting
individual molecular entities of a biological system. Discovery of the functional
specificity of these molecular entities has brought about tremendous progress
in the understanding of biological systems. However, the understanding of in-
dividual molecules alone does not suffice to tackle complex biological phenom-
ena, such as those involved in diseases. Systems biology promotes precisely an
integrative bottom-up approach for the analysis of such systems, which takes
advantage of previous knowledge about individual proteins, but which is es-
sentially concerned with a holistic analysis of the system: understanding the
structure and the dynamics of the system, see [28, 16]. Moreover, in the past
decades, we have witnessed a convergence of the fields of computer science
and biology towards a new field that is expanding evermore, bioinformatics,
see [27].
At the core of systems biology lies the concept of computational modeling,
driven by the production of massive sets of experimental data which neces-
sitate computer analysis, see [23]. In this context, formal frameworks prove
to be essential in the synthesis and analysis of large biological models as an
effort to predict the system-level behavior of such systems. This approach
commences with an abstraction of the biological phenomena, which is ulti-
mately converted into a model derived through an iterative process of model
building involving system design, model analysis, hypothesis generation, hy-
pothesis testing, experimental verification and model refinement, see [28]. The
model obtained as such very often needs to be refined to include more details
regarding some of its biological processes, encapsulating presumably new ex-
perimental data over a number of new parameters. A reiteration of the whole
process of quantitative model fitting and validation is, however, unfeasible for
a large model. The alternative we discuss in this paper is that of quantitative
model refinement.
Quantitative model refinement focuses on the step-wise construction of
models, from small abstract models to large, detailed ones. Each refinement
step consists of two parts. The structural part of the refinement consists of fix-
ing the details to add to the model (e.g., new attributes in existing species, new
species, new interactions, new modules, etc.) and identifying the new set of
species and interactions yielded by adding these details. The quantitative part
of the refinement consists in fixing the numerical setup of the refined model
(kinetic parameters and initial values) in such a way that the quantitative
behavior of the model, in particular its experimental fit, remains unchanged.
The goal of this paper is to give an overview of our approach to quantita-
tive model refinement. We introduce first the main mathematical concepts we
use in our framework: reaction-based model, refinement relation, structural
refinement, and quantitative refinement. We then discuss the implementation
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of model refinement in four of the most widely used approaches in biomod-
eling: ODE-based models, rule-based models, Petri net models, and guarded
command models. The structural part of the refinement has a different so-
lution in each approach, in some cases leading to a compact representation
of the refined models. The quantitative part of the refinement aims to avoid
the computationally expensive procedure of parameter estimation (especially
since the models get larger in each refinement step); instead, we apply in each
approach the sufficient condition recently proposed in [8]. As a case study, we
consider the heat shock response in eukaryotes. We refer to the model in [26]
as the basic heat shock response model and to the model in [13] as its refined
model. A short version of this paper was presented in [15].
The paper is organised as follows: we discuss the concept of fit-preserving
refinement in Section 1.2. We succinctly describe in Section 1.3 the heat shock
response and its underlying reaction-based model. We focus in Section 1.4 on
the refinement of ODE-based models. In Section 1.5, we present rule-based
modelling and the rule-based implementation of the heat shock response and
of its corresponding refinement. In Section 1.6, we discuss Petri nets and their
capabilities with regards to the implementation of the heat shock response and
its refinement to include acetylation using colored Petri nets. Section 1.7 com-
prises a brief description of guarded command languages, focusing on PRISM,
and a discussion regarding the implementation of the basic and the refined
model for the heat shock response. We conclude the paper with a discussion
in Section 1.8. All models developed in this paper can be downloaded at [14].
1.2 Quantitative model refinement
Model refinement has been extensively investigated in the field of soft-
ware engineering, especially in connection to parallel computing. For exam-
ple, among other approaches, such studies brought about a logical framework
for the construction of computer programs, called refinement calculus. This
framework tackles the derivation of computer programs correct by construc-
tion and refinement of computer programs ensuring correctness preservation,
see [2].
Quantitative model refinement is a concept introduced in systems biology
as an approach to step-wise construction of biomodels. It focuses on preserving
the quantitative behavior of such models, especially their model fit, while
avoiding parameter estimation in the context of the combinatorial explosion in
the size of the models. Quantitative model refinement was introduced for rule-
based models in [25, 5] and for reaction-based models in [24, 13]. We introduce
in the following the quantitative refinement of reaction-based models following
the approach of [8] based on refinement relations.
A modelM comprises species Σ = {A1, . . .,Am} and reactions R= {r1, . . . ,
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rn}, where reaction rj ∈ R can be expressed as a rewriting rule of the form:
rj : s1,jA1 + . . .+ sm,jAm
krj−−→ s′1,jA1 + . . .+ s′m,jAm, (1.1)
where s1,j , . . . , sm,j , s
′
1,j , . . . , s
′
m,j ∈ N are the stoichiometric coefficients of
rj and krj ≥ 0 is the kinetic rate constant of reaction rj . We denote by
r
(1)
j = [s1,j , . . . , sm,j ] the vector of stoichiometric coefficients on the left hand
side of reaction rj and by r
(2)
j = [s
′
1,j , . . . , s
′
m,j ] the vector of stoichiometric
coefficients on its right hand side. We also denote reaction rj as r
(1)
j
krj−−→ r(2)j .
The goal of the refinement is to introduce details into the model, in the
form of distinguishing several subspecies of a given species. The distinction be-
tween subspecies may represent post-translational modifications such as phos-
phorylation, acetylation, etc., but it could also account for different possible
types of a particular trait (e.g. fur color of animals in a breeding experiment).
We consider that all species are refined at once. Thus, each species in some
initial model M will be replaced by a non-empty set of species in its refined
model MR, according to a species refinement relation ρ. The refinement of a
set of species to a new set of [sub]species is formalized in Definition 1.
Definition 1 ([8]) Given two sets of species Σ and Σ′, and a relation ρ ⊆
Σ×Σ′, we say that ρ is a species refinement relation iff it satisfies the following
conditions:
1. for each A ∈ Σ there exists A′ ∈ Σ′ such that (A,A′) ∈ ρ;
2. for each A′ ∈ Σ′ there exists exactly one A ∈ Σ such that (A,A′) ∈ ρ;
We denote ρ(A) = {A′ ∈ Σ′ | (A,A′) ∈ ρ}. We say that all species A′ ∈ ρ(A)
are siblings.
Intuitively, each species A ∈ Σ is refined to the set of species ρ(A), and
replaced in the refined model with its refinements. Each species must be refined
to at least a singleton set (and in the singleton case one may say that the
refinement is trivial and the species does not change, although it may be
denoted by a different symbol in Σ′), and no two species in Σ can be refined
to the same species A′ ∈ Σ′.
We introduce in the following definition the refinement of a vector (of
stoichiometric coefficients), of a reaction, and of a reaction-based model.
Definition 2 ([8]) Let Σ = {A1, . . . , Am} and Σ′ = {A′1, . . . , A′p} be two sets
of species, and ρ ⊆ Σ× Σ′ a species refinement relation.
1. Let α = (α1, . . . , αm) ∈ NΣ and α′ = (α′1, . . . , α′p) ∈ NΣ
′
. We say that
α′ is a ρ-refinement of α, denoted α′ ∈ ρ(α), if∑
1≤j≤p
A′j∈ρ(Ai)
α′j = αi, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m.
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2. Let r and r′ be two reactions over Σ and Σ′, resp.:
r : s1A1 + . . .+ smAm
kr−→ s′1A1 + . . .+ s′mAm;
r′ : t1A′1 + t2A
′
2 + . . .+ tpA
′
p
k′r−→ t′1A′1 + t′2A′2 + . . .+ t′pA′p.
We say that r′ is a ρ-refinement of r, denoted r′ ∈ ρ(r), if
r′j
(1) ∈ ρ(r(1)j ) and r′j(2) ∈ ρ(r(2)j ).
3. Let M = (Σ, R) and M ′ = (Σ′, R′) be two reaction-based models, and
ρ ⊆ Σ×Σ′ a species refinement relation. We say that M ′ is a ρ-structural
refinement of M , denoted M ′ ∈ ρ(M), if
R′ ⊆
⋃
r∈R
ρ(r) and ρ(r) ∩R′ 6= ∅ ∀r ∈ R.
In case R′ =
⋃
r∈R ρ(r), we say M
′ is the full structural ρ-refinement
of M .
Let A be a species with stoichiometry coefficient s in a reaction r, that is
refined to a set of species ρ(A). There are
(
|ρ(A)|
s
)
ways of choosing s species
(not necessarily distinct) from the refined set ρ(A), where
((
n
k
))
=
(
n+k−1
k
)
is the multiset coefficient, denoting the number of multisets of cardinality k
taken from a set of cardinality n. It follows that the number of all possible
ρ-refinements of a reaction r of the form (1.1) is
m∏
i=1
( | ρ(Ai) |
si
)
·
( | ρ(Ai) |
s′i
)
. (1.2)
We introduce in the following definition the notion of quantitative refine-
ment of a model. We denote by [A](t) the concentration of species A at
time t. Associating time-dependent concentration functions to the variables
of a model can be done either directly from the reaction model by choosing
a kinetic law for each reaction, see, eg., [18], or by translating the reaction
model to another modeling framework, such as Petri nets, rule-based model,
or guarded command language, and using a suitable semantic for that trans-
lation.
Definition 3 ([13, 8]) Given two reaction-based models M = (Σ, R) and
M ′ = (Σ′, R′) and a species refinement relation ρ ⊆ Σ×Σ′ such that M ′ is a
ρ-refinement of M , we say that M ′ is a quantitative ρ-refinement of M if the
following condition holds:
[A](t) =
∑
B∈ρ(A)
[B](t), for all A ∈ Σ, t ≥ 0. (1.3)
A simple sufficient condition for a modelM ′ to be a quantitative refinement
of a model M is given in [8].
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1.3 Case study: the heat shock response (HSR)
The heat shock response is a cellular defence mechanism against stress
(high temperatures, toxins, bacterial infection, etc.) that is highly conserved
among eukaryotes. We consider here the heat shock response model proposed
in [26], consisting of the set of reactions listed in Table 1.1.
Upon exposure to stress, proteins misfold (reaction (10) in Table 1.1) or
aggregate into multi-protein complexes that impair cellular functions up to
cell death; the flux of the misfolding reaction depends exponentially on the
temperature. To counter these proteotoxic effects of thermal stress the expres-
sion of a special family of molecular chaperones, called heat shock proteins
(hsp’s), increases. The chaperone role of hsp’s is to bind to misfolded proteins
and assist them in their correct refolding (reactions (11),(12) in Table 1.1)
thus preventing multi-protein aggregation and cell death.
TABLE 1.1: The molecular model of the eukaryotic heat shock
response proposed in [26].
No. Reaction No. Reaction
(1) 2 hsf  hsf2 (7) hsp+ hsf3 → hsp:hsf +2 hsf
(2) hsf + hsf2  hsf3 (8) hsp+ hsf3:hse→ hsp:hsf +2 hsf + hse
(3) hsf3 + hse hsf3:hse (9) hsp→ ∅
(4) hsf3:hse→ hsf3:hse+ hsp (10) prot→ mfp
(5) hsp+ hsf  hsp:hsf (11) hsp+mfp hsp:mfp
(6) hsp+ hsf2 → hsp:hsf + hsf (12) hsp:mfp→ hsp+ prot
The expression of hsp’s is regulated by a family of proteins called heat shock
transcription factors (hsf’s). In a trimeric state (hsf3) they bind to heat shock
elements (hse’s - the hsp-encoding gene promoter regions), forming hsf3:hse
complexes, and activate the transcription of hsp’s, process modeled through
reactions (1)-(4) in Table 1.1. The concentration levels of hsf3:hse measure the
DNA binding activity. Reation (4) implies that with a higher level of DNA
binding we get a faster transcription/synthesis of hsp. The hsp’s downregulate
their expression levels by binding to hsf3:hse’s, hsf3’s, hsf2’s and hsf’s and
breaking down the complexes, thus stopping the expression activity (reactions
(5)-(8)). The degradation of hsp molecules is modeled in reaction (9).
The hsf protein can undergo post-translational modifications (phosphory-
lation, acetylation, sumoylation), some of which influence hsf binding activity,
see [1]. In particular, the acetylation of hsf’s plays a role in the attenuation
of the heat shock response. We consider in this paper the refinement of hsf
molecules as described in [13]. The refinement considers the acetylation status
(ON/OFF) of hsf proteins. The order of acetylated sites is not important in
a compound with two or more hsf molecules, only their count. Thus,
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• hsf is refined to {rhsf(0), rhsf(1)},
• a dimer molecule hsf2 is refined to {rhsf2(0), rhsf2(1), rhsf2(2)},
• and a trimer molecule hsf3 is refined to {rhsf3(0), rhsf3(1), rhsf3(2), rhsf3(3)},
where the superscript denotes the number of acetylated sites. This leads to
an expansion of the model from 10 species and 17 irreversible reactions to 20
species and 55 irreversible reactions.
This refinement can be described via the following species refinement re-
lation:
ρ ={(hse, rhse), (hsp, rhsp), (prot, rprot), (mfp, rmfp), (hsp:mfp, rhsp:rmfp),
(hsf, rhsf(0)), (hsf, rhsf(1)),
(hsf2, rhsf2
(0)), (hsf2, rhsf2
(1)), (hsf2, rhsf2
(2)),
(hsf3, rhsf3
(0)), (hsf3, rhsf3
(1)), (hsf3, rhsf3
(2)), (hsf3, rhsf3
(3)),
(hsp:hsf, rhsp:rhsf(0)), (hsp:hsf, rhsp:rhsf(1)),
(hsf3:hse, rhsf
(0)
3 :rhse), (hsf3:hse, rhsf3
(1):rhse), (hsf3:hse, rhsf3
(2):rhse),
(hsf3:hse, rhsf3
(3):rhse)}.
The full set of the refined reactions is given in Table 1.2.
TABLE 1.2: The list of reactions for the refined model that includes
the acetylation status of hsf. A reaction (i.j) is a refinement of
reaction (i) of the basic model, see Table 1.1
No. Reaction
(1.1) 2 rhsf(0)  rhsf2(0)
(1.2) rhsf(0) + rhsf(1)  rhsf2(1)
(1.3) 2 rhsf(1)  rhsf2(2)
(2.1) rhsf(0) + rhsf2
(0)  rhsf3(0)
(2.2) rhsf(1) + rhsf2
(0)  rhsf3(1)
(2.3) rhsf(0) + rhsf2
(1)  rhsf3(1)
(2.4) rhsf(1) + rhsf2
(1)  rhsf3(2)
(2.5) rhsf(0) + rhsf2
(2)  rhsf3(2)
(2.6) rhsf(1) + rhsf2
(2)  rhsf3(3)
(3.1) rhsf3
(0) + rhse rhsf(0)3 :rhse
(3.2) rhsf3
(1) + rhse rhsf3(1):rhse
(3.3) rhsf3
(2) + rhse rhsf3(2):rhse
(3.4) rhsf3
(3) + rhse rhsf3(3):rhse
(4.1) rhsf
(0)
3 :rhse→ rhsf(0)3 :rhse+ rhsp
(4.2) rhsf3
(1):rhse→ rhsf3(1):rhse+ rhsp
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TABLE 1.2: The list of reactions for the refined model - Continued
(4.3) rhsf3
(2):rhse→ rhsf3(2):rhse+ rhsp
(4.4) rhsf3
(3):rhse→ rhsf3(3):rhse+ rhsp
(5.1) rhsp+ rhsf(0)  rhsp: rhsf(0)
(5.2) rhsp+ rhsf(1)  rhsp: rhsf(1)
(6.1) rhsp+ rhsf2
(0) → rhsp: rhsf(0) + rhsf(0)
(6.2) rhsp+ rhsf2
(1) → rhsp: rhsf(0) + rhsf(1)
(6.3) rhsp+ rhsf2
(1) → rhsp: rhsf(1) + rhsf(0)
(6.4) rhsp+ rhsf2
(2) → rhsp: rhsf(1) + rhsf(1)
(7.1) rhsp+ rhsf3
(0) → rhsp: rhsf(0) +2 ∗ rhsf(0)
(7.2) rhsp+ rhsf3
(1) → rhsp: rhsf(0) + rhsf(1) + rhsf(0)
(7.3) rhsp+ rhsf3
(1) → rhsp:rhsf(1) +2 ∗ rhsf(0)
(7.4) rhsp+ rhsf3
(2) → rhsp: rhsf(0) +2 rhsf(1)
(7.5) rhsp+ rhsf3
(2) → rhsp:rhsf(1) + rhsf(1) + rhsf(0)
(7.6) rhsp+ rhsf3
(3) → rhsp:rhsf(1) +2 rhsf(1)
(8.1) rhsp+ rhsf
(0)
3 :rhse→ rhsp: rhsf(0) +2 rhsf(0) + rhse
(8.2) rhsp+ rhsf3
(1):rhse→ rhsp:rhsf(1) +2 rhsf(0) + rhse
(8.3) rhsp+ rhsf3
(1):rhse→ rhsp: rhsf(0) + rhsf(1) + rhsf(0) + rhse
(8.4) rhsp+ rhsf3
(2):rhse→ rhsp:rhsf(1) + rhsf(1) + rhsf(0) + rhse
(8.5) rhsp+ rhsf3
(2):rhse→ rhsp: rhsf(0) +2 rhsf(1) + rhse
(8.6) rhsp+ rhsf3
(3):rhse→ rhsp:rhsf(1) +2 rhsf(1) + rhse
(9.1) rhsp→ ∅
(10.1) rprot→ rmfp
(11.1) rhsp+ rmfp rhsp:rmfp
(12.1) rhsp:rmfp→ rhsp+ rprot
An ODE-based model for the basic HSR model was introduced and ana-
lyzed in [26]. A similar model for the refined HSR model was introduced in
[13].
1.4 Quantitative refinement for ODE models
The main problem to solve for quantitative model refinement of ODE-
based models is to identify the kinetic rate constants of the refined model
that lead to a solution of the refinement condition (1.3). An attempt to ob-
tain all solutions of (1.3) would require solving the system of ODEs corre-
sponding to the mass-action model for the basic and the refined models; in
general, this cannot be done analytically because the ODEs can be non-linear.
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An alternative was proposed in the form of a sufficient condition in [8]. We
recall that result in the following. For two vectors of nonnegative integers
α = (α1, . . . , αm), α
′ = (α′1, . . . , α
′
m′), we denote(
α
α′
)
=
∏m
i=1 αi!∏m′
j=1 α
′
j !
.
Theorem 1 ([8]) Let Σ and Σ′ be two sets of species and ρ ⊆ Σ×Σ′ a species
refinement relation. Let M = (Σ, R) be a reaction-based model and M ′ =
(Σ′, R′) be the full structural ρ-refinement of M ; we use letters k (indexed
with the reaction name) to indicate the kinetic rate constants of M and letters
k′ those of M ′. If for every α→ β ∈ R and for any α′ ∈ ρ(α) we have that∑
β′∈ρ(β)
k′α′→β′ =
(
α
α′
)
kα→β , (1.4)
then M ′ is a fit-preserving data refinement of M .
The solution thus obtained is evidently not unique. For example, in the
heat shock response refined model the kinetic rate constants of all reactions in-
volving at least one form of acetylated hsf could be set to zero; such a choice
would cancel the refinement since the influence of all acetylated variables
would be ignored in the model. Theorem 1 allows one to choose a multitude
of different solutions. One can, for example, include in the solution some pa-
rameter values that were obtained from experiments or literature, while using
condition (1.4) to choose suitable values for the remaining parameters. In fact,
condition (1.4) can also be used to check if a set of given parameter values
(for all parameters) leads to a fit-preserving refined model.
The main disadvantage of ODE-based models is that each species gets
its own variable and then its own ODE. The framework does not allow for
the implicit specification of some of its variables, even when the semantic
difference between them is minor (as it could be between sibling subspecies).
This leads to an explosion in the size of the refined ODE-based model with
respect to the size of the basic ODE-based model. We discuss in the following
sections the model refinement approach in three other widely used modelling
frameworks. In each case, we focus on whether a more compact specification
of the refined model is possible.
1.5 Quantitative refinement for rule-based models
Rule-based modelling is an approach for tackling the combinatorial explo-
sion induced by expanding reaction-based models. The key feature is that rules
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only specify those aspects of the input species that are critical for that inter-
action, while omitting all their other attributes. The rules can be translated
either into a set of ODEs, following a continuous, deterministic interpretation,
or into a stochastic process, following a stochastic, discrete interpretation of
the biological phenomena. Two description languages for the implementation
of such models are BioNetGen, see [3], and Kappa, see [4]. We use BioNet-
Gen in the following. We refer to [6, 7] for details on how models are rep-
resented in BioNetGen. A BioNetGen input file, for instance, is essentially
a description of the molecular species and their components, reaction rules,
kinetic rate constants, initial concentrations and simulation commands. The
reaction network generated by BioNetGen can be used to emulate system’s
dynamics deterministically or stochastically, see [29]. RuleBender is an open
source editor for rule-based models which allows for the construction of large
models. The simulation, based on a BioNetGen simulator, see [30], generates
the reaction network, in SBML and NET format, corresponding to the given
rule-based model. Simulations can run either deterministically, using ODEs,
or stochastically, using SSA algorithms, see [29, 30].
A BioNetGen implementation of the HSR model
We discussed in [15] the implementation of the basic heat shock response
model of [26] with BioNetGen and RuleBender. The model can be found
in [14]. All reactions in our implementation follow the principle of mass ac-
tion. The BioNetGen model consists of 12 rules, which produce 17 irreversible
reactions; kinetic rate constants and initial values are set according to [26].
For example, the RuleBender implementation of the dimerization of hsf is il-
lustrated in Figure 1.1. A deterministic simulation for the BioNetGen model
revealed identical simulation results for DNA binding for a temperature of
42◦C as the ODE-based model in [26].
To implement in BioNetGen the refinement described in Section 1.3 re-
quired only one change: the addition of a site to hsf, having two possible
states: acetylated and non-acetylated. The initial concentrations were set con-
forming to [13]. For more details regarding the implementation, we refer the
reader to [15].
1.6 Quantitative refinement for Petri net models
In this section we model the heat shock response and its refinement using
the framework of Petri nets. We implemented our models using Snoopy, a
visualization, modeling and simulation tool with support for many types of
Petri nets, see [11].
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FIGURE 1.1: A graphical representation of the species hsf (containing sites
‘s’,‘u’,‘v’,‘w’) and of the rule showing the dimerization of hsf, illustrated by
binding one of the ‘s’ sites of the hsf species with one of the ‘s’ site of the other
hsf species. Note the two possible states of the site ‘w’, namely ‘a’ and ‘n’,
which depict two possible states of the species, acetylated or non-acetylated
respectively.
The basic HSR model as a Petri net
For the general method of building a (standard) Petri net model from a
given set of biochemical reactions we refer to [19]. We built our implementation
of the heat shock response following the standard procedure: each species
is represented as a place, and each irreversible reaction is represented as a
transition having as pre-places the places corresponding to species on the left
hand side of the reaction, and as post-places the places representing species on
the right hand side of the reaction; arc multiplicities denote the stoichiometric
coefficients of the species involved in the reaction.
We checked several properties of the model to ensure that our implementa-
tion is correct. For example, the P-invariants of the Petri net encode the three
mass conservation relations of the biological model, as described in [26]. The
net is covered by T-invariants, and all places except for the place representing
species hsp are covered by P-invariants, which means they are bounded. Our
PRISM implementation uses as bounds for the species (except hsp) the con-
stants from the three mass conservation relations, namely the total amount
of hsf, hse and prot. We also simulated the model with the numerical setup
of [26] and obtained the same DNA binding curve for a heat shock of 42◦C as
that shown in [26] for the corresponding ODE-based model. We refer to [15]
for details.
The refined HSR model as a colored Petri net
Implementing a model as a (standard) Petri net means that each reaction
is represented as a transition. In doing so, the refined model is inevitably
larger than the initial model, similarly as in the case of ODE-based models.
However, the framework of colored Petri nets allows for stacking more than
one species in a colored place, and for identifying each species via a color, see
Figure 1.2 for an example.
We implemented the refinement of the heat shock response model as a col-
ored continuous Petri net, in order to maintain a compact representation. Mul-
tiple coloring strategies are possible; we considered two. One of them aimed
at using as few colors as possible. In this approach, trimers are represented
with four colors 0, 1, 2, 3, denoting the number of acetylated sites.
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P ′ P ′2
P ′′2P ′′
dimerization′
dimerization′′
2
2 P
Prot type
P2
Prot type
dimerization
x2 ∗ x
(a) (b)
FIGURE 1.2: Representing the dimerization of two different proteins, P ′ and
P ′′ with (a) a transition for each of them, and (b) a single colored transition
for both. In (b) we use a color set with two colors, Prot type = {1, 2}. The
choice between colors 1 and 2 is done by the variable x; when x = 1 the
reaction will consume two proteins with color 1 and produce one dimer with
color 1, and when x = 2 the reaction will consume two proteins with color 2
and produce one dimer with color 2. In the figure, all places and transitions
have identifiers, and in (b) we also list the color set for each place (italic text).
A possible refinement of reaction (7) with a single-acetylated trimer is
rhsp+ rhsf3
(1) → rhsp: rhsf(0) + rhsf(0) + rhsf(1),
and another one is
rhsp+ rhsf3
(1) → rhsp: rhsf(1) +2 rhsf(0) .
In order to differentiate between the two refined reactions, we had to use two
transitions, thus increasing the number of transitions compared to that of the
basic model. The second strategy was to preserve the structure of the network
in terms of number of places, transitions and the connections between them.
We were able to do so by considering the color sets of places denoting some of
the species (e.g. hsf2, hsf3, hsf3:hse, hsp:hsf) as Cartesian products of the color
sets of the places corresponding to the species they consist of. This corresponds
to a refinement where the order of the acetylated monomers in a trimer is
explicitly described. An example of the reversible dimerization reaction using
the second coloring approach is presented in Figure 1.3. We refer to [9] for
more details about the two modeling strategies based on colored Petri nets.
1.7 Quantitative refinement for PRISM models
PRISM is a free and open source guarded command language and proba-
bilistic model checker. It can be used to model and analyze a wide range of
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hsf2
Dimer
hsf
Monomer
Dimerization f
Dimerization b
(m1,m2)m1 + +m2
(m1,m2)m1 + +m2
FIGURE 1.3: Modeling the hsf dimers using a compound color set Dimer =
Monomer×Monomer. The regular text next to places and transitions denotes
their respective identifier, while the color sets are written in italic font. The
hsf monomers are represented using the color set Monomer = {0, 1}. The
preplaces of the forward reaction are two monomers, with colors m1 and m2.
The result will be the production of one dimer with color (m1,m2). In the
reverse reaction, one dimer with color (m1, m2) is split into the two monomers
m1 and m2.
probabilistic systems. PRISM supports various types of probabilistic models:
probabilistic automata (PAs), probabilistic timed automata (PTAs), discrete-
time Markov chains (DTMCs), continuous-time Markov chains (CTMCs),
Markov decision processes (MDPs). A PRISM model consists of a keyword
which describes the model type (e.g., CTMC) and a set of modules whose
states are defined by the state of their finite range variables (e.g., hsf). The
state of the variables in each module is specified by some commands including
a guard and one or more updates, see [21].
The HSR models as PRISM implementations
We implemented the basic heat shock response as a CTMC model within a
single module. The PRISM model consists of 10 variables, each of them corre-
sponding to one of the reactants in the model, and 17 guards representing the
17 irreversible reactions of the system. For example, the guard corresponding
to dimerization, reaction (1) in Table 1.1, is expressed in Table 1.4(a).
For the refined heat shock response model, the corresponding PRISM
model was built in a similar way, following its reactions in Table 1.2. For exam-
ple, the guards corresponding to dimerization are presented in Table 1.4(b).
The complete models can be found at [14] and more details on how we built
them can be found in [15].
TABLE 1.4: PRISM code for the dimerization in (a) the basic and
(b) the refined HSR models (Nhsf is the upper bound for hsf and
Nhsf2 is the upper bound for hsf2).
(a) Dimerization in the basic HSR model
[]2 ≤ hsf ≤ Nhsf ∧ 0 ≤ hsf2 ≤ Nhsf2 − 1→ hsf ∗ hsf ∗0.5 ∗ k1 :
(hsf ′ = hsf −2) ∧ (hsf2′ = hsf2 +1);
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TABLE 1.4: PRISM code for the dimerization in (a) the basic and
(b) the refined HSR models (Nhsf is the upper bound for hsf and
Nhsf2 is the upper bound for hsf2).
(b) Dimerization in the refined HSR model
[]2 ≤ rhsf(0) ≤ Nhsf ∧ 0 ≤ rhsf2(0) ≤ Nhsf2 − 1→ rhsf(0) ∗ rhsf(0) ∗0.5 ∗ k1 :
(rhsf(0)
′
= rhsf(0)−2) ∧ (rhsf2(0)
′
= rhsf2
(0) +1);
[]1 ≤ rhsf(0) ≤ Nhsf ∧ 1 ≤ rhsf(1) ≤ Nhsf ∧ 0 ≤ rhsf2(1) ≤ Nhsf2 − 1→
rhsf(0) ∗ rhsf(1) ∗k1 : (rhsf(0)
′
= rhsf(0)−1) ∧ (rhsf(1)′ = rhsf(1)−1)
∧(rhsf2(1)
′
= rhsf(1) +1);
[]2 ≤ rhsf(1) ≤ Nhsf ∧ 0 ≤ rhsf2(2) ≤ Nhsf2 − 1→ rhsf(1) ∗ rhsf(1) ∗0.5 ∗ k1 :
(rhsf(1)
′
= rhsf(1)−2) ∧ (rhsf2(2)
′
= rhsf2
(2) +1);
Stochastic model checking of the PRISM HSR models
The maximum number of states that PRISM can handle for CTMCs does
not exceed 1010, see [20], which leads to difficulties in handling the state space
explosion problem, see [10]. To avoid this problem, we used approximate ver-
ification, see [22, 12, 10], to verify our two PRISM models.
We are interested in verifying two properties discussed in [26]: (i) the
existence of three mass-conservation relations and (ii) the level of DNA binding
eventually returns to the basal values, both at 37◦C and at 42◦C.
The following three properties are used to check whether the mass-
conservation relations, corresponding to the level of hsf, hse and prot, are valid
in all states along the path:
• p =? [G hsf +2 hsf2 +3 hsf3 +3 hsf3:hse+ hsp:hsf = hsfconst ],
• p =? [G hse+ hsf3:hse = hseconst],
• p =? [G prot+mfp+ hsp:mfp = protconst].
As expected, the value of p was confirmed to be 1 in all cases, with con-
fidence level 95%, i.e. the three mass conservation relations are respected in
the model.
We verified in PRISM that for time points larger than 14400, the value
of hsf3:hse complex returns to the initial value by formulating the property,
p =? [F >= 14400 hsf3:hse = 3]. We chose 14400 as a time point reference
to correspond to the upper limit of the simulation time for the model in [26].
The probability value calculated by PRISM was 1 for this property as well,
with confidence level 95%.
Finally, we also checked if the model confirms the experimental data of [17]
on DNA binding. Due to the memory issues of PRISM, it was not possible
to run the simulation many times and use the average run plot to verify
the experimental data. Therefore, as an alternative approach, we checked the
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probability of having a data point within the interval [0.9 · d, 1.1 · d] in the
time period [0.9 · t, 1.1 · t], where d is the experimental data point at time t.
The results in both cases show high value probabilities, which confirms that
our two PRISM models are in accordance with the experimental data of [17];
we refer to [9] for the numerical results.
1.8 Discussion
We discussed in this paper quantitative model refinement, an approach
to step-wise construction of biological models. Preserving the quantitative be-
havior of models throughout the model construction process is at the forefront
of this approach. This allows the modeler to avoid repeating the computation-
ally expensive process of parameter estimation at every step of the process,
thus avoiding the need of collecting larger and larger sets of high-quality time
data. Quantitative refinement also allows the modeler to deal with partial and
incomplete information about some of the parameters of the model-to-build,
including such information when available, checking its consistency with the
other parameters and with the data, and compensating for lack of information
about parameters with an algorithmic solution.
We investigated in this paper the versatility of the fit-preserving refine-
ment method with respect to four broadly used frameworks: reaction models
(with ODEs), rule-based models (with BioNetGen), Petri net models (with
Snoopy), and guarded command-based models (with PRISM). Dealing with
the combinatorial explosion to account for post-translational modifications
was considerably different from one framework to another. We conclude that
the method is cross-platform: it is implementable in all chosen frameworks,
despite their distinct underlying modeling paradigms.
In our case study based on the heat shock response, the data structure
provided by BioNetGen proves to be suitable for modeling the refinement of
biological systems. One could effectively employ species, sites, links, etc., to
produce a compact representation of the refined model. On the other hand,
using the colored version of Petri nets provides the modeler with appropriate
tools to introduce data types into the places of the network. The modeling
choices in the definition of the new data types and associating biological mean-
ings to them directly affect the compactness of the representation as well as
the corresponding model’s complexity. In contrast, PRISM supports only ele-
mentary data types for the variables in the model, which leads to an explicit
detailing of all elements of the refined model, similarly as in the case of ODE-
based models.
We show that our approach toward quantitative model refinement is a po-
tentially suitable one to build a large biomodel which can be implemented
within a wide spectrum of modeling frameworks. In this method the modeler
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is able to easily modify the level of details in the model in an algorithmic
fashion, while ensuring that the model fit is preserved from one level of detail
to another. It should also be noted that one can switch from one modeling
framework to another in order to use the advantages that each model formu-
lation offers in terms of fast simulations, model checking or compact model
representation.
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Abstract
Building large biological models is a difficult task, often attained by iteratively adding details to an
initial abstraction of the modeled process. Refitting the model at every step of the development is compu-
tationally intensive. Fit-preserving data refinement offers an efficient alternative by providing adequate
parameter values that preserve the fit from the previous step. We focus here on the implementation of
fit-preserving data refinement of a model of the ErbB signalling pathway, which is extended to include
details regarding the types of ligands and receptors involved. We obtained an extensive model ensuring
a good fit by construction, with significantly less effort than any parameter estimation routine would
require.
1 Introduction
Research in cell biology has been governed by a reductionist view for the past century
and it has brought about tremendous insights regarding the functionality of singular
molecular components, see [2]. However, most cellular functions can hardly ever be
ascribed to an individual molecular component. The control mechanisms that regulate
cell’s adaptation to the environment are highly complex and the predictions regarding
their system-level behaviour are exceedingly difficult. Such predictions can be cru-
cial in understanding disease and manipulating cellular dynamics to reverse cellular
impairment. A rigorous prediction of the behaviour of a large model reflects the abil-
ity of understanding the system of interest in its entirety. Such predictions are very
well captured through mathematical modelling, but the field of practical applications
exhibits a great deficit in accommodating mathematical modelling as a standard pro-
cedure. One reason is the massive number of parameters that need to be either fixed
or estimated in a model of large proportions, see [11]. With many parameters to esti-
mate, one needs huge amounts of detailed data that on one hand may be hard to get,
and on the other hand makes the model fitting process computationally difficult.
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As an alternative, we focus on refinement-based model construction. Model re-
finement originates from the field of software engineering. Stepwise refinement has
been introduced in the context of parallel computing and it gave rise to the framework
of refinement calculus, used in program refinement to ensure correctness preservation,
see [1]. In systems biology, model refinement is essential in the model development
cycle. Adding species or reactions to a model, as well as adding or removing certain
modules, generates changes in the model fit. The process of model fitting is compu-
tationally intensive due to parameter estimation routines, given that most often the
refined model has a considerably large number of parameters. An iterative approach
based on a traditional reiteration of the whole model fitting procedure is dissipative
resource-wise. Alternatively, we can consider an approach where we can build the
model iteratively, ensuring model fit preservation at every step of the refinement; the
method is called quantitative model refinement and it has been addressed formerly
in [6, 7, 9, 10, 14, 16].
We examine in this paper the implementation of fit-preserving quantitative model
refinement of a model describing the ErbB signalling pathway. Our approach is based
on data refinement, where several subspecies of a given species in the initial model are
substituted for their parent species. Our starting point is the ErbB signalling pathway
proposed in [13] and [18]. Throughout the paper, the model in [13] will be referred
to as the basic model. We refined it to include four different types of growth factors
and two types of ligands and compared the computational effort with the one of [5].
The paper is organized as follows: we start with a description of the fit-preserving
quantitative model refinement approach in Section 2. We introduce in Section 3 the
main biological processes involved in the ErbB signalling pathway, as described in [13]
and [18] and then we discuss in Section 4 the implementation of fit preserving refine-
ment on the model in [13]. We conclude the paper with an analysis of our results.
2 Quantitative model refinement
In this section we discuss model refinement as proposed in [14] and later extended
in [10] to address the assignment of kinetic rate constants of the refined model. We
have adjusted the formal notation so as to obtain a uniform presentation of the results
and also to avoid abstractions that are unnecessary for the work presented here.
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2.1 Data refinement
As addressed in [14], a reaction-based model M consisting of m species, Σ “ tA1,
. . ., Amu and n reactions R “ tr1, r2, . . ., rnu, where m,n P N˚, can be refined to in-
clude more details regarding its reactants, for instance to draw distinction between the
subspecies of a given species. Even when the triggering distinction refers to a single
atomic species, one needs to propagate this differentiation to all the complex species
that contain it. Without loss of generality, we can assume that all species Ai are re-
fined into tBi1, . . . ,Bipiu, where pi ě 1, with pi “ 1 for species Ai that are not actually
refined.
The new model obtained in this way, MR, consists of species tBiq | 1ď iďm,1ď
q ď piu. It is assumed that all subspecies of Ai will participate in all the reactions
Ai took part in, but presumably following a different kinetic law than the one of the
parent species. Thus, each reaction from M of the form
r j : c j1A1` c j2A2` . . .` c jmAm k jÝÑ d j1A1`d j2A2` . . .`d jmAm
is replaced in the refined model MR by all possible reactions r
plq
j of the following form:
rplqj :
p1ÿ
q“1
cplqj1qB1q` . . .`
pmÿ
q“1
cplqjmqBmq
kplqjÝÝÑ
p1ÿ
q“1
dplqj1qB1q` . . .`
pmÿ
q“1
dplqjmqBmq,
where kplqj is the kinetic rate constant of reaction r
plq
j and the coefficients c
plq
jiq and d
plq
jiq
are non-negative integers such that cplqji1` . . .` cplqjipi “ c ji and dplqji1` . . .`dplqjipi “ d ji.
Thus, from a structural point of view, the refined model MR captures the same kind
of interactions as the original model M, only written in terms of the refined species
Biq and allowing for different values of the kinetic rate constants.
2.2 Fit-preserving refinement
Given a refined model MR constructed as explained in the previous subsection, we
aim to assign values to its rate constants in such a way as to characterize the same
dynamics with respect to parent species, i.e.:
rAisptq “ rBi1sptq` . . .`rBipisptq (1)
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for all 1ď iďm and t ě 0. These constraints define what is referred to as fit-preserving
refinement in [10]. In the paper, the authors provide a set of linear constraints on the
kinetic rate constants that is sufficient to ensure the satisfaction of (1). In order to write
these conditions formally, we need to introduce some additional notations. We are
going to pack the stoichiometric coefficients of the original reactions r j into vectors
c j and d j , respectively. Similarly, the left and right hand sides of refined reactions r
plq
j
are collected in vectors cplqj and d
plq
j . With this, the sufficient conditions for MR to be
a fit-preserving refinement of M are:ÿ
l s.t. cplqj “cpsqj
kplqj “
ˆ c j
cpsqj
˙
k j , (2)
for any reaction r j and any selected left hand side c
psq
j of corresponding refined reac-
tions. The sum is taken over all refined reactions that share the selected left hand side.
The formula uses the generalized binomial coefficient for vectors x,y:ˆ
x
y
˙
“
ś
i xi!ś
j y j!
, .
In the model we built, we chose equal values for all the rate constants that appear
in the same sum of (2), by splitting the value prescribed by the constraint to the actual
number of reactions that share the selected left hand side.
3 Case-study: the EGFR signalling pathway
The EGFR signalling network is an evolutionary developmental pathway, which reg-
ulates various physiological responses of the mammalian cell, such as growth, sur-
vival, proliferation, differentiation and motility, and plays a major role in oncogenesis,
see [3,5,17]. Anomalies found in the EGFR signalling pathway have been associated
with various cancer types and the pharmaceutical intervention developed to tackle
these abnormalities proved to be successful in the treatment of some cancer types,
see [3, 19].
Epidermal growth factors (EGFRs) are receptor tyrosine kinases (RTKs), which
regulate all the aforementioned physiological responses. Signalling is activated by
binding to the extracellular domain of the epidermal growth factor (e.g. EGF) or an-
other factor which belongs to the EGF family, see [15]. This binding induces EGFR
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dimerizatin and, consequently, an accelerated auto-phosphorylation of its intracellu-
lar domain. Signal propagation is promoted by two distinct pathways: Shc-dependent
and Shc-independent, both compelling the activation of the Ras-GTP protein. The Shc
-dependent pathway is initiated by binding of Shc to the autophosphorylated, ligand-
bound, dimerized receptor and is promoted by binding to the growth factor receptor-
binding protein 2, Grb2 . The Shc-independent pathway is initiated by a direct binding
of the autophosphorylated, ligand-bound, dimerized receptor with Grb2 . Both path-
ways induce the recruitment of Sos to the membrane; protein Ras is docked onto the
membrane and its association with Sos activates it by the formation of Ras-GTP. This
process induces consecutively the activation of the MAPK cascade through the Raf,
MEK and ERK kinases, see [13, 18].
The initial model, introduced in [13], is a reaction-based model of the EGF-
induced signal transduction through the MAPK cascade and it consists of 148 re-
actions, 103 reactants and 90 kinetic rate constants. It is an updated version of the
models in [15] and [18]. The model comprises a negative feedback loop from the
dual phosphorylated ERK (ERK-PP) to the Sos protein, which brings about the un-
binding of Grb2-Sos from the receptor complex; the process has been previously
documented in the literature, see [4, 8]. The model does not take into considera-
tion protein isoform specificity (several forms of the same protein), see [13]. In the
absence of the stimulus EGF, the system depicted by the model in [13] exhibits
a stable steady state, which corresponds to a state of unphosphorylated ERK. The
model draws a distinction between two pools of double-phosphorylated ERK, one of
which is situated in the cytoplasm and one correlated with the internalization pro-
cess, see [13]. The model consists of a set of 13 biochemical processes: EGFR acti-
vation (e.g.: the binding of the receptor to the ligand: EGF`EGFRÑ EGF-EGFR),
Shc, Grb2, Sos recruitment, activation and inactivation of Ras, activation of Raf, de-
phosphorylation of Raf, phosphorylation and dephosphorylation of MEK, ERK de-
phosphorylation, negative feedback from ERK to Sos, internalization of complexes
involving EGFR and degradation reactions. For more details, we refer the reader
to [13]. We have imported the model in COPASI ( [12]), it is available at: http:
//combio.abo.fi/www_includes/qr_pro/HornbergErbBinitial.zip.
4 The implementation of fit-preserving model refinement
In this section, we focus on expanding the EGFR signalling pathway model from [13]
by considering all receptors of the ErbB family, ErbB1-4 receptors: ErbB1 (EGFR),
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ErbB2 (HER2), ErbB3, ErbB4. Furthermore, all complex species which involve the
aforementioned species are to be refined as well. We take into account all combina-
tions of hetero- and homodimers in our model, as well as two types of ligands: EGF
and HRG. We also consider that all ligands bind to all dimers represented in the model.
With respect to their data refinement, the species of the model can be classified
in the following categories: species that are not affected by refinement (atomic or
complex species which don’t involve any of the species to be refined), atomic species
that are to be refined, and complexes that involve species to be refined.
The basic model in [13] consists of a number of 103 species and 148 reactions,
while the refined model comprises a number of 421 species involved in 928 reactions.
We refined the reactions of the basic model in [13] following the approach of [10,14],
briefly presented in Section 2. The refined model can be found at: http://combio.
abo.fi/www_includes/qr_pro/ErbB1-4Refinement.zip.
5 Discussion
Model refinement is a fundamental step in the model development cycle. Developing
an extensive system-level biological model requires in the initial stages an abstrac-
tion of the biological processes to be considered. However, these abstractions have to
be very often refined to include more accurate details regarding the aforementioned
processes. A traditional approach would be to reiterate the whole model development
cycle; however, this method is overly ineffective as it requires refitting the model,
a process that is time-consuming and computationally-expensive. For instance, for a
model consisting of 828 reactions and 499 reactants, a good fit was obtained by run-
ning about 100 times annealing methods, over 24 hours on a cluster consisting of 100
nodes, see [5]. Fit-preserving quantitative model refinement ensures a good fit, start-
ing from an already fit original model; further refinement steps can be applied after
this original refinement so as to include more details regarding biological knowledge
of the model.
We refined the model from [13], considering two types of ligands: EGF and HRG
and four types of receptors: ErbB1 (EGFR), ErbB2 (HER2), ErbB3, ErbB4. This gave
rise to a significant augmentation in the number of reactants and the number of reac-
tions. While the initial model consists of a number of 103 reactants and 148 reactions,
the refined model comprises a number of 421 reactants involved in 928 reactions.
Fitting a model of this proportion would be comparable effort-wise to that of [5].
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However, our approach has proved to be efficient in building a refined model, with a
good numerical behaviour, avoiding any supplementary model fit.
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Abstract. Reaction systems are a formal framework for modeling processes driven by biochemical
reactions. They are based on the mechanisms of facilitation and inhibition. A main assumption is that
if a resource is available, then it is present in sufficient amounts and as such, several reactions using
the same resource will not compete concurrently against each other; this makes reaction systems
very different as a modeling framework than traditional frameworks such as ODEs or continuous
time Markov chains. We demonstrate in this paper that reaction systems are rich enough to capture
the essential characteristics of ODE-based models. We construct a reaction system model for the
heat shock response in such a way that its qualitative behavior correlates well with the quantitative
behavior of the corresponding ODE model. We construct our reaction system model based on a
novel concept of dominance graph that captures the competition on resources in the ODE model.
We conclude with a discussion on the expressivity of reaction systems as compared to that of ODE-
based models.
Keywords: Reaction systems; heat shock response; quantitative model; qualitative model; model
comparison.
1. Introduction
Reaction systems (RS in short) are a formal framework for modeling processes driven by biochemical
reactions. They were introduced in [2], see also [1] and references therein. The fundamental idea in this
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framework is that biochemical reactions are based on the mechanisms of facilitation and inhibition. A
reaction is modeled as a triplet: a set of reactants, a set of inhibitors, and a set of products. A reaction
can take place in a given state if all its reactants are present in that state and none of its inhibitors; when
triggered, the reaction creates its products. Two major assumptions in reaction systems set them apart
from standard methods for biomodelling (such as ordinary differential equations, stochastic processes,
Petri nets, and process algebras):
• The threshold assumption: if a resource is present, then it is present in a “sufficient amount” and it
will not cause any conflict between several reactions needing that resource. In other words, several
reactions needing the same reactant will not be in conflict.
• No permanency assumption: an entity will vanish from the current state unless it is produced by
one of the reactions enabled in that state.
The goal of this paper is to demonstrate that reaction systems are capable of capturing the essential
characteristics of complex ODE models. We construct an RS model for the molecular heat shock re-
sponse introduced in [6]. Our focus is on building the model in such a way that a number of properties
of the ODE-based model of [6] for the heat shock response are preserved: mass-conservation, steady
state configuration with and without stress, behavior under continuous stress. The challenge here is that
these properties are essentially numerical, correlating well to numerical experimental data and knowl-
edge, whereas the RS framework is qualitative, as shown by the threshold assumption. Moreover, special
attention has to be given to overcoming the no permanency assumption to make sure that, e.g., a gene is
not removed from the system, even when no gene activity has occurred. We first take the straightforward
approach of building the RS model through translating the reactants/products from the molecular model
to an RS with the same reactants/products and no inhibitors. It turns out however that the resulting RS
model leads to a behavior that is very different than that of the ODE-based model. We show however
that an RS model can be built in a different way, qualitatively replicating the numerical behavior of the
ODE model.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we introduce some basics of modeling with ODEs
and some basic notions of reaction systems. In Section 3 we introduce our molecular model for the heat
shock response and discuss some of the numerical properties of its corresponding mass-action-based
ODE model. In Section 4 we build a direct translation of the molecular model to an RS model with no
inhibitors and look at some of its interactive processes. In Section 5 we build a different RS model whose
interactive processes correlate well with the numerical behavior of the ODE model. We conclude with
some discussion in Section 6.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Reaction-based molecular models and their ODE-based representation
Biochemical networks can be represented as reaction-based molecular models. Such models consist of
sets of coupled chemical reactions describing the system of interest; the reactions can be reversible or
irreversible. Formally, the fundamental constituents of a model M are represented by a set of species
Σ = {Si | 1 ≤ i ≤ m} and a set of reactions {Rj | 1 ≤ j ≤ n}, where n and m are nonnegative
integers.
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An irreversible reaction Rj , 1 ≤ j ≤ n, is formalized as a rewriting rule as follows:
Rj : c1,jS1 + c2,jS2 + . . . + cm,jSm
kj
−→ c′1,jS1 + c
′
2,jS2 + . . .+ c
′
m,jSm.
A reversible reaction can be written in the following form:
Rj : c1,jS1 + c2,jS2 + . . .+ cm,jSm
k+j
⇄
k−
j
c′1,jS1 + c
′
2,jS2 + . . .+ c
′
m,jSm.
The nonnegative integers kj and k−j , k
+
j represent the kinetic rate constants of an irreversible, respec-
tively reversible reaction Rj . The coefficients c1,j, . . . , cm,j , c′1,j , . . . , c′m,j are positive integers charac-
terizing the stoichiometry of the reaction. The stoichiometric coefficient of species Si in reaction Rj is
defined by: ni,j = c′i,j − ci,j .
The reactant species, found on the left-hand side of the reaction, are called substrates, while the
species produced, occurring on the right-hand side, are referred to as products. A species Si with ci,j = 0
(c′i,j = 0, resp.) can be omitted from the left-hand (right-hand, resp.) side of reaction Rj corresponding
to the null coefficient. A reversible reaction can always be regarded as a pair of two irreversible reactions,
see [3].
The molecularity of a reaction Rj is defined by the following sum:
∑m
i=1 ci,j . One generally con-
siders systems comprising reactions of a molecularity of at most two. Reactions exhibiting a molecular-
ity of three are very infrequent due to the high improbability of simultaneous collisions between three
molecules leading to the formation of a complex. Reactions with a molecularity greater than three are
completely disregarded due to the impossibility of collision between more than three molecules syn-
chronously, see [5].
A molecular model M can be represented as a mathematical model in various manners, following a
continuous or discrete time evolution, based on continuous or discrete species variables. A common rep-
resentation is based on ordinary differential equations (ODEs) and the principle of mass-action, see [4].
To each species Si, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, one associates a time-dependent function: [Si] : R+ → R+, represent-
ing the concentration of the species over time. Therefore, the evolution of the system is described by a
system of differential equations of the following form:
d[Si]
dt
= −
n∑
j=1
(
k+j ci,j
m∏
l=1
[Sl]
cl,j(t)
)
+
n∑
j=1
(
k−j c
′
i,j
m∏
l=1
[Sl]
c′
l,j (t)
)
, 1 ≤ i ≤ m.
Such systems of ODEs can be rarely solved analytically, but many numerical methods for analyzing them
exist. In particular, a numerical integration of the ODE system is interpreted as a numerical simulation
of the corresponding molecular model.
2.2. Reaction systems
Reaction systems have been introduced in [2] as a formal framework for the analysis of biochemical
networks. A biochemical reaction in this framework is based on a finite set of reactants and it is triggered
provided that all the reactants involved in that particular reaction are present in a given state and all of its
inhibitors are absent, see [8].
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We recall in this section the basic definitions we need throughout the paper. For more details we refer
to [2, 8].
Definition 2.1. [2] A reaction is a triplet of non-empty, finite sets: a = (Ra, Ia, Pa), where Ra∩Ia = ∅.
The sets Ra, Ia, Pa stand for the set of reactants, inhibitors, products of a, respectively. Given a set S, if
Ra, Ia, Pa ⊆ S, then a is a reaction in S. The set of reactions in S is denoted by rac(S).
Definition 2.2. [2] Let A be a set of reactions, T a finite set, and a ∈ A.
(i) The result of a on T , denoted resa(T ), is
resa(T ) =
{
Pa, if Ra ⊆ T and Ia ∩ T = ∅
∅, otherwise.
(ii) The result of A on T , denoted resA(T ), is
resA(T ) =
⋃
a∈A
resa(T ).
Definition 2.3. [2] A reaction system (RS in short) is defined as an ordered pair A = (S,A), where S
is a finite set and A ⊆ rac(S). The set S is called the background (set) of A.
Definition 2.4. [2] Let A be a reaction system. An interactive process in A is a pair pi = (γ, δ), where
γ = C0, C1, ..., Cn, δ = D1,D2, ...,Dn ⊆ S, n ≥ 1, with D1 = resA(C0) and, for each 1 < i ≤ n,
Di = resA(Ci−1 ∪Di−1).
The sequences γ and δ are the context sequence of pi, con(pi), and the result sequence of pi, res(pi),
resp. The state sequence of pi is τ = W0,W1, ...,Wn, where Wi = Ci ∪Di, for all i ∈ {0, ..., n} and
W0 = C0. W0 is the initial state of pi, init(pi), and Wn is the final state of pi, fst(pi).
Definition 2.5. Let A = (S,A) be a reaction system and C ⊆ S. We say that D ⊆ S is a steady state
of A for C if resA(C ∪D) = D.
3. A molecular model for the heat shock response
The heat shock response in eukaryotes is a fundamental, well conserved defense mechanism, which
allows the cell to react to environmental stressors such as elevated temperatures. The increase of tem-
perature in the environment causes proteins in the cell to misfold and build up large conglomerates that
ultimately result in cell death. The key elements for the heat shock response mechanism are the heat
shock proteins (hsp), which operate as molecular chaperones for misfolded proteins (mfp), facilitating
their refolding process. The response is regulated by the transactivation of the hsp-encoding genes. Gene
transcription is mediated by heat shock factors (hsf), which, under stress, dimerize (hsf2), subsequently
trimerize (hsf3) and then bind to a promoter-site of the hsp-encoding gene, the heat shock-element (hse).
As soon as trimers are bound, protein synthesis is activated and new hsp molecules are produced. When
the level of hsp is sufficiently uplifted, hsp synthesis is turned off, see [6, 7]. Heat shock proteins seques-
trate hsf molecules, hence promoting DNA binding. When the temperature is elevated, proteins in the
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Table 1. The molecular model for the eukaryotic heat shock response proposed in [6].
Reaction Reaction
2 hsf ⇆ hsf2 hsp+ hsf3 → hsp: hsf+2 hsf
hsf + hsf2 ⇆ hsf3 hsp+ hsf3: hse→ hsp: hsf +2 hsf+ hse
hsf3 + hse⇆ hsf3: hse hsp→ ∅
hsf3: hse→ hsf3: hse+ hsp prot→ mfp
hsp+ hsf ⇆ hsp: hsf hsp+mfp⇆ hsp:mfp
hsp+ hsf2 → hsp: hsf + hsf hsp:mfp→ hsp+ prot
cell (prot) tend to misfold, causing hsp: hsf complexes to break up. The heat shock response is switched
on again, facilitating hsp synthesis, see [6]. We list in Table 1 the reactions of the molecular model in [6].
A mathematical model is associated with the molecular model in Table 1. The mathematical model
consists in a mass-action-based system of ODEs, see [4] for a brief discussion on the principle of mass-
action. We refer to [6] for the system of ODEs and the numerical setup of the ODE model.
For a constant temperature of 37◦C the model reaches a steady state where most hsf’s are bound
in a complex hsp: hsf , most hse’s are available for binding to trimers and there are very few misfolded
proteins. For a constant temperature of 42◦C the model reaches a steady state different from the one at
37◦C in that the level of misfolded proteins, in both forms mfp and hsp:mfp are relatively high. Upon
removal of the stress and return to 37◦C , the model returns to the basal values attained under a constant
temperature of 37◦C . For a more detailed discussion about the steady states of the model and numerical
simulations we refer to [6].
4. From the molecular model to a reaction system model: a direct trans-
lation
In this section, we formulate a reaction system model for the heat shock response, based on the mecha-
nisms of facilitation and inhibition. We use a direct translation approach, i.e. we translate each reaction
in the molecular model to a reaction in the corresponding reaction system. We disregard in the current
model the reaction hsp → ∅ in Table 1 due to its very low reaction rate in the ODE model; similarly,
we ignore reactions hsf3: hse → hsf3+ hse and hsp:mfp → hsp+mfp (both the reverse directions of
some irreversible reactions in Table 1). We also disregard the dimer form hsf2 of hsf; indeed, the dimer
is only a transient state from hsf to hsf3 and their levels remain insignificant regardless of the stress. The
simplified molecular model for the heat shock response is in Table 2.
Table 2. The simplified molecular model for the eukaryotic heat shock response.
Reaction
3 hsf ⇆ hsf3 (1)
hsf3 + hse→ hsf3: hse (2)
hsf3: hse→ hsf3: hse+ hsp (3)
hsp+ hsf ⇆ hsp: hsf (4)
hsp+ hsf3 → hsp: hsf+2 hsf (5)
Reaction
hsp+ hsf3: hse→ hsp: hsf+2 hsf+ hse (6)
prot→ mfp (7)
hsp+mfp→ hsp:mfp (8)
hsp:mfp→ hsp+ prot (9)
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4.1. The first reaction system model
We describe first a simple method for translating a set of molecular reactions to a reaction system.
A unary molecular reaction A → C is translated into the RS reaction {{A}, {dI}, {C}}, where dI
is a “dummy” variable. A binary molecular reaction A + B → C is translated into the RS reaction
{{A,B}, {dI}, {C}}. The dummy variable is only used here to comply with the constraint that the set
of inhibitors of all RS reactions should be non-empty; none of the molecular reactions specify any ex-
plicit inhibitor. The ternary reaction (1) is treated as a unary reaction hsf ↔ hsf3. The case of reversible
molecular reactions is handled analogously, provided that we first replace it with two irreversible molecu-
lar reactions, standing for the two directions of the original reaction, and then define their correspondents
in a reaction system as above. The full RS model obtained as a result is given in Table 3.
Table 3. The direct translation of the biochemical reactions of the simplified model of the heat shock response to
a reaction system.
Reaction in the chemical network Reaction in the reaction system
3 hsf ↔ hsf3 ({hsf}, {dI}, {hsf3}) (i)
({hsf3}, {dI}, {hsf}) (ii)
hsf3 + hse→ hsf3: hse ({hsf3, hse}, {dI}, {hsf3: hse}) (iii)
hsf3: hse→ hsf3: hse+ hsp ({hsf3: hse}, {dI}, {hsf3: hse, hsp}) (iv)
hsp+ hsf ↔ hsp: hsf ({hsp, hsf}, {dI}, {hsp: hsf}) (v)
({hsp: hsf}, {dI}, {hsp, hsf}) (vi)
hsp+ hsf3 → hsp: hsf+2 hsf ({hsp, hsf3}, {dI}, {hsp: hsf, hsf}) (vii)
hsp+ hsf3: hse→ hsp: hsf+ hse+2 hsf ({hsp, hsf3: hse}, {dI}, {hsp: hsf, hsf, hse}) (viii)
prot→ mfp ({prot}, {dI}, {mfp}) (ix)
hsp+mfp→ hsp:mfp ({hsp,mfp}, {dI}, {hsp:mfp}) (x)
hsp:mfp→ hsp+ prot ({hsp:mfp}, {dI}, {hsp, prot}) (xi)
4.2. Interactive processes in the first model
We analyze in this subsection the dynamics of the reaction system in terms of interactive processes and
compare it with that of the corresponding ODE model.
Note that in the ODE model the temperature was taken into account through the temperature depen-
dent protein misfolding rate constant. Since our construction only translates the reactions and not their
quantitative values, the effect of the temperature on the model is lost in the translation. Consequently,
the RS model can only at best capture some of the behaviour of the model in the absence of stress; we
show below that the model in fact even fails to do that.
In our first interactive process we start from an initial state consisting of a minimal set of species
needed in the heat shock response model: hsf, hse, and prot; all other species and complexes can be
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obtained in the molecular model (as well as in the ODE model) starting from these main ingredients.
Thus, let the initial context of our reaction system be C0 = {hsf, prot, hse}. Throughout this interactive
process all subsequent contexts are empty: Ci = ∅, for all i ≥ 1. This interactive process is represented
in Table 4 and it shows that for every k ≥ 1, D2k = {hsf} and D2k+1 = {hsf3}. The prediction of the
RS model is thus that the model will enter into a loop of length two when starting from {hsf, prot, hse},
for an empty context. This is in contradiction with the prediction of the ODE model, which shows the
system converging to a steady state at 37◦C .
Table 4. An interactive process for the direct translation of the simplified model of the heat shock reponse for the
first setting.
State Ci Di Wi ri
0 {hsf, prot, hse} ∅ {hsf, prot, hse} {(i), (ix)}
1 ∅ {hsf3,mfp} {hsf3,mfp} { (ii) }
2 ∅ {hsf} {hsf} { (i) }
3 ∅ {hsf3} {hsf3} { (ii) }
4 ∅ {hsf} {hsf} { (i) }
For our second interactive process, the initial state consists of all species included in the 37◦C steady-
state of the ODE model: C0 = {hse, hsp: hsf, prot}. The interactive process starting from this state
and using an empty context is represented in Table 5. Thus, the prediction of the RS model is that
D2k−1 = D5 and D2k = D6, for all k ≥ 3. This again shows a contradiction with the ODE model.
Indeed, starting from an initial state corresponding to the 37◦C steady state of the ODE model, the RS
model eventually enters into a loop of length 2.
Table 5. An interactive process for the direct translation of the simplified model of the heat shock response for
the second setting.
State Ci Di Wi ri
0 {hse, hsp: hsf, prot} ∅ {hse, hsp: hsf, prot} (vi) , (ix)
1 ∅ {hsp, hsf,mfp} {hsp, hsf,mfp} (i), (v), (x)
2 ∅ {hsf3, hsp: hsf, hsp:mfp} {hsf3, hsp: hsf, hsp:mfp} (ii), (vi), (xi)
3 ∅ {hsp, hsf, prot} {hsf, hsp} (i), (v), (ix)
4 ∅ {hsf3, hsp: hsf,mfp} {hsf3, hsp: hsf,mfp} (ii), (vi)
5 ∅ {hsf, hsp} {hsf, hsp} (i), (v)
6 ∅ {hsf3, hsp: hsf} {hsf3, hsp: hsf} (ii), (vi)
7 ∅ {hsp, hsf} {hsp, hsf} (i), (v)
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5. A second reaction system model for heat shock response
We introduce in this section a second RS model for the heat shock response. Our strategy this time is
completely different than in the last section: we will formulate a number of essential properties of the
heat shock response model and build the RS model to satisfy them. These properties will be achieved in
the RS model only through the mechanism of inhibition, whereas they are emerging in the ODE model
through a ‘game of numbers’, i.e., through the numerical values of the kinetic rate constants.
We introduce two new resources, nostress and stress, to model the system in the absence and the
presence of the heat shock, resp., mirroring the behavior of the ODE model for temperature values of
37◦C and 42◦C , resp.
We build the model so that the following properties hold in any state W of the reaction system A,
where either stress ∈W , or nostress ∈W , but not both:
P1. mass-conservation of hse: if {hse, hsf3: hse} ∩W 6= ∅, then {hse, hsf3: hse} ∩ resA(W ) 6= ∅;
P2. a single form of hse: if {hse, hsf3: hse} 6⊆W , then {hse, hsf3: hse} 6⊆ resA(W );
P3. mass-conservation of prot: if prot ∈W , then prot ∈ resA(W );
P4. misfolded proteins must be addressed: if mfp ∈W , then {mfp, hsp:mfp} ∩ resA(W ) 6= ∅;
P5. a single form of hsf: let HSF = {hsf, hsf3, hsf3: hse, hsp: hsf}; if |W ∩HSF | ≤ 1, then |resA(W )∩
HSF | ≤ 1;
P6. stability of hsp: hsf in the absence of stress: if {nostress, hsp: hsf} ⊆W , then hsp: hsf ∈ resA(W ).
Our main challenge is in building an RS model that captures qualitatively a behavior driven by
numerical competition on resources, in the absence of an explicit mechanism for concurrency. Since
our model consists of only unary and binary reactions, our main observation is that we can capture the
competition between two binary molecular reactions using resources {A,B1} and {A,B2}, resp., in
terms of a preference (binding affinity) of A over, say, B1, rather than B2. We can formulate these
relationships in the form of a dominance graph, where the graph nodes represent the molecular reactions
(we indicate by ‘+’ the left-to-right direction of a reversible reaction and by ‘-’ the reverse direction)
and a directed edge u → v indicates that u, v compete on a common resource and u is favoured over v.
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Figure 1. The reaction dominance graph of the simplified heat shock response model. The node labels refer to
the molecular reactions in Table 2. We indicate with a directed edge u→ v the property that u is favoured over v.
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We build the dominance graph in Figure 1 for the molecular model in Table 2 based on the following
assumptions:
• hsf has a higher affinity for hsp than for another hsf (edge 4+ → 1+);
• hsf3 has a higher affinity to bind to hsp, than to break into hsf monomers or to interact with hse
(edges 5→ 1− and 5→ 2);
• hsf3 has a higher affinity to bind to hse, than to break into hsf monomers (edge 2→ 1−);
• hsf3: hse has a higher affinity to interact with hsp than to promote gene transcription (edge 6→ 3);
• hsp has a higher affinity for mfp than for hsf, hsf3, hsf3: hse (edges 8→ 4+, 8→ 5, 8→ 6).
All these assumptions correspond to numerical observations regarding the reaction rates of the ODE
model in [6].
5.1. Building the second model
We discuss now the construction of the RS model going through the reactions of the simplified molecular
model in Table 2 one by one. The corresponding RS reactions are in Table 6. In the following we extend
the terminology of ‘enabled reactions’ to the molecular model in Table 2; we will say that a molecular
reaction is enabled in the current state W of our RS system, if all its reactants are in W .
Molecular reaction (1+) is first modelled through RS reaction (10), where hsp is indicated as an
inhibitor, as suggested by the edge 4+ → 1+. Note however based on Figure 1 that reaction (1+) is
enabled also when (8) is enabled, since in this case (4+) is disabled. In other words, (1+) is enabled in
the presence of hsp,mfp, with no inhibitor. This leads to formulating RS reaction (11).
Molecular reaction (1−) is first modelled through RS reaction (12), where hse, hsp are indicated as
inhibitors, as suggested by edges 5 → 1− and 2 → 1−. Similarly, as above, we note based on Figure 1
that if (8) is enabled, i.e., if hsp and mfp are in the current state, then (5) is disabled and so, in this case
only reaction (2) supersedes (1−). This leads to formulating RS reaction (13).
Molecular reaction (2) is modelled through RS reactions (14) and (15). The reasoning in this case
is similar to that corresponding to (1+). Additionally however, we need to introduce several other RS
reactions to make sure that, in case (14) and (15) are disabled in the current state, hse is not lost, as re-
quired by property P1. In other words, this is analogous to building the RS correspondent of a molecular
reaction hse → hse that in the dominance graph would have an incoming edge from node 2. With a
similar reasoning as above, this leads to adding RS reaction (16): hse is preserved unless hsf3 is present,
when (2) is enabled. Moreover, based on the graph in Figure 1, we note that if (5) is enabled, i.e., if hsf3
and hsp were in the current state, but not mfp, then (2) is disabled, i.e., the molecular reaction hse→ hse
would be enabled. This leads to introducing RS reaction (17).
Molecular reaction (3) is modelled through RS reactions (18) and (19). The reasoning in this case is
similar to that corresponding to (1+).
Modeling molecular reactions (4+), (5) and (6) are all similar. They are modelled through RS re-
actions (20), (23), and (24), resp. We only note that when writing (23) we took into account P5 and
excluded hsf from the result of the RS reaction; this is in slight disagreement with the molecular reac-
tion (5) where hsf is a product of the reaction. Applying P5 we decided to keep in the set of products
only one form of hsf and we favoured hsp: hsf over hsf, since it is the more common form of hsf in the
ODE model.
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To model the molecular reaction (4−) we took into account P6 and formulated it through RS reactions
(21) and (22), depending on whether stress or nostress are in the current state.
Molecular reaction (7) is modelled through RS reactions (25) and (26), where we also took into
account P3.
Molecular reaction (8) is modelled through RS reaction (27) and (28), where we also took into
account P4.
Finally, molecular reaction (9) is modelled in a straightforward way through RS reaction (29). The
complete list of reactions of the RS model for heat shock response is given in Table 6.
Table 6. The list of reactions of the second reaction system model for heat shock response.
Reaction
({hsf}, {hsp}, {hsf3}) (10)
({hsf, hsp,mfp}, {dI}, {hsf3}) (11)
({hsf3}, {hse, hsp}, {hsf}) (12)
({hsf3, hsp,mfp}, {hse}, {hsf}) (13)
({hsf3, hse}, {hsp}, {hsf3: hse}) (14)
({hsf3, hse, hsp,mfp}, {dI}, {hsf3: hse}) (15)
({hse}, {hsf3}, {hse}) (16)
({hse, hsf3, hsp}, {mfp}, {hse}) (17)
({hsf3: hse}, {hsp}, {hsf3: hse, hsp}) (18)
({hsf3: hse, hsp,mfp}, {dI}, {hsf3: hse, hsp}) (19)
Reaction
({hsp, hsf}, {mfp}, {hsp: hsf}) (20)
({hsp: hsf, stress}, {nostress}, {hsp, hsf}) (21)
({hsp: hsf, nostress}, {stress}, {hsp: hsf}) (22)
({hsp, hsf3}, {mfp}, {hsp: hsf}) (23)
({hsp, hsf3: hse}, {mfp}, {hsp: hsf, hse}) (24)
({prot, stress}, {nostress}, {prot,mfp}) (25)
({prot, nostress}, {stress}, {prot}) (26)
({hsp,mfp}, {dI}, {hsp:mfp}) (27)
({mfp}, {hsp}, {mfp}) (28)
({hsp:mfp}, {dI}, {hsp, prot}) (29)
Our following result shows that the resulting model satisfies properties P1-P6.
Theorem 5.1. The reaction system in Table 6 satisfies properties P1-P6.
Proof:
To prove P1, note that if hse ∈ W , then either (14), (15), (16), or (17) are enabled, all leading to a state
containing hse or hsf3: hse. If hsf3: hse ∈ W , then the same argument holds, noting that either (18), or
(19), or (24) are enabled.
To prove P2 we first observe that there is no reaction with both hse and hsf3: hse in its list of products.
To prove that the model satisfies the property it is enough to show that no two reactions, one having hse,
the other having hsf3: hse in its list of products, are enabled simultaneously. The reactions having hse in
their list of products are (16), (17) and (24); those having hsf3: hse in their list of products are (14), (15),
(18), and (19). Reaction (16) cannot be enabled simultaneously with either (14) or (15) because hsf3 is
an inhibitor for (16) and it is a reactant for the others. Also, if (16) were enabled simultaneously with
(18) or (19), then hse, hsf3: hse ∈W , a contradiction with the hypothesis of P2. Similar arguments show
that (17) and (24) cannot be enabled simultaneously with (14), (15), (18), and (19).
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To prove P3 note that the only reactions involving prot are (25) and (26), that exactly one of them is
triggered if stress ∈W or nostress ∈W but not both, and that both have prot in their list of products.
To prove P4, it is enough to observe that if mfp, hsp ∈ W , then (27) is enabled, while if mfp ∈ W
and hsp 6∈W , then (28) is enabled.
We prove now P5. First, it is easy to see that if W ∩ HSF = ∅, then resA(W ) ∩ HSF = ∅. Second,
note that there is no reaction with more than one element of HSF in its set of products. If hsf ∈W , then
the reactions that may be enabled are (10), (11), (20); no two of them can be enabled simultaneously. If
hsf3 ∈W , then the reactions that may be enabled are (12), (13), (14), (15), (17), and (23); of these, only
(17) and (23) can be enabled simultaneously, but the products of (17) do not include any element from
HSF. If hsf3: hse ∈ W , then the reactions that may be enabled are (18), (19), and (24); no two of them
can be enabled simultaneously. If hsp: hsf ∈ W , then the reactions that may be enabled are (21) and
(22), which cannot be enabled simultaneously.
Property P6 follows from reaction (22). ⊓⊔
5.2. Interactive processes in the second model
We analyze here the interactive processes of the second RS model of the heat shock response and compare
it with the results previously attained in the ODE model of [6]. Taking into account the qualitative nature
of our model, by the presence of a resource in the environment, except for stress and nostress, conforming
to the threshold assumption, we assume that there is a sufficient amount of the respective resource in the
environment.
Similarly as in the case of our first reaction system model, we start our first interactive process from
an initial state consisting of a minimal set of species needed in the heat shock response model: hsf, hse,
and prot. To draw a parallel with the numerical simulations of the ODE model at 37◦C , the subsequent
contexts of our reaction system consists of the resource nostress. The result is shown in Table 7.
Table 7. An interactive process of the second RS model for heat shock response, in the absence of stress. The
first column of the table represents the state of the system, Ci is the context given to the system in state i, Di =
resA(Ci−1 ∪Di−1) and Wi = Ci ∪Di. The last column provides the list of the reactions triggered in each state.
State Ci Di Wi ri
0 {hsf, prot, hse, nostress} ∅ {hsf , prot, hse, nostress} (10), (16), (26)
1 {nostress} {hsf3, prot, hse} {hsf3, prot, hse, nostress} (14), (26)
2 {nostress} {hsf3: hse, prot} {hsf3: hse, prot, nostress} (18), (26)
3 {nostress} {hsp, hsf3: hse, prot} {hsp, hsf3: hse, prot, nostress} (24), (26)
4 {nostress} {hsp: hsf, hse, prot} {hsp: hsf, hse, prot, nostress} (16), (22), (26)
5 {nostress} {hsp: hsf, hse, prot} {hsp: hsf, hse, prot, nostress} (16), (22), (26)
The result shows that the reaction system in this case enters into a steady state, that is similar to the
steady state of the ODE model in the absence of stress.
Our next interactive process follows the behavior of the RS model when the context introduces stress
in every state, corresponding to the situation when the temperature is set to 42◦C in the ODE model. As
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the initial state we take the steady state achieved in the previous interactive process: {hse, prot, hsp: hsf}.
The result is shown in Table 8. We note that also in this case the system is reaching a steady state, similar
to the steady state of the ODE model for a temperature of 42◦C .
Table 8. An interactive process of the second reaction system model for heat shock response at 42◦C.
State Ci Di Wi ri
0 {hse, prot,
hsp: hsf, stress}
∅ {hse, prot, hsp: hsf, stress} (16),(21),(25)
1 {stress} {hse, hsp, hsf, prot,mfp} {hse, hsp, hsf, prot,mfp,
stress}
(11),(16),(25),(27)
2 {stress} {prot,mfp, hsp:mfp,
hsf3, hse}
{prot,mfp, hsp:mfp,
hsf3, hse, stress}
(14),(25),(28),(29)
3 {stress} {hsp, prot,mfp, hsf3: hse} {hsp, prot,mfp, hsf3: hse,
stress}
(19),(25),(27)
4 {stress} {hsp, prot,mfp, hsf3: hse,
hsp:mfp}
{hsp, prot,mfp, hsf3: hse,
hsp:mfp, stress}
(19),(25),(27),(29)
5 {stress} {hsp, prot,mfp, hsf3: hse,
hsp:mfp}
{hsp, prot,mfp, hsf3: hse,
hsp:mfp, stress}
(19),(25),(27),(29)
In our final interactive process we start from the steady state achieved in the previous one and consider
the case when the context consists in all subsequent state of only nostress. This corresponds to a case
when the ODE model is stabilized at 42◦C , followed then by a temperature of 37◦C . The result is
shown in Table 9. The model reaches again a steady state, the same as that reached in the first interactive
process. The situation is similar to that of the ODE model, where upon removal of the stress, the model
eventually returns to its basal physiological values.
Table 9. Interactive process for the recovery (at 37◦C) of the second reaction system model after several steps of
heat shock (at 42◦C). The process starts from the steady state obtained in Table 8.
State Ci Di Wi ri
0 {hsp, prot, hsf3: hse,
mfp, hsp:mfp, nostress}
∅ {hsp, prot, hsf3: hse,
mfp, hsp:mfp, nostress}
(19),(26),(27),
(29)
1 {nostress} {hsp, prot, hsp:mfp,
hsf3: hse}
{hsp, prot, hsp:mfp,
hsf3: hse, nostress}
(24),(26),(29)
2 {nostress} {hse, hsp, hsp: hsf, prot} {hse, hsp, hsp: hsf, prot,
nostress}
(16),(22),(26)
3 {nostress} {hse, prot, hsp: hsf} {hse, prot, hsp: hsf,
nostress}
(16),(22),(26)
4 {nostress} {hse, prot, hsp: hsf} {hse, prot, hsp: hsf,
nostress}
(16),(22),(26)
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6. Discussion
We demonstrated in this paper the ability of the reaction system framework to capture the intricate be-
haviour of ODE-based models. Given the qualitative nature of reaction systems and their unusual two
major assumptions, the non-permanency and the threshold assumptions, the result bridges two funda-
mentally different modelling paradigms. As a case-study we chose the heat shock response. We focused
on emulating the behavior of the corresponding mass-action ODE model for the heat shock response.
Whereas the ODE model is driven by the numerical values of its kinetic constants, the reaction system
framework only allows the specification of logical dependencies in terms of facilitators and inhibitors.
Moreover, its two fundamental principles, the non-permanency of resources and the uncompetitive trig-
gering of reactions, make the reaction system framework fundamentally different than that of the ODE-
based modelling.
Our first approach, where each molecular reaction would be directly translated to a reaction system
with no inhibitors failed to reproduce the biological knowledge about the heat shock response and the
behavior of the ODE model. The non-permanency principle of the reaction systems has a major role in
the behavior of the reaction system being different than that of the ODE model. For example, the heat
shock element hse is lost in an interactive process in any state where reaction (iii) is not triggered; this is
in disagreement with the common intuition that a gene promoter is not lost when there is no gene binding
activity; it is also in disagreement with the ODE model, where the total amount of heat shock element,
either in the form of hse , or as hsf3: hse, is conserved. The solution here, that we implement in our
second reaction system model, is to have several rules making sure that hse is involved in at least one
reaction regardless of the context, and thus preserved throughout the interactive process. The threshold
assumption of the reaction systems also plays a major role in the disagreement between the models. This
is seen, e.g., in the treatment of proteins in the two models. While the ODE model exhibits a gradual
misfolding (and refolding) of prot, in the RS model all proteins (prot) are converted into mfp’s in a single
step. Another weakness of the RS model obtained through the direct translation is that it does not take
into consideration the main driving factor of the heat shock response: the temperature.
Our second RS model was successful in emulating the behavior of the ODE model. The key obser-
vation here was that in building our first RS model we lost the information about all kinetic constants of
the model and did not compensate for it in the RS model. In building our second model we developed
an approach where we capture the affinity of a species for another species through carefully selected
inhibitors rather than kinetic constants as in the ODE model. We also focused on a number of properties,
including mass conservation, that the RS model should satisfy. Instrumental here was the notion of dom-
inance graph that aims to translate numerical observations about the reaction rates of the ODE model
into a binary relation on the set of RS reactions. The competition between two reactions on the same
resource is captured by an ODE-based model through the reaction rates: the higher the rate of a reaction,
the more it will consume the competed resource; note however that all reactions, even those with the
lowest rate, will get some part of the resource and will be able to run. Going towards the qualitative
realm of reaction systems, we translated the competition between two reactions in terms of a directed
graph where an edge i → j represents that reactions i, j compete on a common resource and that in the
ODE model, reaction i has a higher rate than reaction j. This is then translated into a reaction system
where, through the use of suitable inhibitors, the RS reaction corresponding to j cannot be triggered if
the RS reaction corresponding to i is enabled. This then helps to capture cascading effects: if reaction
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i dominates reaction j and j dominates k, then having i enabled effectively enables k; this is similar to
the behaviour of ODE-based models.
Our approach based on dominance graphs might be possible to generalize to arbitrary molecular
models consisting of unary and binary molecular reactions. The main problem here is the algorithmic
construction of the dominance graph starting from a molecular model, its kinetic rate constants and the
initial values of all variables. How much a-priori knowledge about the behaviour of the model is needed,
as well as how well the procedure scales up with the size of the model appear as interesting questions,
worthy of further attention. A particularly interesting question is how, if at all possible, can one capture
a dynamic situation where the dominance relations between reactions changes in time, as it may well be
possible in ODE models.
The reaction system framework forces the modeler to make explicit a number of assumptions about
the model, that in other framework are typically hidden in some numerical values. Moreover, the explicit
list of inhibitors is shedding light into the causality relations between the various reactions in the system.
This kind of insight is highly valuable and may be very difficult to obtain through other frameworks,
either from the presentation of the model, or from numerical simulations.
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